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1 DCN installation overview
HPE DCN overview

HPE DCN is a Software-Defined Networking (SDN) solution that enhances data center (DC)
network virtualization by automatically establishing connectivity between compute resources
upon their creation. Leveraging programmable business logic and a powerful policy engine, HPE
DCN provides an open and highly responsive solution that scales to meet the stringent needs
of massive multi-tenant DCs. HPE DCN is a software solution that can be deployed over an
existing DC IP network fabric.

Figure 1 HPE DCN Architecture and Components

The following are the components in the HPE DCN solution:

• HPE VSD–Virtualized Services Directory

• HPE VSC–Virtualized Services Controller

• VRS–Virtual Routing and Switching

• VRS-G–Virtual Routing Services Gateway

Infrastructure requirements and recommendations
In order to make use of the HPE DCN, the data center environment must meet some key
requirements as described in the following sections:

• “Data center IP network” (page 7)

• “NTP infrastructure” (page 8)

• “Domain Name System” (page 8)

• “Certificate Authority” (page 8)

Data center IP network
HPE DCN can be used in any data center with an IP network. HPE VSC actively participates in
the IP routing infrastructure. VSC can run OSPF or IS-IS for the IGP in addition to BGP, but
integration with the IGP is not mandatory.
BGP is used to form a federation of multiple VSC and synchronize the DCN network information.
In addition, BGP is also used to exchange routing information with the data center provider edge
router.
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Domain Name System
In scaled HPE DCN deployments, the HPE VSD functional elements can be distributed across
machines into clusters of machines where the failover and load sharing mechanisms for the
clusters rely on being referenced as a single DNS entity.

NTP infrastructure
Because HPE DCN is a distributed system, it is important that the different elements have a
reliable reference clock to ensure the messages exchanged between the elements have
meaningful timestamps.
HPE DCN relies on each of the elements having clocks synchronized with NTP.
The HPE VSD and VRS applications rely on the NTP facilities provided by the host operating
system. The HPE VSC, which is based on HPE DCN OS, has an NTP client.
HPE recommends having at least three NTP reference clocks configured for each system.

Certificate Authority
The northbound ReST API on HPE VSD is accessed within an SSL session. The HPE VSD is
able to use a self-signed certificate, but having a certificate from a certificate authority will enable
client applications to avoid processing security warnings about unrecognized certificate authorities.

DCN Inter-component communication
DCN Services running in the management plane

Table 1 DCN Services running in the management plane

HPE VRS & VRS-GHPE VSCDCN Data nodes clusterFrom/To

Stats CollectionXMPPMySQL ClusterDCN Data Nodes Cluster
XMPP Cluster
HornetMQ
JMS Bus

//Stats ClusterDCN Name Nodes Cluster

Stats CollectionXMPP/DCN Standalone

DCN Protocols running in the data plane
Table 2 DCN Protocols running in the data plane

NSGVRS/VRS-GHPE VSCFrom/To

OpenFlowOpenFlowBGPVSC
Json RPCJson RPC [1]
DTLS [1]

VLXANVXLANOpenFlowVRS/VRS-G
Json RPC

VXLANVXLANBGPe VPNNSG

[1] Note that for OpenFlow, JSON RPC, and DTLS, although they are part of the DCN
Management services, those protocols are running inband.
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Port lists
General ports for VSD, VSC and VRS/VRS-G

Table 3 General ports for VSD, VSC, and VRS/VRS-G

TypeToFromPortProtocolDirection

Management PlaneNTP ServerNTP Client123UDPOUTBOUND

Management PlaneDNS ServerDNS Client53TCP/UDPOUTBOUND

Management PlaneSSH ServerSSH Client22TCPOUTBOUND

HPE VSD Standalone
Table 4 HPE VSD Standalone ports

TypeToFromPortProtocolDirection

Management PlaneVSD XMPP ServerVSC XMPP
Client

5222TCPINBOUND

Management PlaneVSD Stats CollectorVRS/VRS-G39090TCPINBOUND

Management PlaneVSD HTTPS REST API*8443TCPINBOUND

Management PlaneExternal Syslog Server
(optional)

VSD rSyslog514UDP/TCPOUTBOUND

Management PlaneExternal TLS LDAP
Server (optional)

VSD636TCPOUTBOUND

HPE VSD Cluster
Table 5 HPE VSD Cluster ports

TypeToFromPortProtocolDirection

Management PlaneVSD XMPP ServerVSC XMPP
Client

5222TCPINBOUND

Management PlaneVSD XMPP ServerVSD XMPP
Server

5269TCPINBOUND

Management PlaneVSD Stats CollectorVRS/VRS-G39090TCPINBOUND

Management PlaneVSD HTTPS REST API*8443TCPINBOUND

Management PlaneVSD HTTPS REST API
7443

Proxy VM (VNS
environment)

7443TCPINBOUND

Management PlaneExternal Syslog Server
(optional)

VSD rSyslog514UDP, TCPOUTBOUND

Management PlaneExternal TLS LDAP
Server (optonal)

VSD636TCPOUTBOUND
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HPE VSC
Table 6 HPE VSC ports

TypeToFromPortProtocolDirection

Data PlaneVSC Openflow ServerVRS Openflow
Client

6633TCPINBOUND

Data PlaneVSC, JSON, RPC
Server

VRS, JSON,
RPC Client

7406TCP, UDPINBOUND

Data PlaneVSC BGPVSC, 7705, BGP179TCPINBOUND

Management PlaneSNMP Polling ClientSNMP Polling
Server

161UDPINBOUND

Data PlaneVSC, DTLS for VXLANNSG, DTLS for
VXLAN

4789UDPINBOUND

Data PlaneVSC DTLS for IPsecNSG DTLS for
IPsec

4500UDPINBOUND

Management PlaneVSD XMPP ServerVSC XMPP
Client

5222TCPOUTBOUND

Management PlaneSNMP Traps ServerVSC SNMP
Traps

162UDPOUTBOUND

HPE VSC from/to third party GWs
Table 7 HPE VSC ports from/to third party GWs

TypeToFromPortProtocolDirection

Data PlaneVSC OVSDB
Server

OVSDB Client6640TCPINBOUND

Data PlaneVSC OVSDB
TLS Server

OVSDB Client6632TCPINBOUND

HPE VRS/VRS-G
Table 8 HPE VRS/VRS-G ports

TypeToFromPortProtocolDirection

Management PlaneVSD Stats CollectorsVRS, GRS-G39090TCPOUTBOUND

Data PlaneVSC, JSON, RPC
Server

VRS, VRS-G
JSON RPC

7406TCPOUTBOUND

Data PlaneVSC OpenFlow ClientVRS, VRS-G,
OpenFlow Client

6633TCPOUTBOUND

Data PlaneOther VRS, VRS-G,
NSG, VSG

CRS, VRS-G,
VXLAN

4789UDPOUTBOUND/
INBOUND
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HPE VRS-VM
Table 9 HPE VRS-VM ports

TypeToFromPortProtocolDirection

Management PlaneLocal ESXI HVVRS-VM443TCPOUTBOUND

Management PlanevCenter HostVRS-VM443TCPOUTBOUND

Management PlanevCenter Integration
Node (VCIN)

VRS-VM8443TCPOUTBOUND

vCenter integration node (VCIN)
Note that the vCenter Integration Node (VCIN) is running on the same host as the HPE VSD.

Table 10 vCenter integration node (VCIN)

TypeToFromPortProtocolDirection

Management PlanevCenter HTTP ServerVCIN HTTP
Client

80TCPOUTBOUND

Management PlanevCenter HTTPS ServerVCIN HTTPS
Client

443TCPOUTBOUND

Management PlaneVCINHTTPSRESTAPIvCenter HPE
VSC plugin

8443TCPOUTBOUND
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2 Installing HPE VSD software
HPE VSD installation types

There are two types of HPE VSD installation:

• Standalone deployment—All services are installed on a single machine.

• Cluster deployment—The High Availability model, where VSD is installed as a 3 + 1 node
cluster to guard against single failure scenarios. The cluster consists of three database
nodes and one statistics node (Name Node), as shown in Figure 2 (page 12).

HPE VSD High Availability (HA) is intended to guard against single failure scenarios. As shown
in the following figure, it is implemented as a 3 + 1 node cluster. The cluster consists of three
database nodes and one statistics master node, which is also referred to as the Name Node in
the following.

Figure 2 HPE VSD 3+1 HA Cluster

Installation methods
There are two installation methods:
For Lab or Trial Environment—deploy the pre-build VSD image contain the VSD Software. A
qcow2 image is available for KVM environment and an oval image is available for VMware
environment.
For Production Environment—Install the VSD Software from the ISO on a virtual or physical
host running a supported Operating System.

HPE VSD hardware and software requirements
Installing HPE VSD requires the following:

• A physical or virtual machine with the hardware and software requirements specified in the
current HPE Distributed Cloud Networking Release Notes.

• A configured IP address and FQDN.

• SSH Root Access.

• Time Synchronization to an external NTP Server (not provided).

• A Licence key to activate the VSD after installation. To obtain a license, contact your Hewlett
Packard Enterprise sales representative.

• Access to the Operating System repositiories for installation any additional Software packages
dependencies required.

•

NOTE: The VSD software is deployed into the disk partitions /var./opt. and /home.
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NTP and DNS settings validation prerequisites
Prior to installation and/or booting up, HPE VSD validates your NTP and DNS settings. The
installer will refuse to install if NTP is not synchronized and the DNS server responses are not
correct.

High Availability requirements
For high availability of the HPE VSD nodes, the following is required:

• Each HPE VSD node must be installed on a different hypervisor.

• Each HPE VSD node must have redundant network and power, so that no single failure can
cause loss of connectivity to more than one HPE VSD node.

• DNS server configuration is required.

• NTP server synchronization is required.
Optional: An HTTP proxy (not provided) to load balance HTTP requests to the REST API across
the HPE VSD nodes, see “Load balancer configuration example” (page 21)

Updating and patching the OS
To update the operating system and patch against security vulnerabilities, run a yum update
before installing the HPE VSD software and at appropriate intervals thereafter. Do not execute
a yum update on an HPE VSDwithout first pinning the package repository to the VSD-supported
operating system versions and preventing automatic upgrade of the system to unsupported
versions. The patching and updating of the operating system and kernel is not the responsibility
of HPE.

HPE VSD pre-installation configuration requirements
You must perform the following tasks before installing HPE VSD.

NOTE: DNS server and SSH key configurations are only required for HA.

• “Configuring an IP Address and the FQDN” (page 13)

• “Configuring the DNS client” (page 14)

• “Configuring the NTP client” (page 33)

• “Generating and configuring SSH keys for HA” (page 15)

Recommended configurations
• “Configuring load balancing” (page 15)

• “Locating default passwords for database and keystores” (page 17)

Configuring an IP Address and the FQDN
To configure the HPE VSD control plane interface you have the option of using DHCP or static
IP. If you use DHCP you must ensure that the IP address returned by the DHCP server does not
change (DCN stores its IP address in the database).
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1. Configure ifcfg-eth0:
If you use static IP, the following is an example of a method to ensure retention of the previous
IP address by modifying the file /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth0 to
use your static IP and gateway.
DEVICE="eth0"
NM_CONTROLLED="no"
ONBOOT="yes"
TYPE="Ethernet"
BOOTPROTO="static"
IPADDR=192.168.10.101
GATEWAY=192.168.100.1
NETMASK=255.255.255.0

If you use DHCP, the following is an example for a DHCP configuration:
DEVICE="eth0"
NM_CONTROLLED="no"
ONBOOT="yes"
TYPE="Ethernet"
BOOTPROTO="dhcp"

2. Restart networking on the guest:
/etc/init.d/network restart

3. Verify network connectivity with a ping to the gateway (in this example, 192.168.100.1):
ping 192.168.100.1

4. For an HA (cluster) installation, the installation script has a check for /etc/hosts to see
if you have any entry in it with the server’s IP. Installation fails if there is any entry that does
not use FQDN as the first name given to the IP.
192.168.100.1 myFQDN myShortDN1 myShortDN2

5. In the same /etc/hosts file, add the FQDN of all the other nodes in the cluster; for example:
192.168.100.1 vsd-1.example.com

192.168.100.2 vsd-2.example.com

192.168.100.3 vsd-3.example.com

192.168.100.4 vsd-4.example.com

6. Verify that the order in /etc/nsswitch.conf is the following:
hosts: files dns

Configuring the DNS client
The DNS server in this example is 10.10.10.100.
The DNS server should be reachable and configured in each HPE VSD node:
vsd# cat /etc/resolv.conf
nameserver 10.10.10.100

Verifying the NTP server
The HPE VSD installation process enforces a check for the NTP server. Make sure your NTP
server is synced. Edit your ntp server section in config file: /etc/ntp.conf:
# Use public servers from the pool.ntp.org project.
# Please consider joining the pool (http://www.pool.ntp.org/join.html).
server 192.168.15.221 iburst
server 192.168.15.221 iburst
server 192.168.15.221 iburst
server 3.centos.pool.ntp.org iburst
Run “service ntpd restart”. After that run “ntpstat” to check ntp status.
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Return to the overview for your installation type for the next procedure.

Generating and configuring SSH keys for HA
Configure custom password-less SSH peer for all HPE VSD nodes (including the Name Node).
The nodes must be able to SSH using the root user to each other without being prompted for
passwords, otherwise installation will succeed only on the first node. On all the other nodes,
installation will fail.
1. Generate keys: ssh-keygen -t rsa.
2. Copy these keys to every other HPE VSD node:

scp ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub
<IP>:/tmp/id_rsa.pub

3. On each node, attach these keys to the authorized_keys list.
touch ~/.ssh/authorized_keys
cat /tmp/id_rsa.pub >> ~/.ssh/authorized_keys

4. Repeat the same procedure for the remaining nodes in the HPE VSD cluster.

Example
Node 1:
[root@vsd-1 .ssh]# ssh-keygen -t rsa
Generating public/private rsa key pair.
Enter file in which to save the key (/root/.ssh/id_rsa): id_rsa
Enter passphrase (empty for no passphrase):
Enter same passphrase again:
Your identification has been saved in id_rsa.
Your public key has been saved in id_rsa.pub.
The key fingerprint is:
f9:a8:a5:ca:24:5c:bf:21:c6:dc:e4:d1:64:85:8e:ef root@vsd-153.harsh.nuage.com The key’s randomart image is:
+--[ RSA 2048]----+
| .. |
| .. |
| 00 |
| .+.. |
| . o.S.. |
| . + = ..o |
| o * =.o . |
| = . *E |
| o.+ |

[root@vsd-1 .ssh]# scp id_rsa.pub 192.168.100.2:/tmp/id_rsa.pub
root@138.120.152.154’s password:
id_rsa.pub 100% 410 0.4KB/s 00:00

[root@vsd-1 .ssh]# scp id_rsa.pub 192.168.100.3:/tmp/id_rsa.pub
root@138.120.152.155’s password:
id_rsa.pub 100% 410 0.4KB/s 00:00

[root@vsd-1 .ssh]# scp id_rsa.pub 192.168.100.4:/tmp/id_rsa.pub
root@138.120.152.156’s password:
id_rsa.pub 100% 410 0.4KB/s 00:00

Node 2:
[root@vsd-2 .ssh]# touch ~/.ssh/authorized_keys
[root@vsd-2 .ssh]# cat /tmp/id_rsa.pub >> ~/.ssh/authorized_keys

Node 3:
[[root@vsd-3 .ssh]# touch ~/.ssh/authorized_keys
[root@vsd-3 .ssh]# cat /tmp/id_rsa.pub >> ~/.ssh/authorized_keys

Node 4 (Name Node):
[root@vsd-nn .ssh]# touch ~/.ssh/authorized_keys
[root@vsd-nn .ssh]# cat /tmp/id_rsa.pub >> ~/.ssh/authorized_keys

Configuring load balancing
If you are using a load balancer, it must be set up to balance between the HPE VSD REST API
HTTP ports (8443) on both HPE VSD servers, and for HAProxy, the balancing algorithm must
be set to ‘source’.
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#----------------------------------------------------------------#
main frontend which proxys to the backends
#----------------------------------------------------------------
frontend main *:443
default_backend app
#----------------------------------------------------------------#
source-based balancing between the various backends
#----------------------------------------------------------------
backend app
mode tcp
# balance roundrobin
balance source
server vsd1 vsd1.myd.myc.com:8443 check
server vsd2 vsd2.myd.myc.com:8443 check

Load balancing configuration example
frontend vsdha *:443
default_backend vsdhaapp
backend vsdhaapp
mode tcp
balance source
server c1 myh1.myd.example.com:8443 check
server c2 myh2.myd.example.com:8443 check
server c3 myh3.myd.example.com:8443 check

frontend main1 *:401
default_backend app1
backend app1
mode tcp
balance source
server c1 myh1.myd.example.com:8443 check

frontend main2 *:402
default_backend app2
backend app2
mode tcp
balance source
server c2 myh2.myd.example.com:8443 check

frontend main2 *:403
default_backend app3
backend app3
mode tcp
balance source
server c3 myh3.myd.example.com:8443 check

HAProxy configuration example
The following is an example of a working configuration file for an HAProxy web application. See
the full configuration options online at:
http://www.haproxy.org/download/1.4/doc/configuration.txt.
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------
1. Global settings

#----------------------------------------------------------------
global
log 127.0.0.1 local2
chroot /var/lib/haproxy
pidfile /var/run/haproxy.pid
maxconn 4000
user haproxy
group haproxy

#-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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1. common defaults that all the 'listen' and 'backend' sections will
2. use if not designated in their block
#----------------------------------------------------------------
defaults
mode http
log global
option tcplog
option dontlognull
option redispatch
retries 3
timeout http-request 10s
timeout queue 1m
timeout connect 10s
timeout client 1m
timeout server 1m
timeout http-keep-alive 10s
timeout check 10s
maxconn 3000

listen https_web <local IP address>:443
mode tcp
balance source # Load Balancing algorithm
reqadd X-Forwarded-Proto:\ http
server <vsd1 name> <vsd1 FQDN>:8443 weight 1 maxconn 512 check
server <vsd2 name> <vsd3 FQDN>:8443 weight 1 maxconn 512 check
server <vsd3 name> <vsd3 FQDN>:8443 weight 1 maxconn 512 check
From the default config file that comes with ha proxy the listen section
above needs to be added along with the following perameters.
Remove:
option httplog
option dontlognull
option http-server-close
Add:
option tcplog
Remove all lines after and including.:
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------

1. main frontend which proxies to the backends
#----------------------------------------------------------------

Locating default passwords for database and keystores
The install process keeps a file of all ENV_VSD_* environment values. It contains the default
passwords for database and keystores. Once installation is complete on all hosts, you can delete
this file. The location of the file is /opt/vsd/install/myenv.sh.

Installing HPE VSD using an ISO disc image
NOTE: In all cases, you must perform installation tasks in the sequence specified in these
procedures.

Extracting and mounting an ISO image
1. Extract the ISO disc image from the tar file to a temporary location.
2. Mount the ISO disc image from the temporary location to /media/CDROM/ on each node.

NOTE: The ISO must be mounted to the same location on each node.
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Deploying the HPE appliance on KVM
IMPORTANT: After the HPE appliance deployment, proceed with the HPE installation described
in the following sections:
• “HPE VSD pre-installation configuration requirements” (page 13) to configure the HPE VSD

installation.
• “Installing HPE VSD using QCOW2 or OVA” (page 20) to proceed with the HPE VSD

installation.

Setting up appliance VMs
1. Unzip all the tar files to a temporary location.
2. The VMs will be deployed using the virt-install tool.Iif you do not already have

virt-install on your hypervisor(s), run this command to install it:
yum install virt-install

3. Copy the qcow2 image to the KVMhypervisor image location /var/lib/libvirt/images/
on each hypervisor.
hypervisor1server# cp /tmp/VSD-3.0.2_48.qcow2
/var/lib/libvirt/images/myvsd1.qcow2

hypervisor2server# cp /tmp/VSD-3.0.2_48.qcow2
/var/lib/libvirt/images/myvsd2.qcow2

hypervisor3server# cp /tmp/VSD-3.0.2_48.qcow2
/var/lib/libvirt/images/myvsd3.qcow2

hypervisor4server# cp /tmp/VSD-3.0.2_48.qcow2
/var/lib/libvirt/images/myname.qcow2
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4. Create appliance VMs.

Example
In the following example, a VM is created for each of four VSD nodes. If you are doing a
standalone installation, create only myvsd1. The vsd_name option is used to set the VM
name, vsd_disk indicates the qcow2 image final location.
1. Connect to the first hypervisor to deploy the first VSD node:

hypervisor1server# vsd_name=myvsd1

hypervisor1server# vsd_disk=/var/lib/libvirt/images/myvsd1.qcow2

hypervisor1server# virt-install --connect qemu:///system -n
$vsd_name -r 24576 --ostype=linux --os-variant=rhel6 --disk
path=$vsd_disk,device=disk,bus=virtio,format=qcow2 --vcpus=6
--graphics vnc,listen=0.0.0.0 --noautoconsole --import

2. Connect to the second hypervisor to deploy the second VSD node:
hypervisor2server# vsd_name=myvsd2

hypervisor2server# vsd_disk=/var/lib/libvirt/images/myvsd2.qcow2

hypervisor2server# virt-install --connect qemu:///system -n
$vsd_name -r 24576 --ostype=linux --os-variant=rhel6 --disk
path=$vsd_disk,device=disk,bus=virtio,format=qcow2 --vcpus=6
--graphics vnc,listen=0.0.0.0 --noautoconsole -import

3. Connect to the third hypervisor to deploy the third VSD node:
hypervisor3server# vsd_name=myvsd3

hypervisor3server# vsd_disk=/var/lib/libvirt/images/myvsd3.qcow2

hypervisor3server# virt-install --connect qemu:///system -n
$vsd_name -r 24576 --ostype=linux --os-variant=rhel6 --disk
path=$vsd_disk,device=disk,bus=virtio,format=qcow2 --vcpus=6
--graphics vnc,listen=0.0.0.0 --noautoconsole -import

4. Connect to the fourth hypervisor to deploy the VSD Statistics Server:
hypervisor4server# vsd_name=myname

hypervisor4server# vsd_disk=/var/lib/libvirt/images/myname.qcow2

hypervisor4server# virt-install --connect qemu:///system -n
$vsd_name -r 24576 --os-type=linux --os-variant=rhel6 --disk
path=$vsd_disk,device=disk,bus=virtio, format=qcow2 --vcpus=6
--graphics vnc,listen=0.0.0.0 --noautoconsole -import

5. Verify the appliance VMs are running:
hypervisor1server# virsh list --all
Id Name State
----------------------------------
9 myvsd1 running
hypervisor2# virsh list --all
Id Name State
----------------------------------
10 myvsd2 running
hypervisor3# virsh list --all
Id Name State
----------------------------------
11 myvsd3 running
hypervisor4# virsh list --all
Id Name State
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----------------------------------
12 mynvsds running

NOTE: listen=0.0.0.0 in the VM XML definition results in KVM responding to
VNC connection requests on all IP interfaces. Depending on your network configuration,
this may be a security issue, and in large deployments can cause stability issues.
Consider removing listen=0.0.0.0 and using an alternative method (for example,
virt-manager or SSH tunnel) to obtain console access.

Installing HPE VSD using QCOW2 or OVA

IMPORTANT: Before starting the installation, configure appliance networking and DNS and
NTP Clients. See “HPE VSD pre-installation configuration requirements” (page 13).

The install script is interactive. Node 1 is the master node, and it serves as a template for the
other nodes.
It is absolutely imperative that the installation and powering-on of each node be done in the order
specified here.
1. Install VSD on Node 1. For a standalone installation, choose the s option in step 2 and follow

the instructions given by the interactive script.
[root@myh ~]# /opt/vsd/install.sh
-----------------------------------------------------
| V I R T U A L S E R V I C E S D I R E C T O R Y |
| (c) 2013 Nuage Networks |
-----------------------------------------------------
VSD supports two configurations:
1) HA, consisting of 2 redundant installs of VSD with an optional statistics server.
2) Standalone, where all services are installed on a single machine.
Is this a redundant (r) or standalone (s) installation [r|s]? (default=s): s
Please enter the fully qualified domain name (fqdn) for this node: myh.myd.example.com
Install VSD on single host myh.myd.example.com ...
VSD node: myh.myd.example.com
Continue [y|n]? (default=y): y
Starting VSD installation. This may take as long as 20 minutes in some situations ...
A self-signed certificate has been generated to get you started using VSD.
You may import one from a certificate authority later.
VSD installed and the services have started.

HA cluster VSD installation
The install script checks for the XMPP proxy entry in your DNS. Run /opt/vsd/install.sh
-x xmpp.myd.example.com, substituting your own XMPP server name.
[root@myh1 ~]# /opt/vsd/install.sh -x xmpp.myd.example.com
-----------------------------------------------------
| V I R T U A L S E R V I C E S D I R E C T O R Y |
| (c) 2014 Nuage Networks |
-----------------------------------------------------
VSD supports two configurations:
1) HA, consisting of 3 redundant installs of VSD with an optional statistics server.
2) Standalone, where all services are installed on a single machine.
Is this a redundant (r) or standalone (s) installation [r|s]? (default=s): r
Is this install the first (1), second (2), third (3) or cluster name node (t) [1|2|3|t]: 1
Please enter the fully qualified domain name (fqdn) for this node: myh1.myd.example.com
Install VSD on the 1st HA node myh1.myd.example.com ...
What is the fully qualified domain name for the 2nd node of VSD: myh2.myd.example.com
What is the fully qualified domain name for the 3rd node of VSD: myh3.myd.example.com
What is the fully qualified domain name for the cluster name node of VSD:
myname.myd.example.com
What is the fully qualified domain name for the load balancer of VSD stats (if any) (default=none):
Node 1: myh1.myd.example.com
Node 2: myh2.myd.example.com
Node 3: myh3.myd.example.com
Name Node: myname.myd.example.com
XMPP: xmpp.myd.example.com
Continue [y|n]? (default=y): y
Starting VSD installation. This may take as long as 20 minutes in some situations ...
A self-signed certificate has been generated to get you started using VSD. You may import
one from a certificate authority later.
VSD installed on this host and the services have started.
Please install VSD on myh2.myd.example.com to complete the installation.

2. Install VSD on Node 2:
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[root@myh2 ~]# /opt/vsd/install.sh
-----------------------------------------------------
| V I R T U A L S E R V I C E S D I R E C T O R Y |
| (c) 2014 Nuage Networks |
-----------------------------------------------------
VSD supports two configurations:
1) HA, consisting of 3 redundant installs of VSD with a cluster name node server.
2) Standalone, where all services are installed on a single machine.
Is this a redundant (r) or standalone (s) installation [r|s]? (default=s): r
Is this install the first (1), second (2), third (3) or cluster name node (t) [1|2|3|t]: 2
Please enter the fully qualified domain name for the 1st node of VSD:
myh1.myd.example.com
Install VSD on the 2nd HA node myh2.myd.example.com ...
Node 2: myh2.myd.example.com
Continue [y|n]? (default=y):
Starting VSD installation. This may take as long as 20 minutes in some situations ...
A self-signed certificate has been generated to get you started using VSD.
You may import one from a certificate authority later.
VSD installed on this host and the services have started.

3. Follow the interactive script to install VSD on Node 3.
4. Follow the interactive script to install VSD on the Name Node.
5. Verify that the three VSD nodes are up and running by using the following command. If all

nodes are installed correctly, the status for every service on every node is PASS.
service vsd status

6. Verify that the name node is up and running by using the following command:
service vsdstats status

7. See “Changing self-signed certificates” (page 42).

Load balancer configuration example
Example: Load Balancer Configuration
frontend vsdha *:443
default_backend vsdhaapp
backend vsdhaapp
mode tcp
balance source
server c1 myh1.myd.example.com:8443 check
server c2 myh2.myd.example.com:8443 check
server c3 myh3.myd.example.com:8443 check

frontend main1 *:401
default_backend app1
backend app1
mode tcp
balance source
server c1 myh1.myd.example.com:8443 check

frontend main2 *:402
default_backend app2
backend app2
mode tcp
balance source
server c2 myh2.myd.example.com:8443 check

frontend main2 *:403
default_backend app3
backend app3
mode tcp
balance source
server c3 myh3.myd.example.com:8443 check
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3 Installing HPE VSC software
Prerequisites

Part of the XML definition of the HPE VSC virtual machine is to “pin” the virtual CPUs (vCPUs)
to separate CPU cores on the hypervisor. These settings are required for stable operation of the
HPE VSC to ensure internal timers do not experience unacceptable levels of jitter.
Hyperthreading must be disabled to achieve the best use of the physical cores.
For the HPE VSC hardware and software requirements, see the current HPE Distributed Cloud
Networking Release Notes.

Installation procedures
Some of the steps are the same for all installation types, but many of the steps are different for
each installation type. The sequence of steps varies per installation type. Not all steps are required
for all types of installation. The following overviews of installation types provide links to the
individual instruction sets. After you finish one instruction set, return to the overview for your
installation type to find out which instruction set comes next. Do not simply proceed to the next
instruction set in the text without verifying that you actually need to follow the next instruction set
at this point in your VSD installation.
Because the output in these procedures is frequently too wide for display in the PDF format, the
output is shown wrapped at sixty characters:
hypervisor2server# virt-install --connect qemu:///system -n
$vsd_name -r 24576 --os-type=linux --os-variant=rhel6 --disk
path=$vsd_disk,device=disk,bus=virtio,format=qcow2 --vcpus=6
--graphics vnc,listen=0.0.0.0 --noautoconsole -import

• “Installing HPE VSC on KVM” (page 46)

• “Installing on ESXI Using OVA” (page 48)

• “HPE VSC basic configuration” (page 55)

• “Completing post-install security tasks” (page 62)

Installing a VSD cluster using the VSD VM image
1. Deploy the image:

• Deploy VM Image on KVM With qcow.

• On VMware, using the vmdk/ovs, deploy VSD Appliance on VMWare.
2. Configure the DNS server entries for the cluster nodes. See “Configuring DNS server entries

for cluster nodes” (page 31).
3. Configure the network: IP address, hostname, and DNS server address. (See “Configuring

the network IP Address, Hostname and DNS Server Address” (page 32).
4. Configure the NTP client and verify NTP. See “Configuring the NTP client” (page 33).
5. Verify the DNS server entries. See “Verifying DNS server entries” (page 34).
6. To prevent undesired upgrades, Pin Base and Update Repositories to the VSD-supported

version, and then perform a yum update.
7. Configure SSH access between the cluster nodes. See “Configuring SSH access between

cluster nodes” (page 35).
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8. Install the VSD software, which is available under /opt/vsd. See “Installing VSD software
interactively — cluster” (page 36).
a. Run install.sh on the first node, using the -x option to specify the name of the XMPP

cluster.
b. Run install.sh on the second node.
c. Run install.sh on the third node.
d. Run install.sg on the name node.
e. Log out and log back in on all the nodes.
f. Change the default csproot password.
g. Change the self-signed certificates.

Overview of installing an HPE VSD standalone on bare metal
1. Install the operating system using the Release Notes to verify that your OS is supported.
2. Configure the network: IP address, hostname, and DNS server address. (See “Configuring

the network IP Address, Hostname and DNS Server Address” (page 32).
3. To prevent undesired upgrades, Pin Base and Update Repositories to the HPE

VSD-supported version, and then perform a yum update.
4. Install the following packages from the system base repository using yum. Certain packages

will already be present (which specific packages are present depends on your OS), but no
minimal install of any supported OS will have all the necessary packages:
• openssh-clients

• ntp

• ntpdate

• libedit

• bind-utils

These packages are also provided on the HPE VSD software ISO. To install them from the
ISO, follow the instructions given in ‘Bare Metal Preinstallation Steps for RedHat Linux‘‘_).

5. Configure the NTP client and verify NTP. See “Configuring the NTP client” (page 33).
6. Install HPE VSD Software Interactively - Standalone:

a. Run install. sh.
b. Log out and then log in again.
c. Change the default csproot password.
d. Change the self-signed certificates.

Deploying the VM image on KVM with qcow — cluster
1. For each node, define your appliance using virt-install to define the HPEVSD appliance

and start it on your hypervisor with all the correct parameters.
2. Download the HPE VSD cucow2 disk file and copy it as /path/to/vsd/my-vsd.qcow2.
3. Bring up a VM named my-vsd with the following command to use that disk file:

root@hypervisor ~]# virt-install --connect qemu:///system -
n my-vsd -r 8192 --os-type=linux --os-variant=rhel6 --disk p
ath=/path/to/vsd/my-vsd.qcow2,device=disk,bus=virtio,format=
qcow2 --vcpus=2 --graphics vnc,listen=0.0.0.0 --noautoconsol
e --import

4. Return to the overview for your installation type for the next procedure.
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Deploying the VM image on KVM with qcow — standalone
1. For each node, define your appliance using virt-install to define the HPEVSD appliance

and start it on your hypervisor with all the correct parameters.
2. Download the HPE VSD qucow2 disk file and copy it as /path/to/vsd/my-vsd.qcow2.
3. Bring up a VM named my-vsd with the following command to use this disk file:

[root@hypervisor ~]# virt-install --connect qemu:///system -
n my-vsd -r 8192 --os-type=linux --os-variant=rhel6 --disk
path=/path/to/vsd/my-vsd.qcow2,device=disk,bus=virtio,format=
qcow2 --vcpus=2 --graphics vnc,listen=0.0.0.0 --noautoconsole
--import

4. Return to the overview for your installation type for the next procedure.

Deploying the HPE VSD appliance on VMware
Deploy the .ova using the vSphere client or the Open Virtualization Format Tool (ovftool):
1. Select the host as shown in Figure 3 (page 24).

Figure 3 Selecting the host

2. Select File > Deploy OVF template as shown in Figure 4 (page 25).
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Figure 4 Deploying the OVF template

3. In the Deploy OVF Template window that appears, click Browse and select the source
location of the OVA file, then click Next as show in Figure 5 (page 25).

Figure 5 Selecting the source location of the OVH file

4. Specify a name and location for the deployed template, then click Next as shown in
Figure 6 (page 26).
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Figure 6 Selecting the name and location for the deployed template

5. Select a resource pool within which to deploy the template, then click Next as shown
Figure 7 (page 26).

Figure 7 Selecting a resource pool within which to deploy the template
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6. Select the location where the VM files are to be stored, then click Next, as shown
Figure 8 (page 27).

Figure 8 Selecting the location where the VM files are to be stored

7. Review your deployment settings in the Ready to Complete window, then click Finish as
shown in Figure 9 (page 28).
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Figure 9 Reviewing the deployment settings in the Ready to Complete window

8. Return to the overview for your installation type for the procedure to install HPE VSD.
9. Install the VMware tools, as shown in the next section.

Installing the VMware tools
1. Fix the repo by changing the repo spec file /etc/yum.repos.d/nuage.repo from:

[nuage]
name=Nuage Networks, Inc.
enabled=1
gpgcheck=0
baseurl=file:/media/CDROM

to:
[nuage]
name=Nuage Networks, Inc.
enabled=0
gpgcheck=0
baseurl=file:/media/CDROM

2. Add the epel repo by running the following scripts:
[root@vsd-vm201 ~]# rpm --import http://ftp.riken.jp/Lin
ux/fedora/epel/RPM-GPG-KEY-EPEL-6
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[root@vsd-vm201 ~]# rpm -ivh http://download.fedoraproje
ct.org/pub/epel/6/x86_64/epel-release-6-8.noarch.rpm

3. Install the open-vm-tools as follows:
[root@vsd-vm201 ~]# yum install open-vm-tools

If you see this:
Loaded plugins: fastestmirror
Setting up Install Process
Determining fastest mirrors
* base: mirror.hmc.edu
* extras: linux.mirrors.es.net
* updates: mirror.san.fastserv.com
nuage

| 3.9 kB 00:00 ...
nuage/primary_db

| 716 kB 00:00 ...
No package open-vm-tools available.

a. Remove nuage.repo from yum.repos.d files as follows:
[root@vsd-vm201 ~]# rm /etc/yum.repos.d/nuage.repo
rm: remove regular file `/etc/yum.repos.d/nuage.repo'? y

b. Run yum. Install open-vm-tools again.

Deploying the HPE VSD VMs
1. Unzip all the VSD tar files to a temporary location.
2. The VSD VMs is deployed using the virt-install tool, if you do not already have

virt-install on your hypervisors, run the following command to install it:
yum install virt-install

3. Copy the VSD qcow2 image to the KVM hypervisor image location /var/lib/libvirt/
images/ on each hypervisor:
hypervisor1server# cp /tmp/VSD-3.0.2_48.qcow2 /var/lib/libvi
rt/images/myvsd1.qcow2
hypervisor2server# cp /tmp/VSD-3.0.2_48.qcow2 /var/lib/libvi
rt/images/myvsd2.qcow2
hypervisor3server# cp /tmp/VSD-3.0.2_48.qcow2 /var/lib/libvi
rt/images/myvsd3.qcow2
hypervisor4server# cp /tmp/VSD-3.0.2_48.qcow2 /var/lib/libvi
rt/images/myname.qcow2

4. Create appliance VMs. In the example below, a VM is created for each of four VSD nodes.
If you are doing a standalone installation, create only myvsd1. “vsd_name” is used to set
the VM name, “vsd_disk” indicates the qcow2 image final location:
• Connect to the first hypervisor to deploy the first VSD node:

hypervisor1server# vsd_name=myvsd1
hypervisor1server# vsd_disk=/var/lib/libvirt/images/myvsd1.q
cow2
hypervisor1server# virt-install --connect qemu:///system -n
$vsd_name -r 24576 --os-type=linux --os-variant=rhel6 --disk
path=$vsd_disk,device=disk,bus=virtio,format=qcow2 --vcpus=6
--graphics vnc,listen=0.0.0.0 --noautoconsole --import

• Connect to the second hypervisor to deploy the second VSD node:
hypervisor2server# vsd_name=myvsd2
hypervisor2server# vsd_disk=/var/lib/libvirt/images/myvsd2.q
cow2
hypervisor2server# virt-install --connect qemu:///system -n
$vsd_name -r 24576 --os-type=linux --os-variant=rhel6 --disk
path=$vsd_disk,device=disk,bus=virtio,format=qcow2 --vcpus=6
--graphics vnc,listen=0.0.0.0 --noautoconsole -import

• Connect to the third hypervisor to deploy the third VSD node:
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hypervisor3server# vsd_name=myvsd3
hypervisor3server# vsd_disk=/var/lib/libvirt/images/myvsd3.q
cow2
hypervisor3server# virt-install --connect qemu:///system -n
$vsd_name -r 24576 --os-type=linux --os-variant=rhel6 --disk
path=$vsd_disk,device=disk,bus=virtio,format=qcow2 --vcpus=6
--graphics vnc,listen=0.0.0.0 --noautoconsole -import

• Connect to the fourth hypervisor to deploy the VSD Statistics Server:
hypervisor4server# vsd_name=myname
hypervisor4server# vsd_disk=/var/lib/libvirt/images/myname.q
cow2
hypervisor4server# virt-install --connect qemu:///system -n
$vsd_name -r 24576 --os-type=linux --os-variant=rhel6 --disk
path=$vsd_disk,device=disk,bus=virtio,format=qcow2 --vcpus=6
--graphics vnc,listen=0.0.0.0 --noautoconsole -import

5. Verify the appliance VMs are running:
hypervisor1server# virsh list --all
Id Name State
----------------------------------
9 myvsd1 running
hypervisor2# virsh list --all
Id Name State
----------------------------------
10 myvsd2 running
hypervisor3# virsh list --all
Id Name State
----------------------------------
11 myvsd3 running
hypervisor4# virsh list --all
Id Name State
----------------------------------
12 mynvsds running

NOTE: listen=0.0.0.0 in the VM XML definition results in KVM responding to VNC
connection requests on all IP interfaces. Depending on your network configuration, this may be
a security issue, and in large deployments can cause stability issues. Consider removing
listen=0.0.0.0 and using an alternative method (for example, virt-manager or SSH tunnel)
to obtain console access.

After the HPE VSD appliance deployment and connection to the Appliance VMs, return to the
overview for your installation type for the next procedure.

Connecting to appliance VMs
The appliance VM requires console access for initial configuration. Use on of the following
methods:

• “Connecting via VNC” (page 30)

• “Connecting via virsh console” (page 31).

Connecting via VNC
Using a VNC client (for example,. RealVNC, TightVNC) or other console access mechanism,
connect to the appliance consoles and log in using the default username and password:
login: root
password: Alcateldc
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Connecting via virsh console
Using a virsh console domain command, connect to the appliance consoles and log in using the
default username and password.
[root@kvm ~]# virsh list
ID dName State
----------------------------------------------------
454 vsd running
[root@kvm ~]# virsh console vsd
Connected to domain vsd
Escape character is ^]
[root@vsd ~]#

Return to the overview for your installation type for the next procedure.

Configuring DNS server entries for cluster nodes
SRV records are not in the DNS for the XMPP cluster, the installation process will generate those
records for you. Then load them into your DNS. The XMPP cluster name is typically host xmpp
on your domain, for example xmpp.myd.example.com. To use a different name, overwrite that
name when you install the HPE VSD software in a later step. Overwrite the name by running
install.sh with the -x option.
Example set of DNS records for the example environment:
hosts
myh1 A 192.168.122.101
myh2 A 192.168.122.102
myh3 A 192.168.122.100
myname A 192.168.122.103
; xmpp nodes
xmpp A 192.168.122.101
xmpp A 192.168.122.102
xmpp A 192.168.122.100
; SRV records for xmpp.myd.example.com
_xmpp-client._tcp.xmpp.myd.example.com. IN SRV 10 0 5222 myh1.myd.example.com.
_xmpp-client._tcp.xmpp.myd.example.com. IN SRV 10 0 5222 myh2.myd.example.com.
_xmpp-client._tcp.xmpp.myd.example.com. IN SRV 10 0 5222 myh3.myd.example.com.

Create the reverse lookup as well:
101 PTR myh1.myd.example.com.
102 PTR myh2.myd.example.com.
100 PTR myh3.myd.example.com.
103 PTR myname.myd.example.com.

When the DNS server entries are done, return to the overview for your installation type for the
next procedure.

Bare metal preinstallation steps for Red Hat Linux
The following steps are unnecessary if you can get openssh-clients and ntp, for example,
by using yum.
1. Mount the OS ISO in order to install four RPM packages from it.
2. Make a directory to be used as the mount point for the CDROM:

[root@localhost ~] # mkdir /media/CDROM

3. Put the OS DVD into the CDROM. In the following, the example used is /dev/sr0:
[root@localhost ~] # mount -t iso9660 /dev/sr0 /media/CDROM

4. Get libedit so that you can install NTP from the OS ISO on the host:
[root@localhost ~] # rpm -i /media/CDROM/Packages/libedit-...rpm

5. Get openssh-clients so that you can SCP the VSD ISO onto the host. Install them both:
[root@localhost ~] # rpm -i /media/CDROM/Packages/openssh-clients-...rpm

6. Get the NTP RPM so that you can pass the VSD pre-install check. Install them both:
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[root@localhost ~] # rpm -i /media/CDROM/Packages/ntp-...rpm /media/CDROM/Packages/ntpdate-...rpm

7. If necessary, configure your /etc/ntp.conf and start the NTP daemon:
[root@localhost ~] # service ntpd start
[root@localhost ~] # ntpstat; echo $?

8. Check your DNS:
[root@localhost ~] # getent hosts myhost.example.com

Configuring the network IP Address, Hostname and DNS Server Address
Instantiate your network configuration:
1. When the guest is live, connect over VNC and log in.
2. To add your gateway, edit the file etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth0. If

you are using static IP instead of DHCP, modify the file etc/sysconfig/
network-scripts/ifcfg-eth0 to use your static IP and gateway by replacing the
BOOTPROTO value dhcp with static.
For example:
BOOTPROTO="static"
IPADDR=192.168.122.10
GATEWAY=192.168.122.1
NETMASK=255.255.255.0

3. Restart networking on the guest:
[root@localhost ~]# /etc/init.d/network restart

4. Ping the gateway (in the example above, 192.168.122.1).
5. Log in over SSH to continue the configuration.
6. Set the hostname on the four machines (to hostname myh1.myd.example.com in the

following example):
[root@localhost ~]# hostname myh1.myd.example.com

7. To configure the hostname, edit the file etc/sysconfig/network:
NETWORKING=yes
HOSTNAME=myh1.myd.example.com

8. Add the four hostnames to your DNS server. The following entries are required:
• forward

• reverse

• SMPP SRV
9. Check that your hostname is set:

[root@localhost ~]# hostname
myh1.myd.example.com
[root@localhost ~]# hostname -f
myh1.myd.example.com

10. Return to the overview for your installation type for the next procedure.

Pinning base and update repositories to a VSD-supported version

Overview
This Installation Guide directs users to execute a yum update before running the VSD installation
script. As of Aug 7, 2015 this yum update command will cause CentOS and RHEL to upgrade
to version 6.7 which is not supported by HPE DCN.
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Impact
Executing a yum update on a server that has not had its yum repo pinned to the correct version,
causes the install script to throw an error and the installation to abort.

Action
CentOS with VSD 3.2 on VMware and KVM
The CentOS Yum repo must be pinned to version 6.6 to avoid upgrading to an unsupported
version. Create a new 6.6 repo file in /etc/yum.repos.d/c66.repo. Configure the file as
follows:
[c66]
name=CentOS66
enabled=0
gpgcheck=0
baseurl=http://vault.centos.org/6.6/os/x86_64/

Update using the new 6.6 repo:
yum update --disablerepo=* --enablerepo=c66

RHEL with VSD 3.2 on KVM
The RHEL Yum repo must be pinned to version 6.6 to avoid upgrading to an unsupported version:
1. yum install kernel-2.6.32-504.el6
2. subscription-manager attach --pool=8a85f9874e085d6f014e26b7a2d461ea
3. echo "6.6" > /etc/yum/vars/releasever
4. yum clean all
5. yum install redhat-release
6. Return to the overview for your installation type for the next procedure.

Configuring the NPT server
The VSD installation process enforces a check for the NTP server. Use public servers from the
pool.ntp.org project. Consider joining the pool (http://www.pool.ntp.org/join.html). To
configure your NTP server:
1. Edit your NTP server section in the config file /etc/ntp.conf:

server 192.168.15.221 iburst
server 192.168.15.221 iburst
server 3.centos.pool.ntp.org iburst

2. Restart NTP service by running service ntpd restart.
3. Check NTP status by running ntpstat.

Return to the overview for your installation type for the next procedure.

Configuring the NTP client
When you start installation, HPE VSD determines whether NTP is synchronized. If it is not,
installation will fail.
1. Set your local time zone (for example, with “Brussels”):

[root@localhost ~]# ln-s /usr/share/zoneinfo/Europe/Brussels
/etc/localtime

2. Include one or more NTP servers in the /etc/ntp.conf file. For example, edit the NTP file and
add servers as follows, then restart the NTPD service to put these parameters into effect:
server 10.10.0.10
server 192.16.10.10
server 192.16.20.10
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[root@localhost ~]# service ntpd restart

3. Before you start installing, use the command ntpstat to determine whether NTP is
synchronized:
[root@localhost ~]# ntpstat
synchronised to NTP server (10.10.0.10) at stratum 2
time correct to within 942 ms
polling server every 64 s

You can also verify that the time is synced with one of the NTP servers using the following
command: (the “*” indicates the server you are currently in sync with).
# ntpq -p
remote refid st t when poll reach delay offset jitter
=================================================================
*10.10.0.10 10.20.0.10 4 u - 64 17 0.163 3.373 0.854

4. Either synch manually with the NTP Server (Synch manually with the NTP server) or return
to the overview for your installation type to see what the next procedure is.

Syncing manually with the NTP server
If the current time is not close to the NTP server time, you can manually sync your local time to
the NTP server time, as follows:
1. Stop NTPD service:

[root@localhost ~]# service ntpd stop

2. Force synchronization of the local time with the NTP server:
[root@localhost ~]# ntpdate -u 10.10.0.10

3. Start NTPD service again and wait until it is synchronized:
[root@localhost ~]# service ntpd start
[root@localhost ~]# ntpstat
unsynchronised
polling server every 64 s
[root@localhost ~]# ntpstat
synchronised to NTP server (10.10.0.10) at stratum 2
time correct to within 942 ms
polling server every 64 s

4. Return to the overview for your installation type tfor the next procedure.

Verifying DNS server entries
1. Check your /etc/resolv.conf. You must have a valid DNS server IP address in this file.

A single line in this file is sufficient to point to your DNS server: nameserver 10.10.200.254.
No other settings in this file are necessary; do not put in anything else unless you know why
you need it.

NOTE: All nameserver entries in the file /etc/resolv.conf are used for checking
regardless of options; do not just put in 8.8.8.8 as it may not resolve your private VSD
hostnames.

2. Use the checkDNS.sh script to check hostnames you plan on using in your cluster
environment. This example specifies three slave nodes, one name note for stats, and the
xmpp host. These re the same arguments for the install.sh command line.

3. Check DNS entries for hosts. For example, verify that the hostname
vsdha-1.dc.nuagedemo.net resolves to the IP address 10.10.102.10 from the DNS
server 10.10.200.254:
# dig +noall +an @10.10.200.254 vsdha-1.dc.nuagedemo.net
vsdha-1.dc.nuagedemo.net. 300 IN A 10.10.102.10
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4. Check against each DNS servers individually. You will not find out if you have an incorrect
DNS server entry in your resolve.conf unless you specify which DNS server from which
to look up names.

5. Check DNS reverse entries for IP addresses. Verify that the IP address 10.10.102.10 resolves
back to the hostname vsdha-1.dc.nuagedemo.net:
# dig +noall +an @10.10.200.254 -x 10.10.102.10
10.102.10.10.in-addr.arpa. 86400 IN PTR vsdha-1.dc.nuagedemo.

6. Check DNS SRV entries for XMPP. Check SRV records for xmpp-1.dc.nuagedemo.net from
DNS server 10.10.200.254. Three entries are required:
# dig +noall +an @10.10.200.254 SRV _xmpp-client._tcp.xmpp-1.dc.nuagedemo.net
_xmpp-client._tcp.xmpp-1.dc.nuagedemo.net. 300 IN SRV 10 0 5222 vsdha-3.dc.nuagedemo.net.
_xmpp-client._tcp.xmpp-1.dc.nuagedemo.net. 300 IN SRV 10 0 5222 vsdha-1.dc.nuagedemo.net.
_xmpp-client._tcp.xmpp-1.dc.nuagedemo.net. 300 IN SRV 10 0 5222 vsdha-2.dc.nuagedemo.net.

7. Consider the Example below or return to the overview for your installation for the next
procedure.

This example specifies three slave nodes, one name node for stats, and the xmpp host. These
are the same arguments for the install.sh command line.
# /opt/vsd/install/checkDNS.sh -a vsdha-1.dc.nuagedemo.net -b vsdha-2.dc.n
uagedemo.net -c vsdha-3.dc.nuagedemo.net -s vsdha-4.dc.nuagedemo.net -x xm
pp-1.dc.nuagedemo.net
PASS: vsdha-1.dc.nuagedemo.net vsdha-2.dc.nuagedemo.net vsdha-3.dc.nuagede
mo.net vsdha-4.dc.nuagedemo.net resolves by DNS server 10.10.200.254 to I
P address 10.10.101.10 10.10.102.10 10.10.102.10 10.10.103.10 10.10.104.1
0
PASS: xmpp-1.dc.nuagedemo.net resolves by DNS server 10.10.200.254 to 10.1
0.101.10 10.10.102.10 10.10.102.10 10.10.103.10
PASS: xmpp-1.dc.nuagedemo.net SRV resolves by DNS server 10.10.200.254 to
records of vsdha-1.dc.nuagedemo.net vsdha-2.dc.nuagedemo.net vsdha-3.dc.nu
agedemo.net

Configuring SSH access between cluster nodes
Configure custom passwordless SSH peer for all VSD nodes (including the Name Node). The
nodes must be able to SSH using the root user to each other without being prompted for
passwords, otherwise installation will succeed only on the first node. On all the other nodes,
installation will fail.
1. Generate keys:

ssh-keygen -t rsa

2. Copy these keys to every other VSD node:
scp ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub <IP>:/tmp/id_rsa.pub

3. On each node, attach these keys to the authorized keys list:
touch ~/.ssh/authorized_keys cat /tmp/id_rsa.pub >> ~/.ssh/authorized_keys

4. Repeat the same procedure for the remaining nodes in the VSD cluster, then return to the
overview for your installation type to see what the next procedure is.

Example Node 1:
[root@vsd-1 .ssh]# ssh-keygen -t rsa
Generating public/private rsa key pair.
Enter file in which to save the key (/root/.ssh/id_rsa): id_rsa
Enter passphrase (empty for no passphrase):
Enter same passphrase again:
Your identification has been saved in id_rsa.
Your public key has been saved in id_rsa.pub.
The key fingerprint is:
f9:a8:a5:ca:24:5c:bf:21:c6:dc:e4:d1:64:85:8e:ef root@vsd-153.harsh.nuage.com
The key's randomart image is:
+--[ RSA 2048]----+
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[root@vsd-1 .ssh]# scp id_rsa.pub 192.168.100.2:/tmp/id_rsa.pub
root@138.120.152.154's password:
id_rsa.pub 100% 410 0.4KB/s 00:00

[root@vsd-1 .ssh]# scp id_rsa.pub 192.168.100.3:/tmp/id_rsa.pub
root@138.120.152.155's password:
id_rsa.pub 100% 410 0.4KB/s 00:00

[root@vsd-1 .ssh]# scp id_rsa.pub 192.168.100.4:/tmp/id_rsa.pub
root@138.120.152.156's password:
id_rsa.pub 100% 410 0.4KB/s 00:00

Example Node 2:
[root@vsd-2 .ssh]# touch ~/.ssh/authorized_keys
[root@vsd-2 .ssh]# cat /tmp/id_rsa.pub >> ~/.ssh/authorized_keys

Example Node 3:
[root@vsd-3 .ssh]# touch ~/.ssh/authorized_keys [root@vsd-3 .ssh]# cat /tmp/id_rsa.pub >> ~/.ssh/authorized_keys

Example Node 4:
[root@vsd-nn .ssh]# touch ~/.ssh/authorized_keys
[root@vsd-nn .ssh]# cat /tmp/id_rsa.pub >> ~/.ssh/authorized_keys

Return to the overview for your installation type for the next procedure.

Installing VSD software interactively — cluster
Before installation of the first VSD node, make sure that none of the nodes (including Name
Node) already have VSD installed or running. The following output shows the interactive script
with the responses for a cluster installation. To use a specific xmpp cluster, run the install script
with the -x argument as in the example below.
[root@localhost ~]# /opt/vsd/install.sh -x myxmpp.myd.example.com
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1. On the first Node: To start, enter -x /media/CDROM/vsd-install.sh. —x
myxmpp.myd.example.com where the —x option is used to specify the XMPP Service
Name, as defined in the DNS Server record.
/media/CDROM/vsd-install.sh

-----------------------------------------------------
| V I R T U A L S E R V I C E S D I R E C T O R Y |
| (c) 2015 Nuage Networks |
-----------------------------------------------------
VSD supports two configurations:
1) HA, consisting of 3 redundant installs of VSD with .a cluster name node server
2) Standalone, where all services are installed on a single machine.
Is this a redundant (r) or standalone (s) installation [r|s]? (default=s): r
Is this install the first (1), second (2), third (3) or cluster name node (t) [1|2|3|t]: 1

Deploy VSD on the 1st HA node myh1.myd.example.com ...
What is the fully qualified domain name for the 2nd node of VSD: myh2.myd.example.com
What is the fully qualified domain name for the 3rd node of VSD: myh3.myd.example.com
What is the fully qualified domain name for the cluster name node of VSD: myname.myd.example.com
What is the fully qualified domain name for the load balancer of VSD stats (if any) (default=none):

Continue [y|n]? (default=y): y
Installing packages required for VSD. This may take as long as 20 minutes ...
Starting VSD deployment. This may take as long as 20 minutes in some situations ...
VSD package deployment and configuration DONE. Please initialize VSD.
VSD deployed on this host.

Starting VSD installation. This may take as long as 20 minutes in some situations ...
A self-signed certificate has been generated to get you started using VSD.

VSD installed on this host and the services have started.

The console displays a notification when the service is ready. The assertion in the above
output that the services have started does not mean that the service is ready. When it is,
the following notification appears:
Broadcast message from root@myh1.myd.example.com (Fri Oct 24 12:55:37 2014):

VSD service startup is complete. Please type the following command to verify the status of the services:
"service vsd status"

Enter service vsd status as instructed. If the response is encouraging, continue on to
install the second node.

2. On the first node, enter monit summary:
The Monit daemon 5.5 uptime: 10m
Process ‘zookeeper’ Running
Program ‘zookeeper-status’ Status ok
Process ‘tca_daemon’ Initializing
Program ‘tca-daemon-status’ Initializing
Process ‘stats_collector’ Initializing
Program ‘status-collector-status Initializing
Process ‘opentsdb’ Running
Program ‘opentsdb-status’ Status failed
Program ‘ntp-status’ Status ok
Process ‘mysql’ Running
Program ‘mysql-status’ Status ok
Process ‘mediator’ Initializing
Program ‘mediator-status Initializing
File ‘jboss-console-long’ Accessible
File ‘monit-log’ Accessible
File ‘mediator-out’ Does not exist
File ‘stats-out’ Does not exist
File ‘tca-daemon-out’ Does not exist
File ‘zookeeper-out’ Accessible
Program ‘keyserver-status’ Initializing
Process ‘jboss’ Initializing
Program ‘jboss-status’ Initializing
Program ‘hbase-status’ Initializing
Process ‘hadoop’ Initializing
Program ‘hadoop-status’ Status ok
Program ‘ejbca-status Initializing
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Process ‘ejabberd’ Running
Program ‘ejabberd-status’ Status ok
Program ‘dns-status’ Status ok
Program ‘mysql-cluster-status’ Status failed
Program ‘zookeeper-cluster-status Status failed
System ‘myhl.myd.example.com’ Running

It may take up to 10 minutes for the services’ status to change to “Status ok”.
On the first node, only Mysql, Ejabberd, and Zookeeper display “Running” and their
status scripts “Status ok”. Mysql-custer-status, ejabbert-cluster-status
and zoopeeker-cluster-status display “Status failed” because only one node
of the cluster is running as yet.
If your input for monit summary is the same as the output shown above, you can start the
installation of the second node.

3. On the second node, enter /media/CDROM/vsd-install.sh:
[root@myh2 ~]# /media/CDROM/vsd-install.sh
-----------------------------------------------------
| V I R T U A L S E R V I C E S D I R E C T O R Y |
| (c) 2015 Nuage Networks |
-----------------------------------------------------
VSD supports two configurations:
1) HA, consisting of 3 redundant installs of VSD with a cluster name node server.
2) Standalone, where all services are installed on a single machine.
Is this a redundant (r) or (s) installation [r|s]? (default=s): r
Is this install the first (1), second (2), third (3) or cluster name node (t) [1|2|3|t]: 2
Please enter the fully qualified domain name (fqdn) for this node: myh2.myd.example.com
Please enter the fully qualified domain name for the 1st node of VSD: myh1.myd.example.com
Deploy VSD on the 2nd HA node myh2.myd.example.com

Continue [y|n]? (default=y): y
Installing packages required for VSD. This may take as long as 20 minutes ...
Starting VSD installation. This may take as long as 20 minutes in some situations ...
A self-signed certificate has been generated to get you started using VSD.
You may import one from a certificate authority later.
VSD installed on this host and the services have started.

4. On the second node, enter monit summary:
[root@myh2 ~ ]# monit summary
The Monit daemon 5.15 uptime: 10 m
The Monit daemon 5.5 uptime: 10m
Process ‘zookeeper’ Running
Program ‘zookeeper-status’ Status ok
Process ‘tca_daemon’ Initializing
Program ‘tca-daemon-status’ Initializing
Process ‘stats_collector’ Initializing
Program ‘status-collector-status Initializing
Process ‘opentsdb’ Initializing
Program ‘opentsdb-status’ Initializing
Program ‘ntp-status’ Status ok
Process ‘mysql’ Running
Program ‘mysql-status’ Status ok
Process ‘mediator’ Initializing
Program ‘mediator-status Initializing
File ‘jboss-console-long’ Accessible
File ‘monit-log’ Accessible
File ‘mediator-out’ Does not exist
File ‘stats-out’ Does not exist
File ‘tca-daemon-out’ Does not exist
File ‘zookeeper-out’ Accessible
Program ‘keyserver-status’ Initializing
Process ‘jboss’ Initializing
Program ‘jboss-status’ Initializing
Program ‘hbase-status’ Initializing
Process ‘hadoop’ Initializing
Program ‘hadoop-status’ Initializing
Program ‘ejbca-status Initializing
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Process ‘ejabberd’ Running
Program ‘ejabberd-status’ Status ok
Program ‘dns-status’ Status ok
Program ‘mysql-cluster-status’ Status failed
Program ‘zookeeper-cluster-status Status failed
System ‘myh2.myd.example.com’ Running

It may take up to 20 minutes for the services’ status to change to “Status ok”.
On Nodes 1 and 2, Opentsdb displays “Running” and opentsdb-status displays “Status
failed”. Tca_daemon, tca-daemon-status, status_collector, and stats-collector-status display
either “Initializing” or “Initializing— start pending”. Mysql-cluster-status, ejabberd-cluster-status
and zoopeeker-cluster-status display “Status ok” because two nodes of the cluster are
currently running.
If your output for monit summary is the same as shown above, you can start the installation
of Node 3.

5. On the third node: enter: /media/CDROM/vsd-install.sh
[root@myh3 ~ ]# /media/CDROM/vsd-install.sh
-----------------------------------------------------
| V I R T U A L S E R V I C E S D I R E C T O R Y |
| (c) 2015 Nuage Networks |
-----------------------------------------------------
VSD supports two configurations:
1) HA, consisting of 3 redundant installs of VSD with a cluster name node server.
2) Standalone, where all services are installed on a single machine.
Is this a redundant (r) or (s) installation [r|s]? (default=s): r
Is this install the first (1), second (2), third (3) or cluster name node (t) [1|2|3|t]: 3
Please enter the fully qualified domain name for the 1st node of VSD: myh1.myd.example.com
Deploy VSD on the 3rd HA node myh3.myd.example.com ...
Continue [y|n]? (default=y): y
Installing packages required for VSD. This make take as long as 20 minutes ...
Starting VSD deployment. This may take as long as 20 minutes in some situations ...
VSD package deployment and configuration DONE. Please initialize VSD.
VSD deployed on this host, please init and start the services later.
Starting VSD installation. This may take as long as 20 minutes in some situations ...
A self-signed certificate has been generated to get you started using VSD.
VSD installed on this host and the services have started.

6. On the third node, enter monit summary:
[root@myh2 ~ ]# monit summary
The Monit daemon 5.15 uptime: 10 m

Process ‘zookeeper’ Running
Program ‘zookeeper-status’ Status ok
Process ‘tca_daemon’ Initializing
Program ‘tca-daemon-status’ Initializing
Process ‘stats_collector’ Initializing — start pending
Program ‘status-collector-status Initializing
Process ‘opentsdb’ Initializing
Program ‘opentsdb-status’ Initializing
Program ‘ntp-status’ Status ok
Process ‘mysql’ Running
Program ‘mysql-status’ Status ok
Process ‘mediator’ Initializing
Program ‘mediator-status Initializing
File ‘jboss-console-long’ Accessible
File ‘monit-log’ Accessible
File ‘mediator-out’ Does not exist
File ‘stats-out’ Does not exist
File ‘tca-daemon-out’ Does not exist
File ‘zookeeper-out’ Accessible
Program ‘keyserver-status’ Initializing
Process ‘jboss’ Initializing
Program ‘jboss-status’ Initializing
Program ‘hbase-status’ Initializing
Process ‘hadoop’ Initializing
Program ‘hadoop-status’ Initializing
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Program ‘ejbca-status Initializing
Process ‘ejabberd’ Running
Program ‘ejabberd-status’ Status ok
Program ‘dns-status’ Status ok
Program ‘mysql-cluster-status’ Status failed
Program ‘zookeeper-cluster-status Status failed
System ‘myh3.myd.example.com’ Running

It may take up to 10 minutes for the services’ status to change to “Status ok”.
On Nodes 1, 2, and 3, opentsdb displays “Running” and opentsdb-status displays “Status
failed”. Tca_daemon, tca-daemon-status, stats_collector, and status-collector-status display
either “Initializing” or “Initializing — start pending”. My sql-cluster-status,
ejabberd-cluster-status, and zookeeper-cluster-status display “Status ok” because three
nodes of the cluster are currently running.
You must finish all three data nodes before starting to install on the Name Node.
If your output for monit summary is the same as the output shown above, you can start
the installation of the Name Node.

7. On the Name Node: /media/CDROM/vsd-install.sh:
[root@myname ~]# /media/CDROM/vsd-install.sh
-----------------------------------------------------
| V I R T U A L S E R V I C E S D I R E C T O R Y |
| (c) 2015 Nuage Networks |
-----------------------------------------------------
VSD supports two configurations:
1) HA, consisting of 3 redundant installs of VSD with a cluster name node server.
2) Standalone, where all services are installed on a single machine.
Is this a redundant (r) or (s) installation [r|s]? (default=s): r
Is this install the first (1), second (2), third (3) or cluster name node (t) [1|2|3|t]: t
Please enter the fully qualified domain name for the 1st node of VSD: myh1.myd.example.com
Deploy VSD on the cluster node myname.myd.example.com ...
Continue [y|n]? (default=y):
Installling packages required for VSD. This make take as long as 20 minutes ...
Starting VSD deployment. This may take as long as 20 minutes in some situations ...
VSD package deployment and configuration DONE. Please intialize VSD.
VSD deployed on this host, please init and start the services later.
Starting VSD initialization. This may take as long as 20 minutes in some situations ...
A self-signed certificate has been generated to get you started using VSD.
VSD installed on this host and the services have started.

8. On the Name Node, enter monit summary

[root@myname ~]# monit summary
The Monit daemon 5.15 uptime: 3 m

Program ‘ntp-status’ Status ok
Process ‘hbase’ Running
Program ‘hbase-status’ Status ok
Process ‘hadoop-secondary-namenode’ Running
Program ‘hadoop-secondarynamenode-status’ Status ok
Process ‘hadoop-namenode’ Running
Program ‘hadoop-namenode-status’ Status ok
Program ‘dns-status’ Status ok
Program ‘zookeeper-cluster-status’ Status ok
System ‘myname.myd.example.com Running

It make take up to 10 minutes for the services’ status to change to “Status ok”.
9. Check all three data nodes by entering monit summary (example is for Node 3).

[root@myh3 ~]# monit summary
The Monit daemon 5.15 uptime: 33 m

Process ‘zookeeper’ Running
Program ‘zookeeper-status’ Status ok
Process ‘tca_daemon’ Running
Program ‘tca-daemon-status’ Status ok
Process ‘status_collector’ Running
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Program ‘status-collector-status Status ok
Process ‘opentsdb’ Running
Program opentsdb-status’ Status ok
Program ‘ntp-status’ Status ok
Process ‘mysql’ Running
Program ‘mysql-status’ Status ok
Process ‘mediator’ Running
Program ‘mediator-status Status ok
File ‘jboss-console-long’ Accessible
File ‘monit-log’ Accessible
File ‘mediator-out' Accessible
File ‘stats-out’ Accessible
File ‘tca’daemon’out Accessible
File ‘zookeeper-out’ Accessible
Program ‘keyserver-status Status ok
Process ‘jboss’ Running
Program ‘jboss-status Status ok
Process ‘hbase’ Running
Program base-status’ Status ok
Process ‘hadoop’ Running
Program ‘hadoop-status’ Status ok
Program ‘ejbca-status Status ok
Process ‘ejabberd’ Running
Program ‘ejabberd-status’ Status ok
Program ‘dns-status’ Status ok
Program ‘ejabberd-cluster-status’ Status ok
Program ‘zookeeper-cluster-status’Status ok
System ‘myh3.myd.example.com’ Running

It make take up to 10 minutes for the services’ status to change to “Status ok”.
On nodes 1, 2, and 3, all processes should display “Running” and all <*>-status programs
display “Status ok”.

10. Log out of all of the nodes and then log in again.

Installing VSD software interactively — standalone
Before installating the standalone VSD node, make sure that it does not have VSD installed or
running. The following output shows the interactive script with the responses for a standalone
installation. To start, enter /opt/vsd/install.sh:
-----------------------------------------------------
| V I R T U A L S E R V I C E S D I R E C T O R Y |
| (c) 2015 Nuage Networks |
-----------------------------------------------------
1) HA, consists of 2 redundant installs of VSD with an optional statistics server.
2) Standalone, where all services are installed on a single machine.
Is this a redundant (r) or standalone (s) installation [r|s]? (default=s): s
Please enter the fully qualified domain name (fqdn) for this node: myh.myd.example.com
Install VSD on single host myh.myd.example.com ...
VSD node: myh.myd.example.com
Continue [y|n]? (default=y): y
Starting VSD installation. This may take as long as 20 minutes in some situations ...
A self-signed certificate has been generated to get you started using VSD.
You may import one from a certificate authority later.
VSD installed and the services have started.

The console displays a notification when the service is ready. The assertion in the above output
that “the services have started” does not mean that the service is ready. When it is, the following
notification appears:
Broadcast message from root@myh1.myd.example.com (Fri Oct 24 12:55:37 2014):

VSD service startup is complete. Please type the following command to
verify the status of the services: "service vsd status"

Enter service vsd status as instructed. If the response is encouraging, return to the overview for
your installation type to find out what the next procedure is.
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Post-installation tasks

Setting the license key
See the “HPE Distributed Cloud Networking User Guide” for information on how to install a new
license key.

Changing passwords

Deleting default passwords for database and keystores
For VSD 3.2, the install process keeps a file of all ENV_VSD_* environment values. It contains
the default passwords for database and keystores. Once installation is completed on all hosts,
this file can be deleted. The location of the file is /opt/vsd/install/myenv.sh.

Changing the csproot password
The default csproot user password can be updated using the HPE VSD UI. See the “HPE
Distributed Cloud Networking User Guide” for information on how to connect to the HPE VSD
UI.
If you change the csproot user password, you must update the system monitoring with the new
password so that the HPE VSD status monitoring can use the new credentials to connect to HPE
VSD.
To update systemmonitoring with new credentials on each HPE VSD host, with the new password
in single quotes, run /opt/vsd/install/change_credential.sh —j’newpassword’.
Example: [root@myHostName ~]# /optvsd/install/change_credential.sh —j
‘cs$proot2’

Changing self-signed certificates
On each VSD host, installation generates a self-signed certificate. An official certificate signed
by a certificate authority can be imported. To import a certificate:
[root@myh1 ~]# ./set-cert.sh -r -i certificateFilename

If you run a proxy, the cetificate owner must match the hostname of the proxy. If you do not run
a proxy, the certificate owner must match the hostname of the host.
[root@myh1 ~]# /usr/java/jre1.7.0_25/bin/keytool -export -al
ias vsd -keystore /opt/vsd/jboss/standalone/configuration/
d.keystore -keyalg RSA -storepass changeit|/usr/java/jre1.7.
0_25/bin/keytool -printcert
Owner: CN=myh1.myd.example.com, OU=VSD, O=Nuage Networks, L=
Mountain View, ST=CA, C=us

Return to the overview for your installation type for the next procedure.

Using an LDAP store
If you are using an LDAP store, the following tasks must be performed when you start using
LDAP, and also when you install HPE VSD 3.2.
1. Inform each of your HPE VSDs via CLI that you are using LDAP by importing the certificate

and restarting JBoss. This is done using a single command. See “Importing certificates on
the servers” (page 43).

2. Inform your HPE VSD Architect that you are using LDAP. See “Informing HPE VSD Architect
of LDAP usage” (page 43).
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Importing certificates on the servers
On each HPE VSD host, installation generates a self-signed certificate. To import an official
certificate signed by the LDAP certificate authority, use set-cert.sh script. Select one of the
following:

• Import a certificate generated by the Certificate Authority:
# ./set-cert.sh -r -i certificateFilename

• Generate and use a self-signed certificate if you do not run a proxy:
# ./set-cert.sh -r

• Generate and use a self-signed certificate if you run a proxy:
# ./set-cert.sh -r -p proxyHostname

Informing HPE VSD Architect of LDAP usage

For both Standalone and HA
After one or more LDAP certificates have been imported, the certificate(s) must be accepted via
the HPE VSD GUI, as follows:
1. Log into HPE VSD Architect.
2. Select your organization.
3. Click on the LDAP tab from the Dashboard menu.
4. Provide the information for your LDAP configuration.
5. To push the change down to the vsd.keystore file(s), click Save.
6. Verify the changes by logging into the server console and using the following command to

see if the time stamp is updated:
# ls -al
/opt/vsd/jboss/standalone/configuration/vsd.keystore-rw-r--r-- 1
vsd hadoopusers 2303 Nov 3 15:23
/opt/vsd/jboss/standalone/configuration/vsd.kestore

HA
Log into all the remaining nodes’ GUI. The GUI should show the LDAP configuration, but
the vsd.keystore file will not be updated for these nodes. Do the following:

1. With the organization selected, select the LDAP tab from the Dashboard menu.
2. Scroll down, select Accept All Certificates, and then click Save.
3. Deselect Accept All Certificates and click Save again.
4. Verify the changes by logging into the server console and using the following command to

see if the time stamp is updated:
# ls -al /opt/vsd/jboss/standalone/configuration/vsd.keystore
-rw-r--r-- 1 vsd hadoopusers 2303 Nov 3 15:23 /opt/vsd/jbos
s/standalone/configuration/vsd.keystore

Starting, restarting, monitoring and stopping HPE VSD and its stats
HPE VSD Insight starts, stops, and monitors both HPE VSD standalone and HPE VSD HA
installations. It includes two services, vsd and vsdstats, which are initialized when the OS boots
up.
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HPE VSD services

• After installation, all the HPE VSD services should be up and running.

• It is not necessary to start individual services on nodes.

• Do not shut down individual processes; use only monit -g vsd-core stop and monit
-g vsd-common stop.

• When a VSD node in a cluster is rebooted, the VSD service is automatically started and the
node is automatically synced with the other nodes. If no other node is alive and well, VSD
service stops.

NOTE: The commands for a VSD Cluster installation are different from the commands for a
VSD Standalone installation.

Starting an HPE VSD Cluster
Use this procedure if you are cold-starting a fully installed VSD cluster.
1. To start VSD services on the first node in the cluster, run:

/opt/vsd/sysmon/bootPercona.py --force.
2. Run service mysql status to check for mysql running on the node where the

bootPercona command was run.
3. Run monit -g vsd-common start and continue checking with monit -g vsd-common

summary until everything turns to Running and Status ok.
4. Repeat Step 3 on the other two data nodes.
5. Run monit -g vsd-core start and continue checking with monit -g vsd-core

summary until everything turns to Running and Status ok.
6. Repeat Step 5 on the other two data nodes.
7. Run monit -g vsd-stats start and continue checking with monit -g vsd-stats

summary until everything turns to Running and Status ok.
8. Repeat Step 7on the other two data nodes.
9. Run monit -g vsd-stats start onNamenode and checkwith monit -g vsd-status

summary.
10. Run monit summary on all nodes and check for Running, Status ok, and Accessible

on all nodes.

Monitoring an HPE VSD service
VSD service monitors VSD core components continuously. If a VSD component process is down,
the VSD monitoring service automatically tries to restart it. To display stats for all comonents for
all the nodes, run: monit -g check status.

Bringing down a single node
To take down a single node, use the following sequence of commands, noting that the purpose
of monit -g<group> summary is for you to verify that the foregoing service has stopped
before you run the next command.
monit –g vsd-stats stop
monit –g vsd-stats summary
monit –g vsd-core stop
monit –g vsd-core summary
monit –g vsd-common stop
monit –g vsd-common summary
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Bringing up a single node
To bring up a single node, use the following sequence of commands, noting that the purpose of
monit -g<group> summary is for you to verify that the foregoing service has started before
you run the next command.
monit –g vsd-common start
monit –g vsd-common summary
monit –g vsd-core start
monit –g vsd-common summary
monit –g vsd-stats start
monit –g vsd-stats summary

If anything is problematic, use monit -g vas-stats status to get a detailed status of the
stats process, and/or monit -g check status to get a detailed status of all checks.

HPE VSD stats infrastructure
The Stats infrastructure is monitored by Monit in each mode. If one of the processes go down,
Monit will start the process again after handling any dependencies. Never run monit -g
vsd-stats stop on the Master Node without running it on all of the other nodes because the
Status processes in the other nodes look toward the Master Node processes to do their work.
Stopping the Master Node might trigger the other Status Processes to generate errors.
If a single data node is rebooted and the name node is healthy, VSD automatically covers unless
the data set is corrupted.
monit -g vsd-stats <start/stop/status/summary> applies to all the statistics
infrastructure, Hadoop, Hbase, Open TSDB, TCA Daemon and Stats_collector.

Starting Stats service:
To start all stats components, run:
monit –g vsd-stats start

Stopping Stats service:
To stop all stats components, run:
monit –g vsd-stats stop

Getting stats status:
You cannot pull status from all the nodes. On each node, run:
monit –g vsd-stats summary

If this summary shows anything except Running andStatus ok, that means your Stats Cluster
is malfunctioning.
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4 HPE VSC installation procedures
Part of the XML definition of the HPE VSC virtual machine is to pin the virtual CPUs (vCPUs) to
separate CPU cores on the hypervisor. These settings are required for stable operation of the
HPE VSC to ensure internal timers do not experience unacceptable levels of jitter.
Hyperthreading must be disabled to achieve the best use of the physical cores. For the HPE
VSC hardware and software requirements, see the current HPE Distributed Cloud Networking
Release Notes.

Installing HPE VSC on KVM
This section describes the process of loading the HPE VSC software onto the dedicated server.
At the end of the procedure, the HPE VSC image will be running on the server, and HPE VSC
prompts you to log in.
There are two types of deployment, with a single qcow2 disk or (legacy) with two qcow2 disks
(legacy). See “Emulated disks notes” (page 47).

Prerequisites
This installation procedure assumes:

• The Linux server is a clean installation with a minimum of configuration and applications.

• An IP address is already assigned for the management network.

• The user has root access to the console of the Linux server.

• Either one or three NTP servers have been configured and NTP has synchronized with them.

• The user has a means of copying the HPE VSC software files to the server.

• Two independent network interfaces for management and data traffic, connected to two
Linux Bridge interfaces.

Once these requirements have been met, install the required dependencies (the following lines
refer to RHEL; substitute the appropriate Ubuntu references):
yum install kvm libvirt bridge-utils
service libvirtd start
chkconfig libvirtd on

When you set up a server, you must set up an NTP server for all the components. When you
define a VM, it gets a timestamp which cannot deviate more than 10 seconds.

IMPORTANT: Intel Extended Page Tables (EPT) must be disabled in the KVM kernel module.
If EPT is enabled, it can be disabled by updating modprobe.d and reloading the kernel module
with:

echo "options kvm_intel ept=0" > /etc/modprobe.d/nuage_kvm_intel.conf
rmmod kvm_intel
rmmod kvm
modprobe kvm
modprobe kvm_intel

These instructions assume bridges br0 for management and br1 for data have been created and
attached.
1. Start libvirtd and ensure it is set to start automatically.
2. Unzip VSC file:

tar xzvf Nuage-VSC-*.tar.gz

For single disk deployment use the image under:
cd single_disk/vsc_singledisk.qcow2
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For legacy two disk deployment use the image under:
cd two_disks/vsc.imgdisk.qcow2

3. Copy VSC disks for libvirt access:
cp vsc*disk.qcow2 /var/lib/libvirt/images/

For RHEL:
chown qemu:qemu /var/lib/libvirt/images/*.qcow2

For Ubuntu:
chown libvirt-qemu:kvm /var/lib/libvirt/images/*.qcow2

4. (Optional) Modify the VSC XML configuration to rename the VM or the disk paths and
filenames.
Define VM:
virsh define vsc.xml

5. Define VM:
virsh define vsc.xml

6. Configure VM to autostart:
virsh autostart vsc

7. Start the VM::
virsh start vsc

8. Connect to the VSC console using libvirt:
virsh console vsc

9. From the console, log in and configure the VSC. Default login:
login: admin
password: admin

Emulated disks notes
There are two types of HPE VSC deployment:
Single disk configuration: Requires one QEMU emulated disk in the qcow2 format. IDE 0/1
(bus 0, master) must be configured as the “user” disk. The HPE VSC configuration, logs and
other user data reside on this disk. This emulated disk is accessible within the HPE VSC as
device “ CF1:”. A minimum of 1GB is recommended for this disk (a reference user disk is provided).
Two disk configuration: Requires two QEMU emulated disks in the qcow2 format. IDE 0/2 (bus
0, slave) must be configured as the “image” disk. This disk contains HPE VSC binaries and a
default boot options file. This emulated disk is accessible within the HPE VSC as device “CF2:”.
Treat this disk as “read-only” and dedicated to use by the image file. After customizing the boot
options file, the modified file should be stored on the user disk CF1:.
It is possible to boot different HPE VSC versions interchangeably by using the corresponding
image disk qcow2 file via the libvirt XML.
HPE recommends hosting the “user” disk locally (on CompactFlash, SSD or hard drive storage
as available). Likewise, to achieve the best boot times, HPE recommends the “image” disk be
hosted locally on the hypervisor as well.

Emulated Ethernet NIC notes
Two emulated NICs are required. The HPE VSC expects the first NIC to be connected to the
management network and the second NIC to be connected to the data network.
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The recommended configuration is to set up two independent bridges (br## devices in Linux)
and attach the emulated NICs and the corresponding physical NICs to each of these bridges.
See Appendix: “Overview” (page 114).

Installing on ESXI Using OVA
NOTE: The following procedure assumes that vCenter and ESXi are correctly installed.

1. Select the host.

2. Select Edit > Deploy OVF Template...
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3. In the Deploy OVF Template window, click Browse, select the OVA file for VSC, Then click
Next at the bottom of the window.

4. Specify a name and location for the deployed template, then click Next.
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5. Select a resource pool within which to deploy the template, then click Next.

6. Select the format in which to store the virtual disks, then click Next.
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Then click Next.
7. Map the networks used in this OVF template to networks in your inventory (select the port

groups), then click Next.
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8. Enter the VSC configuration information, then click Next.
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NOTE: Enter the control IP addresses of the VSC peers in the BGP peer fields.
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A summary is displayed.
9. To close the summary, click Finish.
10. Connect to the VGA console of the VSC VM using the VMware-provided tool, such as

vSphere client or web-client.
11. Upon the first boot, the system automatically runs the second boot option: Update Nuage

VSC configuration and reboot.
If any subsequent changes were made to the OVA properties, select this option to apply
those changes.
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12. (Optional) Select one of the three boot options:
• Nuage VSC If you do not make a choice within 20 seconds, the first option--Nuage

VSC--is automatically selected and the VM boots from the vApp properties that you
gave initially.

• Update Nuage VSC configuration and reboot To boot up the VSC VM implementing
the new information, use the second option--Update Nuage VSC configuration and
reboot.

• Update Nuage VSC configuration To make changes inside the VM before booting
DCNOS, use the third option--Update Nuage VSC configuration. Instructions for
making such changes are beyond the scope of this document.

IMPORTANT: Do not make changes using this option unless you are instructed to
do so by an HPE service representative.

HPE VSC basic configuration
Following the procedures in VSC Basic Configuration is unnecessary if you installed VSC on
ESXi using thevAPP properties because these basic configuration parameters are written to the
config and bof files at boot time.
Otherwise, use the following to complete the initial configuration steps for getting the HPE VSC
up and running and able to communicate with other elements in the DCN. These procedures
apply:

• if you did not install VSC on ESXi using the vAPP properties, or

• if you deployed VSC as a VM on a KVM hypervisor
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NOTE: The reason these settings normally do not need to be configured if the VSCwas installed
on ESXi using the vAPP properties is because they will be written to the config and bof files at
boot time.

The procedures described include:

• “Configuring the VSC Boot Options File ” (page 56)

• “Configuring the HPE VSC system and protocols” (page 59)

Configuring the VSC Boot Options File
HPE VSC uses a Boot Options File (BOF) named bof.cfg that is read on system boot and is used
for some basic, low-level system configuration needed to successfully boot the VSC.
Table 11 (page 56) lists the configuration parameters that are set in the BOF that are needed
for proper operation of the VSC.

Table 11 BOF Parameters, Defaults and Descriptions

Description and NotesDefault ValueParameter

The image file from which the system will attempt to boot.cf2:/timos/cpm.timprimary-image

The primary (first) configuration file the system will attempt to load on
boot. There are additional parameters for secondary and tertiary

cf1:/config.cfgprimary-config

configuration files should the system be unable to locate the specified
configuration.

The IP addresses of the primary, secondary and tertiary DNS servers
that the VSC will reference for DNS name resolution.

no defaultaddress

The IP addresses of the primary DNS server that the VSCwill reference
for DNS name resolution.

no defaultprimary-dns

The IP addresses of the secondary DNS server that the VSC will
reference for DNS name resolution.

no defaultsecondary-dns

The IP addresses of the tertiary DNS server that the VSC will reference
for DNS name resolution.

no defaulttertiary-dns

The DNS domain of the VSC.no defaultdns-domain

Configures a static route for subnets reachable through the
Management IP interface.

no defaultstatic-route

Configures a pause in seconds at the start of the boot process which
allows system initialization to be interrupted at the console. When

3 secondswait

system initialization is interrupted, the operator is allowed to manually
override the parameters defined in the BOF.

Specifies whether the system will create a persistency file (.ndx) which
will preserve system indexes (for example, the IP interface MIB object

offpersist

index) across a system reboot. This parameter is typically turned on
when the VSC is managed with SNMP.

This optional parameter should be configured in the VSC bof.cfg to
trigger DHCP resolution at bootup. When this command is present, if

no defaultip-address-dhcp

an address is present it will be ignored on reboot, and the VSC will
obtain its management IP via a DHCP exchange (assuming there is a
properly configured DHCP server on the network).

The following procedure updates the BOF and save the updated bof.cfg file on the “user” disk
CF1.
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NOTE: The “image” disk CF2: has a default bof.cfg file, but any user-modified bof.cfg should
be stored on the “user” disk CF1:, unless you are using a single-disk VSC image, in which case,
all configuration and boot images must be stored on the CF 1: disk because there is no CF 2:
disk.

This installation procedure assumes:

• The HPE VSC software has been successfully installed.

• The user is at the HPE VSC console and waiting to log in for the first time.
The information that is configured in the BOF is the following:

• The IP address of the Management IP interface (192.168.1.254 in the example below).

• As appropriate, the IP addresses of the primary, secondary and tertiary DNS servers (10.0.0.1,
10.0.0.2 and 10.0.0.3 respectively in the example below).

• The DNS domain of the HPE VSC (example.com in the example below).

• The IP next hop of any static routes that are to be reached via the Management IP interface
(one static route to subnet 192.168.100.0/24 via next hop 192.168.1.1 in the example below).

• [Optional] Index persistence file for SNMP managed VSCs
1. Log in to the HPE VSC console as administrator.

At the login as: prompt, use the default administrator username (“admin”) and password
(“admin”) to log into the system and be at the root CLI context:
*A:NSC-vPE-1#

2. Assign the Management IP address.
To navigate to the Boot Options File context, enter bof<Enter> and the prompt will indicate
a change to the bof context:
*A:VSC-1>bof#

Themanagement IP address is configured using the address command which has a syntax
of:
[no] address ip-prefix */** ip-prefix-length* [active**| **standby]

where keywords are in bold, parameters are in italics and optional elements are enclosed
in square brackets, “[ ]”. Typically, the no form of the command removes the configured
parameter or return it to its default value.
In the input below, the management IP is set to 192.168.1.254/24:
*A:VSC-1>bof# address 192.168.1.254/24

3. Configure DNS servers.
The VSC allows for up to three DNS servers to be defined that will be contacted in order:
primary, secondary and tertiary. If one DNS is not reachable, the next DNS is contacted.
The DNS servers are configured with the following command syntax:
**primary-dns** *ip-address*
**no primary-dns**

**secondary-dns** *ip-address*
**no secondary-dns**

**tertiary-dns** *ip-address*
**no tertiary-dns**

The primary, secondary and tertiary DNS servers are configured to 10.0.0.1, 10.0.0.2 and
10.0.0.3, respectively, with the following commands:
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*A:VSC-1>bof# primary-dns 10.0.0.1
*A:VSC-1>bof# secondary-dns 10.0.0.2
*A:VSC-1>bof# tertiary-dns 10.0.0.3

4. Configure the DNS domain.
The VSC DNS domain is set with the dns-domain command which has the following syntax:
dns-domaindns-nameno dns-domain

The DNS domain is set to example.com with the command below:
*A:VSC-1>bof# dns-domain example.com

5. Configure static routes for the management IP network.
A static route is configured for the management IP interface with the static-route command
which has the following syntax:
[no] static-route ip-prefix**/*ip-prefix-length***next-hop ip-address

Multiple static-route commands can be issued for the Management IP interface.
A static route is added for 192.168.100.0/24 with a next hop of 192.168.1.1 with the command
below:
*A:VSC-1>bof# static-route 192.168.100.0/24 next-hop 192.168.1.1

To check connectivity:
ping router “management” <Gateway IP>

6. [Optional] Enable index persistence for SNMP managed VSCs
If the VSC is going to be managed using SNMP, HPE recommends that index persistence
be enabled using the persist command to ensure that MIB objects, like IP interfaces, retain
their index values across a reboot. The .ndx file that saves all of the indexes in use is saved
on the same device as the configuration file whenever a save command is issued to save
the VSC configuration.
The persist command has the following syntax:
persist {on | off}

To enable index persistence, the command is:
*A:VSC-1>bof# persist on

7. Save the configuration to cf1:
The BOF file is normally saved in the same directory as the image file for DCN OS, but for
the VSC, HPE recommends that the bof.cfg file be saved to the cf1: “user” emulated disk.

NOTE: The “image” disk CF2: has a default bof.cfg file, but any user-modified bof.cfg
should be stored on the “user” disk CF1:, unless you are using a single-disk VSC image, in
which case, all configuration and boot images must be stored on the CF 1: disk because
there is no CF 2: disk.

The command to save the BOF to cf1: is:
*A:VSC-1>bof# save cf1:
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8. Reboot the VSC to load the saved boot options
After saving the BOF, the system needs to rebooted because the bof.cfg is only read on
system initialization.
To reboot the VSC, issue the following commands:
*A:VSC-1>bof# exit
*A:NSC-vPE-1# admin reboot
WARNING: Configuration and/or Boot options may have changed since the last save.
Are you sure you want to reboot (y/n)? y

The exit command returns the CLI to the root context so that the admin reboot command
can be issued to reboot the system. Enter “y” to reboot.
After rebooting, the IP management interface for the VSC is configured along with DNS.

Configuring the HPE VSC system and protocols
In addition to the (“out-of-band”) Management IP interface, the HPE VSC has an (“in-band”)
network interface for the data center’s data network.
In order to utilize the in-band network interface and provide connectivity with the other DCN
elements, the HPE VSC requires some additional system-level configuration as well as in-band
data network configuration.
The system-level configuration required includes:

• Assigning a system name.

• Defining NTP servers to be used by the system.

• Configuring the system time zone.

• Configuring the XMPP client and OpenFlow in the HPE VSC.

• Configuring the IP interfaces and network protocols includes:

Creating the in-band IP interface and assigning an IP address (interface name control
and IP address 10.9.0.7/24 in the example configuration below).

◦

◦ Creating a system loopback IP interface for use by network protocols (interface name
system and IP address 10.0.0.7/32 in the example configuration below).

◦ Configuring network protocols, for example, OSPF, IS-IS and BGP.

The sections “Configuring system-level HPE VSC components” (page 59) and “In-band IP
Interface and Network Protocols” (page 61) describe the configuration required by highlighting
the relevant commands of an HPE VSC configuration file. The VSC configuration file contains
the CLI commands where the commands are formatted for enhanced readability.
After configuration, use the following command to save the configuration:

Configuring system-level HPE VSC components
Information on the XMPP server and OpenFlow commands on the VRS can be found in the
current HPE Distributed Cloud Networking User Guide.

System name
The config > system > name command is used to configure the system name. In the excerpt
below, the system name is set to NSC-vPE-1.
#--------------------------------------------------
echo "System Configuration"
#--------------------------------------------------
exit all configure

system
name "NSC-vPE-1"
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snmp
shutdown

exit
exit all

NTP Servers and Time Zone
Having the different DCN elements time synchronized with NTP is essential to ensure that the
messages passed between the HPE VSD, HPE VSC, and VRS elements are appropriately
timestamped to ensure proper processing.
Specify one or more (and preferably three) NTP servers should be defined like in the example
below (10.0.0.123, 10.10.10.18 and 10.200.223.10).
The time zone is set with the zone command (PST) with the daylight savings time zone set with
the dst-zone command (PDT). The dst-zone will automatically complete the start and end dates
and times, but can be edited if needed.
exit all
configure

system
time

ntp
server 10.0.0.123
server 10.10.10.18
server 10.200.223.10
no shutdown

exit
sntp

shutdown
exit
dst-zone PDT

start second sunday march 02:00
end first sunday november 02:00

exit
zone PST

exit
exit all

XMPP and OpenFlow
Specify the xmpp server (xmpp.example.com) and username (NSC-vPE-1) and password
(password). The ejabberd server is configured to auto-create the user on the server with the
supplied username and password.
For OpenFlow, optional subnets can be specified with the auto-peer command which restricts
inbound OpenFlow connections from that subnet. If no auto-peer stanza is configured, OpenFlow
sessions will be accepted on all interfaces, both in-band and out-of-band.
#--------------------------------------------------
echo "Virtual Switch Controller Configuration"
#--------------------------------------------------
exit all
configure

vswitch-controller
xmpp-server "NSC-vPE1:password@xmpp.example.com"
open-flow

auto-peer 10.9.0.0/24
exit

exit
xmpp
exit

exit
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In-band IP Interface and Network Protocols

In-band and Loopback IP Interfaces
The excerpt below shows how to configure the in-band interface IP (name control with IP address
10.9.0.7) as well as the loopback (name system with IP address 10.0.0.7) IP interfaces. The
loopback IP is needed if any IGP or BGP routing protocols will be configured. If using BGP, an
autonomous system needs to be configured (65000). Optionally, static routes can be configured
as well for the (in-band) routing table.
#--------------------------------------------------
echo "Router (Network Side) Configuration"
#--------------------------------------------------
exit all
configure

router
interface "control"

address 10.9.0.7/24
no shutdown

exit
interface "system"

address 10.0.0.7/32
no shutdown

exit
autonomous-system 65000

#--------------------------------------------------
echo "Static Route Configuration"
#--------------------------------------------------

static-route 1.2.3.4/32 next-hop 10.9.0.100
exit all

Network Protocols (OSPF and BGP)
The following sections show the commands to configure OSPF for area 0.0.0.0.
#--------------------------------------------------
echo "OSPFv2 Configuration"
#--------------------------------------------------
exit all
configure

router
ospf

area 0.0.0.0
interface "system"

no shutdown
exit
interface "control"

no shutdown
exit

exit
exit

exit
exit all

BGP needs to be configured if there are multiple VSCs that will be operating as a federation.
The following is just a sample configuration and should be adapted according to the existing
BGP infrastructure (for example, the use of Route Reflectors, the BGP group neighbor IP
addresses and family types should be specified, etc.).
#--------------------------------------------------
echo "BGP Configuration"
#--------------------------------------------------
exit all
configure

router
bgp
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connect-retry 2
min-route-advertisement 1
outbound-route-filtering

extended-community
send-orf

exit
exit
group "internal"

type internal
neighbor <ip-address>

family vpn-ipv4
exit
neighbor <ip-address>

family evpn
exit

exit
no shutdown

exit
exit

exit all

Completing post-install security tasks
After installing the HPE VSC software, there are a number of tasks that should be performed to
secure the system. Most of these tasks are obvious, but worth mentioning as a reminder.

• Change VSC “admin” password.
By default, the VSC administrator username and password are “admin”. Finding the default
credentials for most systems and software is not difficult and is an easy security exploit.

• Centralized VSC authentication and authorization
The VSC software is based on DCNOS and inherits many of the platform and security
features supported in DCNOS. Rather than rely on users defined locally on each VRS,
RADIUS and TACACS+ can be used to centralize the authentication and authorization for
VRS administrative users.

• Secure Unused TCP/UDP Ports.
After installing and configuring the VSC, the user should take all steps necessary to ensure
the network security of the VSC system through the use of ACLs and/or firewalls and by
disabling any unneeded network services on the node.

The “VSC UDP/TCP Inbound/Opened Ports” table lists the required and optional UDP/TCP ports
for particular services
for inbound connections to the VSC.
The “VSC UDP/TCP Outbound/Remote Ports” table lists required and optional UDP/TCP ports
for particular services
for outbound connections from the VSC.
Optional ports are only required if the network service is in use on the VSC.

Table 12 VSC UDP/TCP Inbound/Opened Ports

Protocol NotesRequired/OptionalUDP/TCPPort

FTPOptionalTCP21/22

SSHOptionalTCP22

TelnetOptionalTCP23

NTPRequiredUDP123
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Table 12 VSC UDP/TCP Inbound/Opened Ports (continued)

Protocol NotesRequired/OptionalUDP/TCPPort

SNMP - required for SNMP
management

OptionalUDP161/162

BGP - required for federated
VSCs

RequiredTCP179

OpenFlowRequiredTCP6633

RADIUS for console user
authentication dynamically

OptionalUDP49152-65535

reserves ports in this range
upon initialization of the
VSC for outgoing
connections and the
resulting response. The
ports used in this range can
be viewed with show
system connections. If
RADIUS is not used, no
incoming packets will be
forwarded or processed.

Table 13 VSC UDP/TCP Outbound/Remote Ports

Protocol NotesRequired/OptionalUDP/TCPPort

FTPOptionalTCP21/22

SSHOptionalTCP22

TelnetOptionalTCP23

TACACS+OptionalTCP49

DNSRequiredUDP/TCP53

TFTPOptionalUDP69

NTPRequiredUDP123

SNMP–required for SNMP
management

OptionalUDP161/162

BGP–required for federated
VSCs

RequiredTCP179

SyslogOptionalUDP514

OpenFlowRequiredTCP6633
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5 Installing VRS and VRS-G software on RedHat and
Ubuntu

VRS and VRS-G installation overview
VRS—The VRS component is a module that serves as a virtual endpoint for network services.
Through VRS, changes in the compute environment are immediately detected, triggering
instantaneous policy-based responses in network connectivity to ensure that application needs
are met.
VSC—The VSC constitutes the network forwarding plane. It encapsulates and decapsulates
user traffic, enforcing L2-L4 traffic policies as defined by the VSD. The VRS includes a Virtual
Agent (VA) that tracks VM creation, migration and deletion events for the purpose of adjusting
network connectivity dynamically.
VRS-G—The VRS-G component is a software gateway between the HPE DCN networks and
legacy VLAN-based networks. It can be installed either on a bare metal server or within a VM.
For optimum performance, bare metal is recommended.
Operating System and Hardware Requirements—See the current Release Notes. VRS is
expected to support CentOS 6/7 because CentOS 6/7 is a community edition of Enterprise Linux,
which is binary compatible with RHEL.

Preparing the hypervisor
Before installation of VRS and VRS-G, the following requirements must be met for all operating
systems:

• The Linux server must be a clean installation with a minimum of configuration and
applications.

• An IP address must be assigned to the server.

• DNS must be configured and operational.

• Either one or three NTP servers must be configured and synced.

• There must be root access to the console of the Linux server.

• You must have either:

The ability to download and install software from remote archives, or◦
◦ A local repository mirror for the required repositories.

Installing the VRS or VRS-G software
VRS on RHEL 6

For the currently supported software versions and hardware, consult the release notes for the
current version of HPE DCN.
The HPE VRS .tar.gz file contains the required additional HPE-specific packages. Unless the
VRS file has been added to a custom repository (which is beyond the scope of this document),
VRS must be installed from RPM or .deb files downloaded to the local machine. Install VRS or
VRS-G following the relevant procedure.
1. Update your system by running a form of yum update , but do not execute it on an HPE

VSD without (a) pinning the package repository to the VSD-supported operating system
versions and (b) preventing automatic upgrade of the system to unsupported versions. For
instructions on how to do this, see Pin Base and Update Repositories to VSD-supported
Version in the VSD Installation chapter.
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2. Install dependencies for RHEL:
yum install libvirt
yum install python-twisted
yum install perl-JSON
yum install qemu-kvm
yum install vconfig
yum istall tunctl # needed for Extensibility Framework

3. Install the VRS package for RHEL:
tar xzvf <filename>

4. Do a yum localinstall of the HPE-openvswitch package.
5. Edit /etc/default/openvswitch to achieve the desired VRS configuration.
6. Restart Open vSwitch:

# service openvswitch restart
[root@ovs-1 ~]# service openvswitch restart
Stopping nuage system monitor:Killing nuage-SysMon (15377) [ OK ]
Stopping nuage rpc server:Killing nuage-rpc (15400) [ OK ]
Stopping nuage monitor:Killing nuageMon (15409) [ OK ]
Stopping vm-monitor:Killing vm-monitor (15419) [ OK ]
Stopping openvswitch: ovs-brcompatd is not running.
Killing ovs-vswitchd (15352) [ OK ]
Killing ovsdb-server (15337) [ OK ]
Removing openvswitch module [ OK ]
Starting openvswitch:Inserting openvswitch module [ OK ]
Starting ovsdb-server [ OK ]
Configuring Open vSwitch system IDs [ OK ]
Configuring Open vSwitch personality [ OK ]
Starting ovs-vswitchd [ OK ]
Starting nuage system monitor:Starting nuage-SysMon [ OK ]
Starting nuage rpc server:Starting nuage-rpc [ OK ]
Starting nuage monitor:Starting nuageMon [ OK ]
Starting vm-monitor:Starting vm-monitor [ OK ]

VRS on RHEL 7
1. Enable the EPEL repository:

rpm -Uvh
http://mirror.pnl.gov/epel/7/x86_64/e/epel-release-7-5.noarch.rpm

2. Enable the following repository by editing the file /etc/yum.repos.d/redhat.repo.
...
[rhel-7-server-optional-rpms]
name = Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7 Server - Optional (RPMs)
Enabled=1

3. Update your system by running a form of yum update, but do not execute it on an HPE
VSD without (a) pinning the package repository to the VSD-supported operating system
versions and (b) preventing automatic upgrade of the system to unsupported versions. For
instructions on how to do this, consult the Usage Notes section of the Release Notes. For
instructions on how to do this, see the Usage Notes section of the Release

4. Install dependencies for RHEL:
yum install libvirt
yum install python-twisted-core
yum install perl-JSON
yum install qemu-kvm
yum install vconfig

5. Install the VRS package for RHEL:
tar xzvf <filename>
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6. Do a yum localinstall of the HPE-openvswitch package.
7. Edit /etc/default/openvswitch to achieve the desired VRS configuration. See

“Configuring and running VRS or VRS-G” (page 71).
8. Restart Open vSwitch:

[root@vagrant-centos7 vagrant]# service openvswitch restart
Restarting openvswitch (via systemctl): [ OK ]

VRS on Ubuntu 12.04 LTS
VRS is supported on the Ubuntu 12.04 Precise Long Term Support operating system, with
additional packages from the Ubuntu 12.04 Cloud repository. The supported kernel version
corresponds to the Trusty hardware enablement stack. Any new install of Ubuntu 12.04 contains
this kernel. For more information, see https://wiki.ubuntu.com/Kernel/LTSEnablementStack.

NOTE: Grizzly cloud repository is needed to update libvirt. More details on the cloud repositories
can be found on https://wiki.ubuntu.com/ServerTeam/CloudArchive.
NOTE: Do not install either HPE-openvswitch-datapath-dkms (see Installing the VRS Kernel
Module for MPLS over GRE) or HPE-metadata-agent (which is reserved for OpenStack
deployments). For OpenStack configuration, see the OpenStack deployment guide.

NOTE: dpkg -i does not solve dependencies. If any of the dependencies are missing, install
them using apt-get -f install. Then run the same dpkg command again.

1. Enable the Ubuntu 12.04 cloud repository:
sudo add-apt-repository cloud-archive:grizzly

NOTE: Grizzly cloud repository is needed to update libvirt. More details on the cloud
repositories can be found on https://wiki.ubuntu.com/ServerTeam/CloudArchive

2. Update your system:
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get upgrade

3. Verify your kernel version:
uname -r

4. If you do not have the correct kernel, activate the Trusty hardware enablement kernel:
sudo apt-get install --install-recommends linux-generic-lts-trusty

5. Reboot:
reboot

6. Install dependencies:
apt-get install qemu-kvm libvirt-bin libjson-perl python-twisted-core
vlan

7. Install the following packages using dpkg -i:
nuage-openvswitch-common

nuage-openvswitch-switch

nuage-python-openvswitch

8. Edit */etc/default/openvswitch* to achieve the desired VRS configuration. See
“Configuring and running VRS or VRS-G” (page 71).
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9. Restart the service to pick up the changes in */etc/default/openvswitch*:
# service nuage-openvswitch-switch restart
Stopping nuage system monitor: * Killing nuage-SysMon (21054)
Stopping nuage rpc server: * Killing nuage-rpc (21083)
Stopping nuage monitor: * Killing nuageMon (21086)
Stopping openvswitch: * ovs-brcompatd is not running
* Killing ovs-vswitchd (21038)
* Killing ovsdb-server (21019)
* Removing openvswitch module
* Inserting openvswitch module
* Starting ovsdb-server
* Configuring Open vSwitch system IDs
* Configuring Open vSwitch personality
* Starting ovs-vswitchd
Starting nuage system monitor: * Starting nuage-SysMon
Starting nuage rpc server: * Starting nuage-rpc
Starting nuage monitor: * Starting nuageMon

VRS on Ubuntu 14.04 LTS
Do not install either of the following:

• nuage-openvswitch-datapath-dkms (instead, see Installing the VRS Kernel Module
for MPLS over GRE)

• nuage-metadata-agent (which is reserved for OpenStack deployments).
For OpenStack configuration, see the OpenStack deployment guide.

NOTE: dpkg -i does not solve dependencies. If you are missing dependencies, install them
using apt-get -f install. Then run the same dpkg command again.

1. Update your system:
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get upgrade

2. Install dependencies:
apt-get install qemu-kvm libvirt-bin libjson-perl python-twisted-core
vlan

3. Install the following packages using dpkg -i:
nuage-openvswitch-common

nuage-openvswitch-switch

nuage-python-openvswitch

4. Edit /etc/default/openvswitch to achieve the desired VRS configuration. See
“Configuring and running VRS or VRS-G” (page 71).
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5. Restart the service to pick up the changes in /etc/default/openvswitch:
# service nuage-openvswitch-switch restart
Stopping nuage system monitor: * Killing nuage-SysMon (21054)
Stopping nuage rpc server: * Killing nuage-rpc (21083)
Stopping nuage monitor: * Killing nuageMon (21086)
Stopping openvswitch: * ovs-brcompatd is not running
* Killing ovs-vswitchd (21038)
* Killing ovsdb-server (21019)
* Removing openvswitch module
* Inserting openvswitch module
* Starting ovsdb-server
* Configuring Open vSwitch system IDs
* Configuring Open vSwitch personality
* Starting ovs-vswitchd
Starting nuage system monitor: * Starting nuage-SysMon
Starting nuage rpc server: * Starting nuage-rpc
Starting nuage monitor: * Starting nuageMon

VRS on SLES11 SP3
1. Enable the third party kernel modules for SLES11. For more information, see https://

www.novell.com/support/kb/doc.php?id=7002793).
sles11:~ # sed -i 's/allow_unsupported_modules 0/allow_unsupport
ed_modules 1/' /etc/modprobe.d/unsupported-modules

2. Enable the Public Cloud Module repo:
sles11:~ # zypper mr --enable SLE11-Public-Cloud-Module

3. Enable SUSE Linux Enterprise Software Development Kit 11 SP3 by using SLES11 SDK
ISO. To download it, go to https://download.suse.com/Download?buildid=fQKpDcAhPVY,
then enable it from yast2 >Software >Add-On Products by adding the SLES11 SDK online
repositories. For more information, see https://www.novell.com/support/kb/doc.php?
id=7015337.

4. Add third party SLES11 repo for DKMS from OpenSUSE:
sles11:~ # zypper ar
http://download.opensuse.org/repositories/home:/Bumblebee-Project:/nVidia:/latest/SLE_11_SP3/
sles11-dkms

5. Add third party SLES11 repo for protobuf-c fromOpenSUSE, then update the repo metadata:
sles11:~ # zypper ar http://download.opensuse.org/repositories/devel:/tools:/building/SLE_11_SP3/
sles11-protobufc

sles11:~ # zypper ref
Repository 'SLE11-Public-Cloud-Module' is up to date.
sles11:~ # zypper-protobufc
Repository ’SLE11-Public-Cloud-Module’ is up to date.
Retrieving repository ’SLE11-SDK-Pool’ metadata [done]
Building repository ’SLE11-SDK-Pool’ cache [done]
Retrieving repository ’SLE11-SDK-Updates’ metadata [done]
Building repository ’SLE11-SDK-Updates’ cache [done]
Repository ’SLES11-SP3-Pool’ is up to date.
Repository ’SLES11-SP3-Updates’ is up to date.
Retrieving repository ’sles11-dkms’ metadata [\]

New repository or package signing key received:
Key ID: 262AC74F16F4552C
Key Name: home:Bumblebee-Project OBS Project <home:Bumblebee-Project@build.opensuse.org>
Key Fingerprint: 62CDD61ED8FF17A9CBD42B00262AC74F16F4552C
Key Created: Tue 22 Oct 2013 14:58:30 EDT
Key Expires: Thu 31 Dec 2015 13:58:30 EST
Repository: sles11-dkms

Do you want to reject the key, trust temporarily, or trust always? [r/t/a/? shows all options] (r) : t
Retrieving repository ’sles11-dkms’ metadata [done]
Building repository ’sles11-dkms’ cache [done]
Retrieving repository ’sles11-protobufc’ metadata [/]
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New repository or package signing key received:
Key ID: 30A8343A498D5A23
Key Name: devel:tools OBS Project <devel:tools@build.opensuse.org>
Key Fingerprint: 428E4E348405CE7900DB99C230A8343A498D5A23
Key Created: Sun 03 May 2015 07:32:58 EDT
Key Expires: Tue 11 Jul 2017 07:32:58 EDT
Repository: sles11-protobufc

Do you want to reject the key, trust temporarily, or trust always? [r/t/a/? shows
Retrieving repository ’sles11-protobufc’ metadata [done]
Building repository ’sles11-protobufc’ cache [done]
All repositories have been refreshed.

6. List the enabled repos using zypper:
sles11:~ # zypper lr -E
# | Alias | Name
---+--------------------------------------------------------+--------------------—
1 | SUSE-Linux-Enterprise-Server-11-SP3 11.3.3-1.138 | SUSE-Linux-Enterprise-Server-11-SP3
11.3.3-1.138
2 | SUSE-Linux-Enterprise-Software-Development-Kit-11_11-0 | SUSE Linux Enterprise Software Development

3 | nu_novell_com:SLE11-Public-Cloud-Module | SLE11-Public-Cloud-Module
4 | nu_novell_com:SLE11-SDK-Pool | SLE11-SDK-Pool
11 | nu_novell_com:SLE11-SDK-Updates | SLE11-SDK-Updates
26 | nu_novell_com:SLES11-SP3-Pool | SLES11-SP3-Pool
27 | nu_novell_com:SLES11-SP3-Updates | SLES11-SP3-Updates
28 | sles11-dkms | sles11-dkms
29 | sles11-protobufc | sles11-protobufc

7. Install the python setproctitle module from PyPI:
sles11:~ # zypper in python-setuptools python-devel
sles11:~ # easy_install setproctitle

8. Install the linux-kernel-headers, kernel-default-devel and DKMS package:
sles11:~ # zypper in linux-kernel-headers
sles11:~ # zypper in kernel-default-devel
sles11:~ # zypper in dkms
Loading repository data...
Reading installed packages...
Resolving package dependencies...

Problem: nothing provides kernel-devel needed by dkms-2.2.0.3_git20141020-11.1.noarch
Solution 1: do not install dkms-2.2.0.3_git20141020-11.1.noarch
Solution 2: break dkms-2.2.0.3_git20141020-11.1.noarch by ignoring some of its dependencies
Choose from above solutions by number or cancel [1/2/c] (c): 2
Resolving dependencies...
Resolving package dependencies...

The following NEW package is going to be installed:
dkms

The following package is not supported by its vendor::
dkms

1 new package to install.
Overall download size: 79.0 KiB. After the operation, additional 227.0 KiB will be used.
Continue? [y/n/? shows all options] (y): y
Retrieving package dkms-2.2.0.3_git20141020-11.1.noarch (1/1), 79.0 KiB (227.0 KiB unpacked)
Retrieving: dkms-2.2.0.3_git20141020-11.1.noarch.rpm [done (91.7 KiB/s)
Installing: dkms-2.2.0.3_git20141020-11.1 [done]
Additional rpm output:
warning: /var/cache/zypp/packages/sles11-dkms/noarch/dkms-2.2.0.3_git20141020-11.1.noarch.rpm: Header V3
DSA Signature: NOKEY, Key ID 16f4552c
insserv: script dkms_autoinstaller is broken: incomplete LSB comment.
insserv: missing ‘Required-Stop:’ entry: please add even if empty.
insserv: script dkms_autoinstaller is broken: incomplete LSB comment.
insserv: missing ‘Required-Stop:’ entry: please add even if empty.

9. Install the nuage-openvswitch-dkms and nuage-openvswitch packages using zypper:
sles11:~ # zypper in nuage-openvswitch-dkms
sles11:~ # zypper in nuage-openvswitch

10. Check the openvswitch status:
sles11:~ # service openvswitch status
ovsdb-server is running with pid xxxxx
ovs-vswitchd is running with pid xxxxx

Installing the VRS Kernel Module for MPLS over GRE
The VRS installation fails if the installed version of kernel-devel is not the same as the currently
running kernel. If the EPEL repository install fails, check https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/EPEL
for the latest epel-release package version.
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Installing the VRS Kernel Module On RHEL 6
1. Install VRS following the instructions in “VRS on RHEL 6” (page 64).
2. Enable the EPEL repository:

rpm -Uvh
https://dl.fedoraproject.org/pub/epel/6/x86_64/epel-release-6-8.noarch.rpm

3. Install dependencies for DKMS:
yum install dkms
yum install kernel-devel

4. Reboot to pick up correct kernel:
reboot

5. Verify that the installed version of kernel-devel is the same as the currently running kernel:
• To verify which version of kernel-devel is installed:

rpm -qa | grep kernel-devel

• To verify which kernel is currently running:
uname r

NOTE: If you are unable to use the latest kernel, install kernel-devel packages for your
currently running kernel: yum install kernel-devel-`uname -r`

6. Do a yum localinstall of the nuage-openvswitch-dkms package.
7. Verify that the VRS processes restarted correctly:

# service openvswitch restart
Stopping nuage monitor:Killing nuageMon (6912) [ OK ]
Stopping vm-monitor:Killing vm-monitor (6926) [ OK ]
Stopping openvswitch: Killing ovs-brcompatd (6903) [ OK ]
Killing ovs-vswitchd (6890) [ OK ]
Killing ovsdb-server (6877) [ OK ]
Removing brcompat module [ OK ]
Removing openvswitch module [ OK ]
Starting openvswitch:Inserting openvswitch module [ OK ]
Inserting brcompat module [ OK ]
Starting ovsdb-server [ OK ]
Configuring Open vSwitch system IDs [ OK ]
Configuring Open vSwitch personality [ OK ]
Starting ovs-vswitchd [ OK ]
Starting ovs-brcompatd [ OK ]
Starting nuage monitor:Starting nuageMon [ OK ]
Starting vm-monitor:Starting vm-monitor [ OK ]

Installing the VRS Kernel Module on Ubuntu 14.04
1. Install VRS following the instructions in “VRS on Ubuntu 14.04 LTS” (page 67).
2. Install dependencies for DKMS:

apt-get install dkms linux-headers-`uname -r`

3. Reboot to pick up correct kernel:
reboot

4. Install the nuage-openvswitch-datapath-dkms package using the dpkg -i command.
5. Verify that the VRS processes restart correctly:

service openvswitch restart
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Installing VRS-G on RHEL or Ubuntu 12.04 or Ubuntu 14.04
1. Install VRS following the instructions in any of the following ways:

• “VRS on RHEL 6” (page 64)

• “VRS on RHEL 7” (page 65)

• “VRS on Ubuntu 12.04 LTS” (page 66)

• “VRS on Ubuntu 14.04 LTS” (page 67)
2. Edit /etc/default/openvswitch-switch by setting PERSONALITY=vrs-g.
3. Restart the VRS service:

service openvswitch restart

Configuring and running VRS or VRS-G
The startup script that is provided takes care of starting all the components as well as the basic
configuration of VRS. This is mainly the creation of a bridge into VRS and the assignment of an
OpenFlow controller to that bridge. The configuration is loaded on startup of the openvswitch
script according to a configuration file.
Edit the configuration file at /etc/default/openvswitch by specifying at minimum:

• Personality

• Active controller

• Standby controller

NOTE: To customize, use scripts that you run after bootup. Customization scripts must be
rerun after every reboot. Because of the new ISO image, changes are not persistent across
reboots.

Example VRS configuration file
cat /etc/default/openvswitch-switch
# This is a POSIX shell fragment -*- sh -*-
# FORCE_COREFILES: If 'yes' then core files will be enabled.
# FORCE_COREFILES=yes
# OVS_CTL_OPTS: Extra options to pass to ovs-ctl. This is, for example,
# a suitable place to specify --ovs-vswitchd-wrapper=valgrind.
# OVS_CTL_OPTS=
# OVSDB_SERVER_PRIORITY: "nice" priority at which to run ovsdb-server.
# OVSDB_SERVER_PRIORITY=-10
# VSWITCHD_PRIORITY: "nice" priority at which to run ovs-vswitchd.
# VSWITCHD_PRIORITY=-10
# VSWITCHD_MLOCKALL: Whether to pass ovs-vswitchd the --mlockall option.
# This option should be set to "yes" or "no". The default is "yes".
# Enabling this option can avoid networking interruptions due to
# system memory pressure in extraordinary situations, such as multiple
# concurrent VM import operations.
# VSWITCHD_MLOCKALL=yes
# BRCOMPAT: If 'yes' and the openvswitch-brcompat package is installed, then
# Linux bridge compatibility will be enabled.
# BRCOMPAT=no
# DELETE_BRIDGES: Delete the previously existing ones, default is "no".
# DELETE_BRIDGES=no
# PERSONALITY: vrs/vrs-g/none (default: vrs) PERSONALITY=vrs
# PLATFORM: kvm/xen/esx-i. Only apply when in VRS personality PLATFORM=kvm
# DEFAULT_BRIDGE: Nuage managed bridge DEFAULT_BRIDGE=dcnbr0
# CONNID_TYPE: This could be set to type uuid or string
# CONNID_TYPE=
# CONNID_VAL: This could be a uuid value or a string # CONNID_VAL=
# CLIENT_KEY_PATH: SSL client key file path # CLIENT_KEY_PATH=
# CLIENT_CERT_PATH: SSL client certificate file path
# CLIENT_CERT_PATH=
# CA_CERT_PATH: CA certificate file path # CA_CERT_PATH=
# CONN_TYPE: ssl or tcp CONN_TYPE=tcp
# ACTIVE_CONTROLLER: Primary controller IP. Only valid IP addresses will be
# accepted. To delete the controller comment out the ACTIVE_CONTROLLER
# variable below ACTIVE_CONTROLLER=10.20.1.7
#
# STANDBY_CONTROLLER: Secondary controller IP. Only valid IP addresses
# will be accepted. To delete the controller comment out the STANDBY_CONTROLLER
# variable below
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# STANDBY_CONTROLLER= #
# NUAGE_MONITOR_PRIORITY:
# NUAGE_MONITOR_PRIORITY= -10
#
# VM_MONITOR_PRIORITY:
# VM_MONITOR_PRIORITY= -10
# TUNNEL_CACHING_ENABLED: "yes" to enable caching, "no" to disable. TUNNEL_CACHING_ENABLED=no
# MANAGEMENT_INTERFACE: Management interface (example: eth0)
# MANAGEMENT_INTERFACE=eth0

# Sample Mcast Underlay interface and range configuration. 1--4
# MCAST_UNDERLAY_INTF_1: mcast interface
# MCAST_UNDERLAY_INTF_1=bond0.4000

# MCAST_UNDERLAY_INTF_RANGE_1: mcast interface range
# MCAST_UNDERLAY_INTF_RANGE_1=225.1.1.1-225.1.1.10

# DHCP_RELAY_ADDRESS: IP Address of the DHCP relay server
# DHCP_RELAY_ADDRESS=

# VRSG_PEER_IP: Applies only when in GateWay mode
# VRSG_PEER_IP=0.0.0.0

# FLOW_EVICTION_THRESHOLD: Number of flows at which eviction from
# kernel flow table will be triggered (default : 2500)
# FLOW_EVICTION_THRESHOLD=

# DATAPATH_SYNC_TIMEOUT: Datapath flow stats sync timeout
# specified in milliseconds (default: 1000)
# DATAPATH_SYNC_TIMEOUT=

# UUID: uuid assigned to nsg
UUID=

# CPE_ID: 4 byte id assigned to nsg
CPE_ID=

# DATAPATH_ID: Datapath id of the nsg
DATAPATH_ID=

# UPLINK_ID: uplink id assigned to nsg
UPLINK_ID=

# NETWORK_UPLINK_INTF: uplink interface of the host
NETWORK_UPLINK_INTF=

# NETWORK_NAMESPACE: namespace to create pat interfaces, iptables & route rules
NETWORK_NAMESPACE=

# MCAST_UNDERLAY_TX_INTF: mcast tx interface
#MCAST_UNDERLAY_TX_INTF=

# STATS_COLLECTOR_ADDRESS: IP Address of the STATS relay server (used only in VNS setup)# STATS_COLLECTOR_ADDRESS=

# STATS_COLLECTOR_PORT: ssl port of the STATS relay server (used only in VNS setup)
# STATS_COLLECTOR_PORT=

# SKB_LRO_MOD_ENABLED: enable or disable LRO modification in skb for
# improving performance. Allowed values: 'yes' or 'no'
SKB_LRO_MOD_ENABLED=no

# BRIDGE_MTU: Configurable bridge MTU
# BRIDGE_MTU=

# DEFAULT_LOG_LEVEL: default log level at openvswitch start
# DEFAULT_LOG_LEVEL=any:file:dbg

IP tables needed for VRS/VRS-G functionality
• -P INPUT DROP Default drop

• -P FORWARD ACCEPT Anything forward allow

• -P OUTPUT ACCEPT Openflow (port 6633)

JSON/RPC (port 7406)◦
◦ TCP and SSL (port 7407)

◦ to VSC and VBSD Stats (29090)

• -A INPUT -m state –state RELATED,ESTABLISHED -j ACCEPT Return traffic from above
connections

• -A INPUT -p icmp -j ACCEPT Ping
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• -A INPUT -p gre -j ACCEPT For receiving MPLS/GRE traffic (only for return type GRE)

• -A INPUT -p tcp -m tcp –dport 22 -j ACCEPT For SSH, can add 23 for Telnet

• -A INPUT -p udp -m udp –dport 4789 -j ACCEPT VXLAN
• -A INPUT -i lo -j ACCEPT Allow any traffic from loopback interface

• -A INPUT -j DROP Default drop
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6 Docker support
Overview

DCN captures Docker events such as the creation of Docker containers from the Docker API
using ESXMon. It also captures the associated DCN parameters such as subnet, domains, etc.
When container creation is detected, DockerMon creates a port on the DCN bridge (dcnbr0 by
default). That port will be attached to dcnbr0 and a policy request and a full XML request will be
generated. DockerMon will also link this port as a network interface inside the container’s
namespace thereby making the interface available for the container.
If the Docker container dies, the event generated and deletion of the vNic will be captured and
therefore the vPort on dcnbr0 will be removed.
Docker runs the network as a namespace. For this reason, the namespace’s network interface
is plugged directly into the VRS.
Docker support for DCN requires an extra package that will add the DockerMon process. That
RPM package is included in the release package.

Installing Docker Monitor dependencies and Docker Monitor
The prerequisite for this is to have a VRS already installed. Follow the VRS installation instructions
for your platform, noting that the DCN Docker Monitor is only certified on EL7. The following
procedure therefore covers installation on EL7 only.
Before installing DCN Docker Monitor, install the following dependencies.
1. Install Docker core:

yum install -y docker

2. The docker monitor depends on the Docker Python client library to communicate with Docker
core. Currently, the official EL7 repository does not have this package. To install this package,
there are two options, installing using PIP or from sources:
Install using PIP
The latest stable version of the Docker Python client is always available via PIP. o install
docker-py using PIP:
1. If necessary, install PIP using yum install python-pip.
2. Install docker-py using pip install docker-py.
3. Ensure that the right versions of the requests, six, and websocket-client libraries are

installed.
Install from sources
Install the Docker Python client by directly cloning the docker-py repository. Note that this
may result in an unstable docker-py installation as the source code may not have had the
essential soak time on different platforms. The Docker Python client also lists the requests
library, the six module, and the websocket-client as dependencies. If you are installing from
sources, the setup.py script takes care of installing these dependencies. To install from
sources:
a. git clone https://github.com/docker/docker-py
b. cd docker-py
c. python setup.py install
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d. After installation, verify that appropriate versions of the requests library, the six module,
and the websocket-client are installed. At the time of writing this procedure, the
docker-py version is 1.3.1 and setup.py specifies the following requirements:
requirements = [

’requests >= 2.5.2
’six >= 1.3.0’,
’websocket-client >= 0.32.0’,

]

3. Install the docker-monitor RPM using yum install nuage-docker-monitor.rpm.

Configuring VRS personality for containers
When the HPEDocker Monitor RPM installs, it adds the platform type lxc in the VRS configuration
file (/etc/default/openvswitch). When the VRS is started with the platform type lxc as
one of the supported platforms, it starts the HPE Docker Monitor daemon. On uninstalling HPE
Docker Monitor, the lxc platform type is removed.
For Docker support, configure the VRS personality for containers by setting the platform
configuration parameter to lxc. Optionally, both VMs and containers can be spawned on a single
hypervisor. For this, set the platform type to kvm, lxc.
For information on the supported metadata environment and instructions on how to do the
following, see the “Docker Integration” section of the HPE Distributed Cloud Networking User
Guide:
• Start Docker core

• Start image-doccker-monitor

• Start a Docker container

Setting the platform configuration parameter for containers
Example
[root@host-172-16-1-6 ~]# cat /etc/default/openvswitch
PERSONALITY: vrs/vrs-g/none (default: vrs)
PERSONALITY=vrs
PLATFORM: kvm/xen/esx-i. Only apply when in VRS personality
PLATFORM="lxc"

Spawn both VMs and containers on the same hypervisor
Example
[root@host-172-16-1-6 ~]# cat /etc/default/openvswitch
PERSONALITY: vrs/vrs-g/none (default: vrs)
PERSONALITY=vrs
PLATFORM: kvm/xen/esx-i. Only apply when in VRS personality
PLATFORM="kvm, lxc"

Troubleshooting
• If you upgraded to a 3.2.Rx VRS version, verify that the platform type is still set to lxc. If

necessary, reset it manually.
• If the HPE Docker Monitor log shows errors related to docker-py, verify that the

docker-py dependencies are adequately satisfied. If necessary, upgrade the versions of
the requests, six, and websocket-client Python modules.
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7 Deploying the VRS VM on VMware
Overview

This section describes the installation of the Virtual Routing and Switching (VRS-VM) with VMware
that is required for all VMware deployments with VMware vSphere Hypervisor (ESXi).
The installation of the VRS component in the VMWare environment consists of deploying a VRS
appliance on each ESXi host. The ESXi hosts must be grouped into vCenter clusters. One
dvSwitch (dvS) will be created per cluster and instantiated on each ESXi host. This dVSwitch is
used to plumb connectivity between the user VMs and the VRS-VMs.
Starting in Release 3.2, there are two ways to install HPE DCN integration with VMware:

• “Manually deploying the VRS VM” (page 77). By deploying the OVF for the VRS-VMmanually
on each ESXi on which the DCN VM will be present.

• “Installing vSphere Solution” (page 81). This is the recommended way of deploying. In this
mode, our integration will auto-deploy the VRS-VM as an Agent on specific Clusters. By
using the vSphere Solution Manager, comes also the requirement to install one vCenter
Integration Node.

Prerequisites
1. To deploy DCN with the VRS VM, the deployment script must have a vCenter user with the

privileges to do the following:
• Create dvS

• Create sVs

• Modify port groups

• Deploy a VM template

• Attach a VM to a PG, etc.
2. A second vCenter user (Could be the same one as the previous step) is required for use by

the VRS-VM itself. This user requires the following privileges:
• Read view on the ESXi node.

• VLAN overwrite rights on vCenter. (on the DCN dVS
3. For Multicast to work on ESXi: Before installation, you must create a new port-group (for

example, Multicast-source) on the vSwitch that connects to the external network (SR-1) and
promiscuous mode should be allowed by default.

Creating the dVSwitch
HPE requires a dVSwitch with a very specific configuration.
1. Create the dVSwitch manually on the cluster.

a. On the vSphere client, navigate to the Inventory > Networking view.
b. Click Add a vSphere Distributed Switch.
c. Select the latest version.
d. Enter a name for the dVSwitch, for example: dvSwitch-nuage- 1-<CLUSTER_NAME>.
e. Enter the number of uplink ports as = 1 (Ideally you do not need any uplinks from any

host).
f. Add corresponding hosts to the dVSwitch.
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2. Create two port-groups—one for the VRS VM and other for the user VMs.
a. Create a new port-group with the name ending in -OVSPG. The VLAN type should be

VLAN Trunking and VLAN trunk range: 0-4094.
b. Navigate to the settings for the port-group. In the Security settings, select Accept for

Make Promiscuous mode, MAC Address changes and Forged Transmits.
c. Create a new port-group with the name ending in -VMPG for the port-group. The VLAN

type should be VLAN. Assign any VLAN to the port-group; for example, VLAN 2.
d. Navigate to the port-group settings and, in the advanced settings section, change the

VLAN overrides allowed option to Yes.

Verifying dVSwitch creation
1. Verify that a new dVSwitch has been created on vCenter with the name: dvSwitch-nuage-

1-<CLUSTER_NAME>
2. Verify that there is one port group with name ending: -OVSPG.
3. Verify that there is at least one port group with the name: “-PG1“

Manually deploying the VRS VM
This section describes the manual deployment of the VRS-VM on ESXi directly by using the
Deploy OVF function directly on vCenter or on the ESXi Node.

Required information
Table 14 VRS VM parameters

DescriptionParameter

Determines if the management IP address for the VRS
VM is allocated by DHCP.

Allow_Mgmt_DHCP

TheManagement IP address for VRS VM in case of static
allocation.

Mgmt IP address

Netmask of the management IP address above.Mgmt Netmask

Gateway for the management IP address.Mgmt Gateway

Primary DNS Server.Mgmt DNS1

Secondary DNS Server.Mgmt DNS2

Determines whether data uses the management network.Separate_Data_Network

Determines whether the data IP address for the VRS VM
is allocated by DHCP.

Allow Data DHCP

IP address required to connect to the controller for the
OpenFlow connection.

Data IP address

Netmask for the data IP address.Data Netmask

Gateway for the data IP address.Data Gateway

Primary DNS for the data IP address.Data DNS1

Secondary DNS for the data IP address.Data DNS2

IP address of the hypervisor hosting the VRS VM.Hypervisor IP

Hypervisor username.Hypervisor user

Hypervisor password.Hypervisor Password

vCenter username.vCenter user
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Table 14 VRS VM parameters (continued)

DescriptionParameter

vCenter password.vCenter password

IP address of the primary VSC controller.Primary HPE Controller

IP address of the secondary VSC controller.Secondary HPE Controller

IP address of the primary NTP server.NTP server1

IP address of the secondary NTP server.NTP server2

/32 static route to be configured in the VRS.Static Route

Gateway for the /32 static route to be configured in the
VRS.

Static Route Gateway

Determines whether split-activation or not
(Openstack/CloudStack).

vReuire_HPEMetadata

IP address of NFS server to send the VRS log.NFS Log Server

Location to mount the NFS server.NFS Mount path

VRS/VRS-G.Personality

Maximum Transmission Unit for eth2 interface.MTU

Allowed Range from which to receive the Multicast traffic.Multicast Range

IP address of the Multicast receive interface.Multicast Interface IP

Netmask for the IP address of the multicast interface.Multicast Interface netmask

Determines whether Multi VM is to be used.Multi VM support

Provides URL for installing a custom app on VRS.Customized script

TProvides IP address of the interface from which you will
connect.

DHCP Relay Server

Inactivity timeout for VRS Kernel flows.Flow Eviction Threshol

OVS datapath sync timeout value.Datapath Sync Timeout

If set to yes, VRS checkx for metadata at the PortGroup
level.

PortGroup Metadata

Name of the portgroup for the data network interface.Data Network Portgroup Name

Name of the portgroup for the management network
interface.

Management Portgroup Name

Name of the VRS OVSPG portgroup.VM Network Portgroup Name

Determines whether the VRS agent is deployedmanually
or using the Toolbox. If the Agent is deployed manually,
set this to no.

Toolbox Deployment Mode

IP address of the deployment toolbox node (if you are
deploying manually, leave this blank).

Toolbox IP

Username for the deployment toolbox (if you are deploying
manually, leave this blank).

Toolbox Username

Password for the deployment toolbox (if you are deploying
manually, leave this blank).

Toolbox Password

Group for the deployment toolbox (if you are deploying
manually, leave this blank).

Toolbox Group
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Table 14 VRS VM parameters (continued)

DescriptionParameter

Identifier for the VRS (if you are deploying manually, leave
this blank).

VRS ID

Username for the VRS (if you are deploying manually,
leave this blank).

VRS Username

Password for the VRS (if you are deploying manually,
leave this blank).

VRS Password

Determines whether metadata service is enabled;
automatically set.

Metadata Service Enabled

Listening port for metadata service; automatically set.Metadata Service Listen port

IP address of the metadata server; automatically set.Metadata Server IP

Port on the metadata server; automatically set.Metadata Server Port

Nova client version; automatically set.Nova Client Version

Username for the Nova metadata service; automatically
set.

Nova metadata service username

Tenant for the Nova metadata service; automatically set.Nova metadata service tenant

Password for the Nova metadata service; automatically
set.

Nova metadata service pswd

Authorization URL for the Nova metadata service;
automatically set.

Nova meta service Auth URL

Endpoint for the Nova metadata service; automatically
set.

Nova metadata service endpt

Shared secret for the Nova metadata service;
automatically set.

Nova metadata shared secret

Name of the multicast send interface.Multicast send Interface

IP address of the multicast send interface.Multicast send Interface IP

Netmask of the multicast send interface.Multicast send If Netmask

Name of the network uplink interface that is used for the
“PAT and FIP to the Underlay” feature.

Network Uplink Interface

IP address of the network uplink interface that is used for
the “PAT and FIP to the Underlay” feature.

Network Uplink Interface IP

Netmask of the network uplink interface that is used for
the “PAT and FIP to the Underlay” feature.

Network Uplink If Netmask

Gateway for the network uplink interface that is used for
the “PAT and FIP to the Underlay” feature.

Network Uplink Interface Gw

Identifier for the site on which the VM will be deployed (to
be used only when running DCN. Note that Site ID is to
be used only when running DCNwith geo-redundant VSD.

Site ID

Deploying the VRS VM from OVF
If you have a small number of hypervisors, you can manually deploy the OVF Template from the
vSphere Client (File > Deploy OVF Template).
If you have a large number of hypervisors, HPE recommends that you deploy the VRS VMs using
the DCN vSphere Solution described in the following section.
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When deploying the VRS-VM Manually, you will need to set the parameter Toolbox Deployment
Mode as manual.
When deploying the OVF, you will be prompted to enter all the parameters from the VRS VM
parameters list in Table 14 (page 77). Those will be set up as vApp properties on the VRS-VM.

Deploying the VRS VM on ESXiwith OpenStack or CloudStack
Before installing dVRS on ESXi, add a configuration parameter to the vrs-metafile.config
file.
1. Find the last line in the properties section of this file is:

“requireNuageMetadata”: TRUE_OR_FALSE

2. Change this line to:
“requireNuageMetadata”:”false”

Verifying deployment

DRS enablement
Verify that the cluster has DRS enabled: right-click Cluster > Edit settings > Cluster Features
> Turn ON vSphere DRS should be selected.

dVRS files downloaded
Verify that you have downloaded the dVRS files (ovs, vmdk, and mf) to a directory on the local
machine.
bash# ./cli.bash deploy_vrs -m <path_to_ovs-metafile.config>

-f <PATH_TO_DVRS_OVF_FILE>
--url https://<VCENTER_IP>/sdk
-u <VCENTER_USER>
-p <VCENTER_PASSWD>

VRS-VM deployment
Verify that there is one VRS-VM created for each ESXi hypervisor in the cluster.

Additional verification
Log in to the the VRSVM (with username/password: root/UFXCr4733F) and execute the command
ovs-vsctl show.
Verify that the controller connection state is UP.

vSphere vSwitch Configurations
Configure vSwitch before deploying VRS. Use 3 vswitches:

• vSwitch0

• vSwitch1

• dVswitch

vSwitch0
This is the default management vSwitch. Note the name of the Virtual Machine Port Group - for
example, “Lab
Management.” This vSwitch connects to the first NIC of the VRS-VM (eth0).
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vSwitch1
1. Create vSwitch1 on each hypervisor for the data path: Hypervisor > Configuration >

Networking > vSphere
2. Add one physical adapter to the switch; this NIC should connect to the DC data network.

This vSwitch connects to the third NIC of the VRS-VM (eth2).

dvSwitch
This is the dvSwitch created manually. It is used for the plumbing between the VRS-VM and the
User VMs. Note the port group name that ends with -OVSPG, for example,
<CLUSTER_NAME>-OVSPG.”

• “dataNetworkPortgroup”:”DVRS Datapath”,

• “mgmtNetworkPortgroup”:”Lab Management”,

• “vmNetworkPortgroup”:”<CLUSTER_NAME>-OVSPG”

This vSwitch connects to the third NIC of the VRS-VM (eth2).

Installing vSphere Solution
This section covers the installation of the HPE vSphere Solution.
Using the HPE vSphere Solution enables automatic deployment of the VRS-VMs as Agents on
every ESXi node in designated clusters. In order to manage this HPE vSphere Solution and store
all the configuration parameters for the VRS-VMs, HPE Releae 3.2 introduces a new component
that is used for all the integration functions related to VMWare. It is called the vCenter Integration
Node.
The vCenter Integration Node is shipped as the same QCOW2 Template as the VSD. Even
though it is shipped as the same QCOw2 Template as the VSD, the vCenter Integration node is
required to run by itself, not together with the VSD. This means that a typical deployment includes
one or more nodes for the VSD (one if and 3+1 if HA). A typical deployment with VMWare also
includes one extra vCenter Integration Node. Even though all those Nodes have different functions,
they are all installed from the same Template QCOW2.
The configuration guide goes into extensive detail on how to configure all the deployment
parameters. This section only covers installation. The configuration and user guide for the vSphere
Solution can be found in the vCenter User Guide.

Prerequisites
To use the vCenter Solution, you will need the following:

• A Working vCenter Integration Node

• A working HTTP or FTP Server that is able to store the VRS-VM Template

• A DHCP Server with a pool of IPs that can be assigned to the VRS-VM during the Bootstrap
phased

The IP pool of the DHCP Server can be local to the HPE Components. The only requirement is
that those IPs can reach the vCenter Integration Node.

Installing the vCenter Integration node
vCenter Integration node is bundled in the same Template QCOW2 as the VSD Node. As such,
the vCenter Integration Node is instantiated by creating a VM based on the VSD QCOW2 Node.
The vCenter Integration node cannot be the same node as the VSD! (But they are based on the
same Base Template).
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The installation procedure is the same as for the VSD Node. See the VSD Node for details on
how to install the vCenter Integration Node. The procedure is exactly the same, except that the
VM should be called vCenter Integration Node.
After installing the vCenter Integration Node the UI and API can be accessed at <url>:8443/
vcenter/. Any further Configuration required is described in the HPE DCN vCenter Plugin
Guide.

Installing the HTTP/FTP server
Configure an unauthenticated HTTP or FTP server. The template VRS-VM is copied onto each
node from that HTTP / FTP Server. All the logic to copy the template VRS-VM on every hypervisor
part of a cluster is handled by the HPE vSphere Solution.

• The http server must contain the VRS-VM Template that has to be deployed on each node.
The ovf and vmdk need to be in the same folder.

• The HTTP Server must be able to reach each ESXI Hypervisor, the vCenter Integration
Node and the vCenter managing the ESXi Hypervisor.

• The URI where those resources can be accessed must be configured on the vCenter
Integration Node as explained on the vCenter User Guide.

Installing the metadata plugin
The Metadata Plugin provides an easy way for the user to chose which network to assign to the
HPE User VMs. The MetaData Plugin is bundled with the vCenter Integration node. HPE
recommends that you run the metadata plugin on the vCenter Integration node (which is the
default behaviour since they are bundled together).
In very specific use cases, however, it could also be run on another machine, such as in the case
when you do not want to use the vSphere Solution, but still want to use the Metadata Plugin.
(This allows you not to launch a full vCenter Integration node only for the Metadata Plugin). The
following instructions assume that you are running the Metadata Plugin on the vCenter Integration
Node.
The metadata plugin must be installed after the vCenter Integration node is up and running.
To install and configure the metadata plugin:
1. SSH into the vCenter Integration node and stop the Metadata Plugin: monit stop jboss.
2. Change the file /opt/vsd/jboss/standalone/configuration /

metadataplugin.properties.
Enter the vCenter properties in the fields:
vc.host={vcenterIp}
vc.http.proxy.port = 80
vc.https.proxy.port = 443
vc.user = {username}
vc.password = {password}

3. If this plugin is deployed through the vCenter Integration Node, enter the VSD IP in the above
file:
vsd.api.url=https://<vsd_ip>:8443/nuage/api/v3_2

4. If this plugin is deployed through the VSD, the field “vsd.api.url” is configured to be the VSD
IP.

5. Save the above file and restart the Metadata Plugin: monit start jboss.
The metadata plugin is deployed and installed upon restart of Jboss and deployement of the
Metadata Binary. The plugin will be listed as registered in vCenter.
The HPE plugin should then appear as a registered extension on your vCenter Desktop Client.
A Nuage tab should now be visible on the VM View. You might need to logout and login again
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on your vCenter Desktop Client to see those changes. An upgrade means moving from one
official, public release to a later one. A major upgrade is one from 3.0.Rx to 3.2.Rx, for example.
A minor upgrade is one from 3.2.R1 to 3.2.R2, for example. An upgrade consists of uninstalling
the older release and installing the newer one.
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8 Generic recommendations before starting a DCN
upgrade

See the release notes to verify that all of the following are supported:

• Your upgrade path (the software version to upgrade from)

• Incremental upgrade supported for your upgrade path (only required for minimal DCN
downtime)

• Current Hypervisor Operating System supported by the new VRS/VRS-G version:

Incremental Upgrade: Using a supported incremental upgrade path guarantees
backward compatibility between different versions of components, on condition that the
upgrade is performed from the top down.

◦

◦ REST API: Even though VSD has a REST API that is backwardly compatible for the
supported version upgrade path, it is advisable to test the new APIs in a lab environment
before upgrading the system, especially if the APIs are used by external systems.

◦ Top Down Upgrading: Even if incremental upgrade is not supported for your upgrade
path, HPE recommends the top down approach to upgrading illustrated by the diagram
Top Down Approach to Upgrading. The top down approach enables both minimization
of VSD downtime and the option to rollback if necessary.

Recommended component upgrade sequence
Figure 10 (page 85) illustrate the top-down approach to upgrading.
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Figure 10 Top-down approach

First: VSD
VSD is the only stateful component of the core DCN system. It is also the first component to be
upgraded. If the VSD is deployed in HA mode, the VSD upgrade is performed with minimal
downtime on write-operations, but it is possible to set up VSD to remain available in read-access
during the entire upgrade process. To do this, decouple Node 2 as described in VSD Software
Upgrade.
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After upgrading VSD and before upgrading the VSC and the VRS, ensure that all VSC and
Gateway audits with VSD are done.

Second: VSC
If you have deployed the VSCs in HA mode, they can be upgraded seamlessly. The VSCs in HA
are upgraded one at a time so that there is always one VSC available for the VRSs/VRS-Gs.
During the upgrade of the first VSC, the reboot of that VSC will trigger the VRSs/VRS-Gs to
switch over to the second VSC. As soon as the first VSC has been successfully upgraded, it
becomes available again. The second VSC can then be upgraded. After successful upgrade of
the second VSC, both VSCs are upgraded and available.
After all the VSCs have been upgraded, turn on VSD GUI and API support.

Figure 11 Upgrade sequence

Third: VRS/VRS-G
The last components to be upgraded are the VRSs/VRS-Gs. The hypervisors should be free of
VMs when the VRS is upgraded, because local VMs will lose connectivity.
The datapath between different VRS/VRS-G versions is only compatible if the incremental upgrade
is supported. To keep a functional datapath between the new version and the older versions,
upgrade the VRSs/VRS-Gs one after the other.
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9 HPE VSD software upgrade
General information about upgrading

If you are upgrading, the assumption is that you want to keep your existing data. If you do not
want to keep your data, run the uninstall script, choosing the clean-up option. Then do a fresh
installation.

NOTE: If you are upgrading the VSD from a different major release, you must acquire a 3.2
license. See the DCN Release Notes, Licensing section for more information.
For cluster upgrades, you must provide the FQDN of your XMPP service. This information can
be retrieved using the following command:
grep xmpp /etc/puppet/manifests/mysite.pp

Highlights of VSD upgrade in 3.2.R7
You can upgrade to 3.2.R7 from the following:

• 2.1.R6

• 3.0.R5

• 3.0.R6

• 3.0.R7

• 3.0.R8

• 3.2.R1

• 3.2.R2

• 3.2.R3

• 3.2.R4

• 3.2.R5

• 3.2.R6
The aspects of the HPE VSD upgrade that are new from 3.2.R7 are:
• In 3.2R6, a new Monit service has been added to check the health of the Key Server. This

service will show as “Status failed” after the HPE VSD software upgrade and until the new
HPE VSD API is turned on. Once the new HPE VSD API is turned on, the Key Server Status
check will show as “Status ok”.

Upgrade from 2.1.R6 or 3.0.Rx or 3.2.Rx to 3.2.R7
Before upgrading your first node (or if your only node is standalone):
• Make sure /var/lib/mysql has the nuageDbUgrade folder

• Make sure that the folder is recognized by MySQL. To do this, run mysql —e ’show
databases;’ | grep nuageDbUgrade.

Standalone workflow
1. Ensure your existing VSD system passes VSD status monitoring. See “Starting, restarting,

monitoring and stopping HPE VSD and its stats” (page 43).
2. Put all your domains into maintenance mode. This step can be automated for a large number

of domains using the VSD REST API. See the HPE Distributed Cloud Networking User
Guide.

3. Back up the VSD database.
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4. Mount the new VSD software ISO locally on each node. Prepare to execute all scripts from
the new software mount point unless indicated otherwise.

5. If you are upgrading from 2.1.Rx or any 3.0 release prior to 3.0.R8 and you are keeping your
stats data, copy the scripts Exportfile.sh and Importfiles.sh from your mount point
(that is, from the new version). See “Copying Exportfile.sh and Importfiles.sh
scripts” (page 93).

6. If you are keeping your stats data, export it. The existing stats data is deleted by the upgrade
process. See “Exporting statistics data” (page 93).

7. Verify that all the nodes are in sync with their NTP server. See “Syncing manually with the
NTP server” (page 34).

8. Uninstall the old VSD version (Uninstall Standalone).
9. If you have changed the csproot password, set an environment variable. See “Keeping a

new password” (page 93).
10. Install VSD 3.2.R7 by running vsd-install.sh.
11. Once the VSD installation is finished, log out from the current VSD shell and log in again.
12. If you are keeping your stats data, import it. See “Importing stats data” (page 102).
13. Unfreeze VMs, verify that all VSC and Gateway audits with VSD are complete. Set VSD

upgrade is complete flag to true so that VMs can be unfrozen.
14. Apply your VSD 3.2 license if you are upgrading from a different major version.
15. Deactivate maintenance mode on all your domains.

From this step, VSD is running in 3.2.R7 while the other components are still running in the
previous release. For VSD to be able to push policy changes in that state, the following two
commands must be run once on all the VSCs and the VSGs after the VSD installation is
complete:
#configure vswitch-controller shutdown
#configure vswitch-controller no shutdown

16. For 2.1.R6 or 3.0.Rx systems only (not needed if upgrading from 3.2.Rx), wait for all the
VSC nodes to be migrated to 3.2.R5 before turning on 3.2.R5 API and GUI support. See
“Turning on API and GUI support” (page 102).

HA/cluster/redundant workflow
1. Ensure your existing VSD system passes VSD status monitoring. See “Starting, restarting,

monitoring and stopping HPE VSD and its stats” (page 43).
2. Put all your domains into maintenance mode. This step can be automated for a large number

of domains using the VSD REST API. See the HPE Distributed Cloud Networking User
Guide.

3. Back up the VSD database. See “Backing up VSD” (page 89).
4. Mount the new VSD software ISO locally on each node. Prepare to execute all scripts from

the new software mount point unless indicated otherwise.
5. If you are upgrading from 2.1.Rx or any 3.0 release earlier than 3.0.R8 and you are keeping

your stats data, copy the scripts Exportfile.sh and Importfiles.sh from your mount
point (that is, from the new version). See “Copying Exportfile.sh and Importfiles.sh
scripts” (page 93).

6. If you are keeping your stats data, export it from one of your data nodes. The existing stats
data is deleted by the upgrade process. See “Copying Exportfile.sh and
Importfiles.sh scripts” (page 93).

7. All nodes: set up passwordless SSH peer for the root user and then test it. VSD nodes must
be able to SSH to each other without being prompted for the password. If you do not configure
passwordless SSH peer, you can install only Node 1. VSD installation on the other nodes
will fail. Configuration of passwordless SSH peer is determined by your operating system.
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8. Verify that all the nodes are in sync with their NTP server. See “Syncing manually with the
NTP server” (page 34).

9. If you have changed the csproot password, set an environmental variable. See “Keeping a
new password” (page 93).

10. Name Node: uninstall the old VSD version on the Name Node. See “Uninstalling on the
name node” (page 96).

11. Node 2: decouple Node 2 from the cluster by running decouple.sh. This enables VSD to
remain available in read-access during the entire upgrade process. See “Decoupling node
2” (page 96).

12. Node 1: uninstall the old version (Uninstall Node 1).
13. Node 3: uninstall the old version (Uninstall Node 3).
14. Node 1: install 3.2.R7 by running vsd-install.sh (Install Node 1).
15. Node 3: install 3.2.R7 by running vsd-install.sh.
16. Node 2: uninstall the old version. See “Uninstalling node 1” (page 96).
17. Node 2: install 3.2.R7 by running vsd-install.sh.
18. Name Node: install 3.2.R7 by running vsd-install.sh.
19. Deactivate maintenance mode on all domains.
20. Once the VSD installation is finished, log out from the current VSD shell and log in again.
21. If you are keeping your stats data, import it. See “Importing stats data” (page 102).
22. Unfreeze VMs (Unfreeze VMs): verify that all VSC and Gateway audits with VSD are

complete. Set VSD upgrade is complete flag to true so that VMs can be unfrozen.
23. Apply your VSD 3.2 license if you are upgrading from a different major version.

From this step, VSD is running in 3.2.R7 while the other components are still running in the
previous release. For VSD to be able to push policy changes in that state, the following two
commands must be run once on all the VSCs and the VSGs after the VSD installation is
completed:
#configure vswitch-controller shutdown
#configure vswitch-controller no shutdown

24. For 2.1.R6 or 3.0.Rx systems only (not needed if upgrading from 3.2.Rx), wait for all the
VSC nodes to be migrated to 3.2.R7 before turning on 3.2.R7 API and GUI support. See
“Turning on API and GUI support” (page 102).

Backing up VSD
VSD cannot be backed up by means of snapshots. For both standalone and HA, the following
procedure backs up the VSD database without shutting down any VSD services. For HA, select
any of the MySQL cluster nodes to perform the backup. If a restore is needed, the restore must
be done to the same node.
The frequency with which you back up depends on how often policies change, but a minimum,
backing up daily is recommended. The following can be backed up:
• Policies and custom configurations and keystores (certificates), contained inMySQL database.

• Statistics contained in Open TSDB and Hadoop. See the DCN User Guide, Troubleshooting
section, Recovering the statistics server subsection. If you do not use statistics or do now
want to keep existing statistics, it is not necessary to back them up.

Always back up before upgrading. Also, keep a record of the configuration of the server you back
up, because the restore procedure can only be applied on a server whose configuration is identical
to that of the server where the DB backup was made. This means that the hostname, IP address,
and my.cnf, etc. must be the same.
The following procedure backs up the database without shutting down any VSD services:
1. Ensure you have root privileges.
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2. Minimize VSD activities.
3. Create the backup directory:

# mkdir /mysql-backup

4. Create the initial backup:
# innobackupex /mysql-backup/

5. Verify that the last line of the output contains the following confirmation message:
innobackupex: Backup created in directory '/path/to/BACKUP-DIR/201
3-03-25_00-00-09'innobackupex: MySQL binlog position:
filename 'mysql-bin.000003', position 1946111225 00:00:53 innobac
kupex: completed OK!

6. Prepare the backup:
innobackupex --apply-log --use-memory=4G /path/to/BACKUP-DIR/2013-
03-25_00-00-09

7. Verify that the last line of the output contains a confirmation of the process:
111225 1:01:57 InnoDB: Shutdown completed; log sequence number
1609228111225 01:01:57 innobackupex: completed OK!

8. Copy the backup to a safe location.

Restoring VSD
Apply the recovery procedure on a server whose configuration is identical to that of the server
where the database back up was made. This means that the hostname, IP address, and
my.cnf.etc. must be the same.
For a cluster installation, restore is only necessary if all your nodes went down. If you have two
VSD nodes still up and running, you already have the MySQL database, because they sync
themselves. If all of your nodes went down, use the restore procedure for a cluster installation.

NOTE: In a cluster installation, only the node whose MySQL database was backed up can be
restored.
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Restoring MySQL for standalone installation
1. Shut down the VSD using the commands shown in the following output.

[root@vsd ~]# monit stop –g vsd-stats
[root@vsd ~]# monit stop –g vsd-stats
The Monit daemon 5.15 uptime: 23m

Program ‘vsd-stats-status’ Not monitored
Process ‘tca_daemon’ Not monitored
Program ‘tca-daemon-status Not monitored
Process ‘stats_collector’ Not monitored
Program ‘stats-collector-status’ Not monitored
Process ‘opentsdb’ Not monitored
Program ‘opentsdb-status’ Not monitored
Program ‘hbase’ Not monitored
Program ‘hbase-status’ Not monitored

[root@vsd ~]# ps –el|grep –e stat –e hbase –e hadoop
rpcuser 1067 1 0 Dec08 ? 00:00:00 rpc.statd
root 21940 8306 0 19:12 pts0 00:00:00 –e stat –e hbase –e hadoop
[root@vsd ~]# monit stop – vsd-core
[root@vsd ~]# monit summary –g vsd-core
The Monit daemon 5.15 uptime: 23m

Program ‘vsd-core-status’ Not monitored
Process ‘mediator’ Not monitored
Program ‘mediator-status’ Not monitored
Process ‘jboss’ Not monitored
Program ‘jboss-status’ Not monitored
[root@vsd ~]# ps –el|grep –e mediator
root 21953 9887 0 19:12 ? 00:00:00 [mediatorStatus.] <defunct>
root 23575 8306 0 19:14 pts/0 00:00:00 grep –e jboss –e mediator

[root@vsd ~]# monit stop –g vsd-common
[root@vsd ~]# monit summary –g vsd-common
The Monit daemon 5.15 uptime: 23m
Program ‘vsd-common-status’ Not monitored
Process ‘mysql’ Not monitored
Program ‘mysql-status Not monitored
Process ‘ejabberd’ Not monitored
Program ‘ejabberd-status’ Not monitored
[root@vsd ~]# ps –ef|grep –e mysql –e ejabberd
root 23582 9887 0 19:15 ? 00:00:00 [eajjerdStatus.] <defunct>
root 24184 8306 0 19:17 pts/0 00:00:00 grep —e mysql e- ejabberd

2. Move the /var/lib/mysql folder to another location:
[root@vsd ~]# mv /var/lib/mysql /var/lib/mysql-old

The date in the folder name is based on your system’s time stamp.
3. Copy the back up data director to replace /var/lib/mysql:

[root@vsd ~]# cp —rf /mysql-backup/2014–10–09_11–57–32/
/var/lib/mysql

4. Change ownership to mysql:mysql:
[root@vsd~]# chown -R mysql:mysql /var/lib/mysq

5. Start the VSD using the commands shown in the following output:
[root@vsd ~]# monitstart -g vsd-common
[root@vsd ~] #monitsummary -g vsd-common
The Monit daemon 5.15 uptime: 26m

Program 'vsd-common-status' Status ok
Process 'mysql' Running
Program 'mysql-status' Status ok
Process 'ejabberd' Running
Program 'ejabberd-status 'Status ok
[root@vsd~]#ps-ef|grep-emysql-ebeam.smp-eepmd
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root 24226 1 0 19:19 ? 00:00:00/bin/sh/usr/bin/
mysql 24697 24226 0 19:19 ? mysqld_safe--datadir=/var/lib/mysqlmysq l2469 7 2 4226
019:19?00:00:00/usr/sbin/mysqld --basedir= /usr--datadir=/var/lib/mysql
--user=mysql --log-error=/var/lib/mysql/mysqld.log --open-files-limit=65535
--pid-file=/var/run/mysql/mysql.pid
--wsrep_start_position=00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000:-1

ejabberd 24798 1 0 19:19 ? 00:00:00 /opt/ejabberd/bin/epmd -daemon
ejabberd 24800 1 1 19:19 ? 00:00:02 /opt/ejabberd/bin/beam.smp -Ktrue -P250000
-- -home /opt/ejabberd -- -name ejabberd@vsd.myd.com -noshell -noinput -noshell -noinput-pa
-mnesia dir "/opt/ejabberd/database/ejabberd@vsd.myd.com" -kernel inet_dist_listen_min 4200

log_rotate_size 0 log_rotate_count 9 log_rotate_date "$D0" -sejabberd -saslsasl_error_logger
root 26614 8306 0 19:22pts/0 00:00:00 grep -emysql -ebeam.smp -eepmd
[root@vsd~] # monitstart -g vsd-core
[root@vsd~] # monitsummary -g vsd-core
The Monit daemon 5.15 uptime: 23m

Program 'vsd-core-status' Not monitored
Process 'mediator' Not monitored
Program 'mediator-status' Not monitored
Process 'jboss' Not monitored
Program 'jboss-status' Not monitored
[root@vsd~] # ps -ef|grep -e jboss - emediator
root 21953 9887 0 19:12 ? 00:00:00 [mediatorStatus.] <defunct>
root 23575 8306 0 19:14pts/ 0 00:00:00 grep -e jboss -e mediator
[root@vsd~] # monit start -g vsd-stats

6. Check service status:
[root@vsd ~] # monit summary –g check

The Monit daemon 5.15 uptime: 30m

Program ‘tca-daemon-status’ Status ok
Program ‘stats-collector-status Status ok
Program ‘opentsdb-status’ Status ok
Program ‘ntp-status’ Status ok
Program ‘mysql-status’ Status ok
Program ‘mediator-status’ Status ok
Program ‘jboss-status’ Status ok
Program hbase-status’ Status ok
Program ‘ejabberd-status- Status ok

It might take up to 10 minutes for the services’ status to change to “ok”.

Restoring MySQL for Cluster installation
1. Shut down vsd-core on all three data nodes:

[root@myh1 ~]# monit stop —g vsd-core

2. Shut down vsd-common on all three data nodes:
[root@myh1 ~]# monit stop —g vsd-common

3. Select the node that was previously backed up and move its /var/lib/mysql to another
folder location:
[root@myh1 ~]# cp —rf /mysql-backup/2014–10–09_11–57–32/var/lib/mysql

The date in the folder name is based on your system’s time stamp.
4. Change ownership to mysql:mysql:

[root@vsd ~]# chown —R mysql:mysq /var/lib/mysql

5. Start the VSD on each node using the commands shown in the following output:
[root@vsd ~] # monit start –g vsd-common
[root@vsd ~] # monit summary –g vsd-common
The Monit daemon 5.15 uptime: 26m

Program ‘vsd-common-status Status ok
Process ‘mysql’ Running
Program ‘mysql-status’ Status ok
Process ‘ejabberd’ Running
Program ‘ejabberd-status Status ok
[root@vsd ~] # ps-ef|grep –e mysql –e beam.smp –e empd
root 24226 1 0 19:19 ? 00:00:00 /bin/sh /usr/bin/mysqld_safe--datadir=/var/lib/mysql
mysq l24697 24226 0 19:19 ? 00:00:00 /usr/sbin /mysqld--basedir=/usr--datadir=/var/lib/mysql
--user=mysql --log-error=/var/lib/mysql/mysqld.log --open-files-limit=65535
--pid-file=/var/run/mysql/mysql.pid
--wsrep_start_position=00000000-0000-0000-0000-000000000000:-1

ejabberd 24798 1 0 19:19 ? 00:00:00 /opt/ejabberd/bin/epmd-daemon
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ejabberd 24800 1 1 19:19 ? 00:00:02 /opt/ejabberd/bin/beam.smp-Ktrue-P250000
-- -home/opt/ejabberd -- -nameejabberd@vsd.myd.com -noshell -noinput -noshell -noinput-pa8.3.VSD"
-mnesia dir "/opt/ejabberd/database/ejabberd@vsd.myd.com" -kernel inet_dist_listen_min4200
log_rotate_size 0 log_rotate_count 9log_rotate_date "$D0" -sejabberd-saslsasl_error_logger

root 26614 8306 0 19:22 pts/0 00:00:00 grep -e mysql -e beam.smp -e epmd

[root@vsd ~]# monit start -g vsd-core
[root@vsd ~]# monit summary -g vsd-core
The Monit daemon 5.15 uptime:23m
Program 'vsd-core-status' Notmonitored
Process 'mediator' Notmonitored
Program 'mediator-status' Notmonitored
Process 'jboss' Notmonitored
Program 'jboss-status' Notmonitored
[root@vsd ~]# ps -ef|grep -e jboss -e mediator
root 21953 9887 0 19:12 ? 00:00:00[mediatorStatus.] <defunct>
root 23575 8306 0 19:14 pts/0 00:00:00 grep -e jboss-emediator

[root@vsd ~]# monit start -g vsd-stats

6. Check service status on each node:
[root@vsd ~]# monit summary –g check

The Monit daemon 5.15 uptime: 30m

Program ‘tca-daemon-status’ Status ok
Program ‘stats-collector-status’ Status ok
Program ‘opentsdb-status’ Status ok
Program ‘ntp-status- Status ok
Program ‘mysql-status’ Status ok
Program ‘mediator-status’ Status ok
Program jboss-status’ Status ok
Program ‘hbase-status’ Status ok
Program ‘ejabberd-status’ Status ok

It might take up to 10 minutes for the services’ status to change to “ok”.

Keeping a new password
If you have changed the csproot password for VSD, on each of the three VSD data nodes set
an environmental variable whose name matches the component whose password you changed:
export ENV_VSD_CSPROOTPWD=currentpassword

If no environmental variable is set, the installation script expects the default value for the password.
Verify the environment variable is set to the correct value before launching the upgrade scripts:
env | grep ENV_VSD_CSPROOTPWD

Copying Exportfile.sh and Importfiles.sh scripts
If the location /opt/opentsdb-utils does not have the Exportfile.sh script, copy it from
your mount point as follows:
[root@myh1 ~]# cp -p /media/CDROM/patches/Exportfile.sh /opt/opentsdb-uti
ls

Copy the import script. Note that whereas the name of the export script is singular, the name of
the import script is plural. Copy Importfiles.sh from your mount point as follows:
[root@myh1 ~]# cp -p /media/CDROM/patches/Importfiles.sh /opt/opentsdb-ut

Exporting statistics data
The statistics data collected in the interval between exporting it and completion of the
upgradevsd.sh script will be lost.
Run the script for exporting statistics data on a single node, 1, 2, or 3. It is not necessary to run
it on multiple nodes. Specify the start date for the period whose statistics you want to export
(format: YYYY/MM/DD).
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1. Export, specifying a date:
[root@myh1 ~]# cd /opt/opentsdb-utils
[root@myh1 ~]# ./Exportfile.sh 2015/08/12

2. Verify the backup folder and the file files.txt are present in your system:
[root@myh1 ~]# test -e /opt/opentsdb-utils/backup; echo $?
0
[root@myh1 ~]# ll /opt/opentsdb-utils/backup
total 4
drwxr-xr-x. 2 root root 4096 Aug 13 18:41 2015-08-13
[root@myh1 ~]# ll /opt/opentsdb-utils/backup/2015-08-13/
-rw-r--r--. 1 root root 100088 Aug 13 18:41 realexport1.txt.gz
total 900
-rw-r--r--. 1 root root 100070 Aug 13 18:41 realexport2.txt.gz
-rw-r--r--. 1 root root 100116 Aug 13 18:41 realexport3.txt.gz
-rw-r--r--. 1 root root 100089 Aug 13 18:41 realexport4.txt.gz
-rw-r--r--. 1 root root 100109 Aug 13 18:41 realexport5.txt.gz
-rw-r--r--. 1 root root 100125 Aug 13 18:41 realexport6.txt.gz
-rw-r--r--. 1 root root 100099 Aug 13 18:41 realexport7.txt.gz
-rw-r--r--. 1 root root 100104 Aug 13 18:41 realexport8.txt.gz
-rw-r--r--. 1 root root 101956 Aug 13 18:41 realexport9.txt.gz
[root@myh ~]# test -e /opt/opentsdb-utils/files.txt; echo $?
0
[root@myh1 ~]# ll /opt/opentsdb-utils/files.txt
-rw-r--r--. 1 root root 333 Aug 13 18:41 /opt/opentsdb-utils/file
s.txt

3. Because the upgrade process clean up the /opt/opentsdb-utils folder, copy both the
backup folder and files.txt file to a safe, temporary location. The example uses the
/StatsBackup folder:
[root@myh ~]# mkdir /StatsBackup
[root@myh ~]# cp -rp /opt/opentsdb-utils/backup /StatsBackup
[root@myh ~]# cp -p /opt/opentsdb-utils/files.txt /StatsBackup

4. Verify that the copy action was successful.

Uninstalling a standalone
If you are upgrading from 2.1.R6 or 3.0.Rx, run upgradevsd.sh from the mount point. The
version displayed on the script is the version of the old VSD that you are uninstalling, in this
example, VSD 2.1.R6:
[root@myh ~]# /media/CDROM/upgradevsd.sh

-------------------------------------------------------------
V I R T U A L I Z E D S E R V I C E S D I R E C T O R Y
version 2.1.6_45
(c) 2015 Nuage Networks
-------------------------------------------------------------
Starting VSD uninstallation (may take 10 minutes) ...
DONE: VSD uninstalled.

If you are upgrading from 3.2.Rx, run ‘uninstall.sh‘with option 1 to uninstall and keep data:
[root@myh ~]# /media/CDROM/uninstall.sh
V I R T U A L I Z E D S E R V I C E S D I R E C T O R Y
version 3.0.7_15
(c) 2015 Nuage Networks
-----------------------------------------------------
VSD uninstall supports two options:
1) Uninstall VSD software. (only if you need to keep the data)
2) Uninstall VSD software and delete database files. (this allows you to re-install VSD)
Uninstall VSD software (1), or uninstall plus cleaning up data (2) [1|2]? (default=2): 1
This will remove VSD software and data; this action cannot be reversed. Continue [y|n]? (default=n) y
Starting VSD uninstallation (may take 10 minutes) ...
DONE: VSD Uninstalled
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Installing a standalone
1. Run vsd-install.sh from the mount point.

[root@myh ~]# /media/CDROM/vsd-install.sh
-------------------------------------------------------------
V I R T U A L I Z E D S E R V I C E S D I R E C T O R Y
version 3.2.x
-------------------------------------------------------------
(c) 2015 Nuage Networks
VSD supports two configurations:
1) HA, consisting of 3 redundant installs of VSD with a cluster name node
server.
2) Standalone, where all services are installed on a single machine.
Is this a redundant (r) or standalone (s) installation [r|s]? (default=s):
s
Deploy VSD on single host myh.myd.example.com ...
VSD node: myh.myd.example.com
Continue [y|n]? (default=y): y
Starting VSD deployment. This may take as long as 20 minutes in some situa
tions ...
VSD package deployment and configuration DONE. Please initialize VSD.
DONE: VSD deployed.
Starting VSD initialization. This may take as long as 20 minutes in some s
ituations ...
A self-signed certificate has been generated to get you started using VSD.
VSD installed and the services have started.

2. Enter monit summmary.

[root@myh ~}# monit summary —g check
The Monit daemon 5.15 uptime: 10m

Program ‘vsd-stats-status’ Status ok
Program ‘vsd-core-status’ Status ok
Program ‘vsd-common-status’ Status ok
Process ‘tca-daemon’ Running
Program ‘tca-daemon-status’ Status ok
Process ‘stats-collector’ Running
Program ‘stats-collector-status Status ok
Process ‘opentsdb; Running
Program ‘opentsdb-status’ Status ok
Program ‘ntp-status’ Status ok
Process ‘mysql’ Running
Program ‘mysql-status’ Status ok
Process ‘mediator’ Running
Program ‘mediator-status’ Status ok
File ‘jboss-console’log’ Accessible
File ‘monit-log’ Accessible
File ‘stats-out; Accessible
File ‘tca-daemon-out’ Accessible
Program ‘keyserver-status’ Status ok
Process ‘jboss’ Running
Program ‘jboss-status’ Status ok
Process ‘hbase’ Running
Program ‘hbase-status’ Status ok
Program ‘ejbca-status’ Status ok
Process ‘ejabberd’ Running
Program ‘ejabberd-status’ Status ok
System ‘mhy.myd.example.com’ Running

Be aware that it may take up to 10 minutes for the services status to change to “Status
ok”.
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Uninstalling on the name node
1. On the name node, run the uninstall.sh script from the mount point, specifying:

• 2 for uninstalling software plus stats data.

• y for being certain you wish to continue.
[root@myname ~] # /media/CDROM/uninstall.sh

----------------------------------------------------------
V I R T U A L I Z E D S E R V I C E S D I R E C T O R Y
version 3.0.8_31
(c) 2015 Nuage Networks
------------------------------------------------------------
VSD namenode uninstall supports two options:
1) Uninstall VSD software on the namenode. (keep the data for upg
rading)
2) Uninstall VSD software and all stats data from all nodes
Uninstall VSD software (1), or uninstall plus cleaning up stats d
ata (2) [1|2]?: 2
This will remove all statistics data, software and configuration
from ALL nodes in this VSD cluster.
support.
Do not use this command without explicit instructions from Nuage
For a normal upgrade of the Statistics Name Node, use "upgradenam
enode.sh" instead.
This action cannot be reversed. Are you CERTAIN you wish to conti
nue [y|n]? (default=n): y
Starting VSD uninstallation and data cleanup (may take 10 minutes
) ..
DONE: VSD uninstalled and data cleaned up.

2. Verify the uninstallation of the name node by checking the ps table.
[root@myname ~] # ps —ef|grep –e stat –e hbase –e hadoop
rpcuser 1067 1 0 Dec08 7 00:00:00 rpc.statd
root 21940 8306 0 19:12 pts/0 00:00:00 grep –e stat –e hbase –ehadoop

Decoupling node 2
Decouple Node 2 to enable your stats cluster to continue to function normally. Your old version
of VSD continues to function on Node 2 in read-only mode. Run decouple.sh from the mount
point:
[root@myh2 ~]# /media/CDROM/decouple.sh

-------------------------------------------------------------
V I R T U A L I Z E D S E R V I C E S D I R E C T O R Y
(c) 2015 Nuage Networks
-------------------------------------------------------------
This will reconfigure this VSD from the cluster and
automatically restart services with the new configuration.
Continue [y|n]? (default=n): y
Starting to decouple ...
DONE

If you see VSD status alerts like the following, which is due to decoupling, ignore them:
Broadcast message from root@myh2.myd.example.com (Thu Aug 13 20:13:41 2015):
VSD cluster encountered critical problem(s), please address it immediately...

Uninstalling node 1
If you are upgrading from 2.1.R6 or 3.0.Rx, run upgradevsd.sh from the mount point. The
version displayed on the script will be the version of the old VSD that you are uninstalling, in this
example, VSD 2.1.R6.
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[root@myh ~]# /media/CDROM/upgradevsd.sh
-------------------------------------------------------------
V I R T U A L I Z E D S E R V I C E S D I R E C T O R Y
version 2.1.6_45
(c) 2014 Nuage Networks
-------------------------------------------------------------
Starting VSD uninstallation (may take 10 minutes) ...
DONE: VSD uninstalled.
If you are upgrading from 3.2.Rx, run ‘‘uninstall.sh‘‘ with option “1” to uninstall and keep data.
[root@myh ~]# /media/CDROM/uninstall.sh
-----------------------------------------------------
V I R T U A L I Z E D S E R V I C E S D I R E C T O R Y
version 3.0.7_15
(c) 2015 Nuage Networks
-----------------------------------------------------
VSD uninstall supports two options:
1) Uninstall VSD software. (only if you need to keep the data)
2) Uninstall VSD software and delete database files. (this allows you to re-install VSD)
Uninstall VSD software (1), or uninstall plus cleaning up data (2) [1|2]? (default=2): 1
This will remove VSD software and data; this action cannot be reversed. Continue [y|n]? (default=n) y
Starting VSD uninstallation (may take 10 minutes) ...
DONE: VSD Uninstalled

Uninstalling node 3
If you are upgrading from 2.1.R6 or 3.0.Rx, run upgradevsd.sh from the mount point. The
version displayed on the script is the version of the old VSD that you are uninstalling, in this
example, VSD 2.1.R6.
[root@myh ~]# /media/CDROM/upgradevsd.sh
-------------------------------------------------------------
V I R T U A L I Z E D S E R V I C E S D I R E C T O R Y
version 2.1.6_45
(c) 2014 Nuage Networks
-------------------------------------------------------------
Starting VSD uninstallation (may take 10 minutes) ...
DONE: VSD uninstalled.
If you are upgrading from 3.2.Rx, run ‘‘uninstall.sh‘‘ with option “1” to uninstall and keep data.
[root@myh ~]# /media/CDROM/uninstall.sh
-----------------------------------------------------
V I R T U A L I Z E D S E R V I C E S D I R E C T O R Y
version 3.0.7_15
(c) 2015 Nuage Networks
-----------------------------------------------------
VSD uninstall supports two options:
1) Uninstall VSD software. (only if you need to keep the data)
2) Uninstall VSD software and delete database files. (this allows you to re-install VSD)
Uninstall VSD software (1), or uninstall plus cleaning up data (2) [1|2]? (default=2): 1
This will remove VSD software and data; this action cannot be reversed. Continue [y|n]? (default=n) y
DONE: VSD UninstalledStarting VSD uninstallation (may take 10 minutes) ...

Installing node 1
Run vsd-install on Node 1, specifying:

• -x and the FQDN of your XMPP server, in this example “xmpp.myd.example.com”

• r for redundant

• 1 for the first node

• FQDN of second node

• FQDN of third node

• FQDN of name node

• FQDN of load balancer (if present)

• y for continuing the installation
[root@myh1 ~]# /media/CDROM/vsd-install.sh -x xmpp.myd.example.com

-----------------------------------------------------
V I R T U A L I Z E D S E R V I C E S D I R E C T O R Y
version 3.2.x
(c) 2015 Nuage Networks
-----------------------------------------------------
VSD supports two configurations:
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1) HA, consisting of 3 redundant installs of VSD with a cluster name node
server.
2) Standalone, where all services are installed on a single machine.
Is this a redundant (r) or standalone (s) installation [r|s]? (default=s):
r
Is this install the first (1), second (2), third (3) or cluster name node
(t) [1|2|3|t]: 1
Deploy VSD on the 1st HA node myh1.myd.example.com ...
What is the fully qualified domain name for the 2nd node of VSD: myh2.myd.
example.com
What is the fully qualified domain name for the 3rd node of VSD: myh3.myd.
example.com
What is the fully qualified domain name for the cluster name node of VSD:
myname.myd.example.com

Continue [y|n]? (default=y): Y
Starting VSD deployment. This may take as long as 20 minutes in some situa
tions ...
VSD package deployment and configuration DONE. Please initialize VSD.
VSD deployed on this host.
Starting VSD initialization. This may take as long as 20 minutes in some s
ituations ...
A self-signed certificate has been generated to get you started using VSD.
VSD installed on this host and the services have started.

If you see this message, “HPE VSD installed on this host and the services have started”, and
you received the prompt again, use the following command to check the services.
If you are upgrading from 3.2.R4 or earlier version of HPE VSD, you will see the following status:
[root@myh1 ~]# monit summary
The Monit daemon 5.15 uptime: 10 m

For node 1, only MySQL, ejabberd and Zookeeper display “Running” and their status scripts
display, “Status ok”. Also, msql-cluster-status, ejabberd-cluster-status, and
zookeeper-cluster-status display “Status failed”, because only one onde of the cluster is currently
running.
If you are upgrading from version 3.2.R5 of HPE VSD, you will see the following status:
[root@myh1 ~]# monit summary
The Monit daemon 5.15 uptime: 10 m

Installing node 3
Run vsd-install on Node 3, specifying:

• r for redundant

• 3 for the third node

• y for continuing the installation
Ignore the requests Please enter the fully qualified domain name for the 1st
node of VSDand Please initialize VSD. The installation process itself already knows
the FQDN of the first node (and displays it); and the installation process itself carries out the
initialization.
[root@myh3 ~]# /media/CDROM/vsd-install.sh

-------------------------------------------------------------
V I R T U A L I Z E D S E R V I C E S D I R E C T O R Y
version 3.2.3_x
(c) 2015 Nuage Networks
-------------------------------------------------------------
VSD supports two configurations:
1) HA, consisting of 3 redundant installs of VSD with a cluster name node
server.
2) Standalone, where all services are installed on a single machine.
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Is this a redundant (r) or standalone (s) installation [r|s]? (default=s):

r
Is this install the first (1), second (2), third (3) or cluster name node
(t) [1|2|3|t]: 3
Please enter the fully qualified domain name for the 1st node of VSD: myh1
.myd.example.com
Deploy VSD on the 3rd HA node myh3.myd.example.com ...
Node 3: myh3.myd.example.com
Continue [y|n]? (default=y): y
Installing packages required for VSD. This may take as long as 20 minutes
...
Starting VSD deployment. This may take as long as 20 minutes in some situa
tions ...
VSD package deployment and configuration DONE. Please initialize VSD.
VSD deployed on this host, please init and start the services later.
Starting VSD initialization. This may take as long as 20 minutes in some s
ituations ...
A self-signed certificate has been generated to get you started using VSD.
VSD installed on this host and the services have started.

Wait for the broadcast messages shown below and then comply with the requests to view VSD
Stats Services and verify the status of the services.
Broadcast message from root@myh3.myd.example.com (Thu Aug 13 20:13:41 2015
):

VSD Stats monitor service started. Please type the following command to vi
ew VSD Stats Services: "service vsdstats status"

Broadcast message from root@myh3.myd.example.com (Thu Aug 13 20:13:41 2015
):

VSD service startup is complete. Please type the following command to veri
fy the status of the services: "service vsd status"

Uninstalling node 2
Do not uninstall the second node without verifying that installation of Node 1 and Node 3 was
successful. Run upgradevsd.sh from the mount point:
[root@myh2 ~]# /media/CDROM/upgradevsd.sh

-------------------------------------------------------------
V I R T U A L I Z E D S E R V I C E S D I R E C T O R Y
version 3.0.7_15
(c) 2014 Nuage Networks
-------------------------------------------------------------
Starting VSD uninstallation (may take 10 minutes) ...
DONE: VSD uninstalled.

Installing node 2
Run vsd-install on Node 2, specifying:

• r for redundant

• 2 for second node

• y for continuing the installation
Ignore the requests Please enter the fully qualified domain name for the 1st
node of VSDand Please initialize VSD. The installation process itself already knows
the FQDN of the first node (and displays it); and the installation process itself carries out the
initialization.
root@myh2 ~]# /media/CDROM/vsd-install.sh
-------------------------------------------------------------
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V I R T U A L I Z E D S E R V I C E S D I R E C T O R Y
version 3.2.3_x
(c) 2015 Nuage Networks
-------------------------------------------------------------
VSD supports two configurations:
1) HA, consisting of 3 redundant installs of VSD with a cluster name node
server.
2) Standalone, where all services are installed on a single machine.
Is this a redundant (r) or standalone (s) installation [r|s]? (default=s):
r
Is this install the first (1), second (2), third (3) or cluster name node
(t) [1|2|3|t]: 2
Please enter the fully qualified domain name for the 1st node of VSD: myh1
.myd.example.com
Deploy VSD on the 2nd HA node myh2.myd.example.com ...
Node 2: myh2.myd.example.com
Continue [y|n]? (default=y): y
Installing packages required for VSD. This may take as long as 20 minutes
...
Starting VSD deployment. This may take as long as 20 minutes in some situa
tions ...
VSD package deployment and configuration DONE. Please initialize VSD.
VSD deployed on this host, please init and start the services later.
Starting VSD initialization. This may take as long as 20 minutes in some s
ituations ...
A self-signed certificate has been generated to get you started using VSD.
VSD installed on this host and the services have started.

Wait for the broadcast messages shown below and then comply with the requests to view VSD
Stats Services and verify the status of the services.
Broadcast message from root@myh2.myd.example.com (Thu Aug 13 20:13:41 2015
):

VSD Stats monitor service started. Please type the following command to vi
ew VSD Stats Services: "service vsdstats status"

Broadcast message from root@myh2.myd.example.com (Thu Aug 13 20:13:41 2015
):

VSD service startup is complete. Please type the following command to veri
fy the status of the services: "service vsd status"

Installing on the name node
Run vsd-install on the Name Node, specifying:

• r for redundant

• t for the name node

• y for continuing the installation
Ignore the requests Please enter the fully qualified domain name for the 1st
node of VSD and Please initialize VSD. The installation process itself already knows
the FQDN of the first node (and displays it); and the installation process itself carries out the
initialization.
[root@myname ~] # /media/CDROM/vsd-install.sh
-------------------------------------------------------------
V I R T U A L I Z E D S E R V I C E S D I R E C T O R Y
version 3.2.3_x
(c) 2015 Nuage Networks
-------------------------------------------------------------
VSD supports two configurations:
1) HA, consisting of 3 redundant installs of VSD with a cluster name node
server.
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2) Standalone, where all services are installed on a single machine.
Is this a redundant (r) or standalone (s) installation [r|s]? (default=s):
r
Is this install the first (1), second (2), third (3) or cluster name node
(t) [1|2|3|t]: t
Please enter the fully qualified domain name for the 1st node of VSD: myh1
.myd.example.com
Deploy VSD on the cluster name node myname.myd.example.com ...
Name node: myname.myd.example.com
Continue [y|n]? (default=y): y
Starting VSD deployment. This may take as long as 20 minutes in some situa
tions ...
VSD package deployment and configuration DONE. Please initialize VSD.
VSD deployed on this host, please init and start the services later.
Starting VSD initialization. This may take as long as 20 minutes in some s
ituations ...
A self-signed certificate has been generated to get you started using VSD.
VSD installed on this host and the services have started.

If you see this message, “VSD installed on this host and the services have started” and you have
received the prompt again, use the following command to check the services.
[root@myname ~] # monit summary
The Monit daemon 5.15 uptime: 3m

Program ‘ntp-status’ Status ok
Process ‘hbase’ Running
Program ‘hbase-status’ Status ok
Process ‘hadoop-secondary-namenode’ Running
Program ‘hadoop-secondarynamenode-status’ Status ok
Process ‘hadoop-namenode’ Running
Program ‘hadoop-namenode-status’ Status ok
Program ‘dns-status’ Status ok
Program ‘zookeeper-cluster-status’ Status ok
System ‘myname.myd.example.com’ Running

Be aware that it may take up to 10 minutes for the services’ status to change to “Status ok”.
Check all three data nodes by entering monit summary (example is for Node 3):
[root@myh3 ~]# monit summary
The Monit daemon 5.15 uptime: 33m

Process ‘zookeeper’ Running
Program ‘zookeeper-status’ Status ok
Process ‘tca_daemon’ Running
Program ‘tca-daemon-status’ Status ok
Process ‘stats_collector’ Running
Program ‘stats-collector-status’ Status ok
Process ‘opentsdb’ Running
Program ‘opentsdb-status’ Status ok
Program ‘ntp-status’ Status ok
Process ‘mysql’ Running
Program ‘mysql-status’ Status ok
Process ‘mediator’ Running
Program ‘mediator-status Status ok
File ‘jboss-console-log’ Accessible
File ‘monit-log’ Accessible
File ‘mediator-out’ Accessible
File ‘stats-out’ Accessible
File ‘tca-daemon-out’ Accessible
File ‘zookeeper-out’ Accessible
Program ‘keyserver-status’ Status ok
Process ‘jboss’ Running
Program ‘jboss-status’ Status ok
Program ‘hbase’ Running
Program ‘hbase-status’ Status ok
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Process ‘hadoop’ Running
Program ‘hadoop-status’ Status ok
Program ‘ejbca-status’ Status ok
Process ‘ejabberd’ Running
Program ‘ejabberd-status’ Status ok
Program ‘dns-status’ Status ok
Program ‘mysql-cluster-status’ Status ok
Program ‘dns-status’ Status ok
Program ‘mysql-cluster-status’ Status ok
Program ‘ejabberd-cluster-status Status ok
Program ‘zookeeper-cluster-status Status ok
System ‘myh3.myd.example.com’ Running

Be aware that it may take up to 10 minutes for the services’ status to change to “Status ok”.
For nodes 1, 2, and 3, all processes will display “Running” and all *-status programs will display
“Status ok”.

Importing stats data
Copy back the backup folder and the files.txt under /opt/opentsdb-utils. Import your
previously exported stats data as follows:
[root@myh1 ~]# cd /opt/opentsdb-utils
[root@myh1 ~]# ./Importfiles.sh

To verify that your stats data is back, log into the UI and check for the data.

Turning on API and GUI support
Do not perform this step until all the VSCs have been upgraded to 3.2.R7.
By this point in the upgrade process, the VSD infrastructure is already upgraded to the 3.2.R7
code-base (back end). However, the GUI and the REST API are still running in your old 2.1.Rx
or 3.0.Rx mode. Even if you did not turn on the VSD upgrade is complete flag, executing the
script for turning on API and GUI support also unfreezes the VMs so that they can be purged.
See “Unfreezing VMs” (page 102).
Enable the new API and GUI as follows:
1. On Node 1, run /opt/vsd/bin/turn-on-api. Verify that Node 1 is fully functional by

running service vsd status.
2. If Node 1 is fully functional, on Node 2, run /opt/vsd/bin/turn-on-api. Verify that

Node 2 is fully functional by running service vsd status.
3. If Node 2 is fully functional, on Node 3, run /opt/vsd/bin/turn-on-api. Verify that

Node 3 is fully functional by running service vsd status.
4. If you have the GUI open, clear your browser’s cache so that the new UI takes effect.

Unfreezing VMs
During upgrade the VSD upgrade is complete flag is set to false to prevent purging of VMs
by the system. After upgrade the system must be released so that VMs can be undefined and
purged. Before setting the flag to true and thus allowing the system to undefine and purge them,
you must:

• Ensure that all VSC and Gateway audits with VSD are done.

•
Separating the tasks of unfreezing VMs and turning on API and GUI support enables use of the
new version of the VSD with other DCN components that have not yet been upgraded. This
feature is mainly useful during DCN incremental
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There are two methods of setting the flag to true:

• Via API: /opt/vsd/bin/vsd-upgrade-complete
• Via GU: From the System Configuration tab, click on VSD upgrade is complete, and then

click Update at the bottom of the page.

PBR backward compatibility
After the HPE VSC is upgraded to 3.2, VSC changes the VNI ID used by BGP AD routes of PBR.
As a result of the change in the VNI ID, PBR will not work if a 3.2 controller is talking to a 3.0Rx
controller. The following configuration needs to be applied before VSCs are being upgraded to
3.2 so the 3.2 controller uses the same VNI ID as the 3.0 controller.
bgp
evpn-pre-rfc
send-opaque-community
non-compliant
exit
exit

1. Create a new file on cf1: with the PBR backward compatibility configuration.
a:vsc01>file cfl:\ # vi pbr_backward_compatibility
Defaulting to terminaltype vt100

router
bgp
evpn-pre-rfc
send-opaque-community
non-compliant
exit
exit
exit

2. Verify the content of the file.
A:vsc01>file cf1:\ # type pbr_backward_compatibility
File: pbr-backward-compatibility
------------------------------------------------------------------

router
bgp
evpn-pre-rfc
send-opaque-community
non-compliant
exit
exit
exit

3. Enter into configuration mode and add the new configuration using the exec commands as
below:
A:vsc01# configure
A:vsc01>config# exec cf1:/pbr_backward_compatibility
Executed 9 lines in 0.0 seconds from the file cf1:\pbr_backward_compatibility

4. Verify the configuration is applied:
*A:vsc01>config# router bgp
*Avsc01>config>router?bgp# info
-------------------------------------------

evpn-pre-rfc
send-opaque-community
non-compliant
exit
no shutdown
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5. Save the configuration.
*A:vsc01>config>router# \admin save
Writing configuration to cf1:\config.cfg
Saving configuration ... OK
Completed.

The above configurations can be removed once all controllers are upgraded to 3.2 (following the
steps describes at the end of the second VSC upgrade procedure).
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10 First HPE VSC upgrade
1. Execute show vswitch-controller xmpp-server and verify that the stat of the XMPP

server is Functional.
2. Execute show bof and verify that the primary-image and primary-config locations are correct

and accessible.
A:Dut-G# show bof
=============================================================
BOF (Memory)
=============================================================
primary-image cfl”\images\i386–cpm.tim
primary-config cfl:\dut-g.cfg
address x.x.x.x/19 active
primary-dns x.x.x.x

3. Save existing configuration.
A:Dut-G# bof save
Writing BOF to cfl:/bof.cfg ... OK
Completed.
A:Dut-G#
A:Dut-G# admin save
Writing configuration to cfl:\dut-g.cfg
Saving configuration ... OK
Completed.

4. Create a backup folder on VSC.
A:Dut-G# file md backup

5. Save existing config, bof, and image files to the backup folder.
A:Dut-G# file copy bof.cfg backup
Copying file cfl:\bof.cfg ... OK
1 file copied.

A:Dut-G# file copy dut-g.cfg backup
Copying file cfl:\dut-g.cfg ... OK

A:Dut-G# file copy images\i386–cpm.tim backup
Copying file cfl:\images\i386–cpm.tim ... OK

6. Transfer this backup to a safe location.
A:Dut-G# file scp router “management” backup/bof.cfg user@ServerIP:/locationuser@ServerIP’s password:
bof.cfg 100% |*******************| 1090 00:00

A:Dut-G# file scp router “management” backup/dut-g.cfg user@ServerIP:/locationuser@ServerIP’s password:
dut-g.cfg 100% |*******************| 4872 00:00

A:Dut-G# file scp router “management” backup/i386–cpm.tim user@ServerIP:/locationuser@ServerIP’s password:
i386–cpm.tim 100% |*******************| 40472 00:11

7. From the server where the 3.2.R7 images are stored, transfer the images to this VSC in the
images folder.
[user@server images]$ scp i386–cpm.tim admin@vscIP:/images

All use subject to applicable license agreements.

admin@vscIP’s password:
i386–cpm.tim

8. Verify the version of copied files corresponds to 3.2.R7.
A:Dut-G# file version images\i386–cpm.tim
TiMOS-DC-C-3.2R6 for i386
Fri Jan 22 18:04:45 PST 2016 [fe7c2d] by builder in /build/workspace/srosbuild-

9. Reboot VSC
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A:Dut-G# admin reboot now
Rebooting ...

10. Once the VSC is rebooted, login as admin and verify VSC is running 3.2.R7 TiMOS software.
a:Dut-G# show version
All rights reserved. All use subject to applicable license agreements.

11. Execute show vswithc-controller xmpp-server and verify that the state of the
XMPP server is Functional.

At this point during the upgrade, there will be no OpenFlow connection between VRS and the
upgraded secondary VSC. It is advised that all VRS should be upgraded next to 3.2.R7 so that
all VRS have at least one OpenFlow connection with the VSC.
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11 Upgrading all VRS and VRS-G
VRS on Ubuntu

1. From the server where HPE DCN 3.2.R7 install packages are located, copy the packages
to a local directory on the VRS hypervisor (e.g. /tmp/VRS).
root@ovs-1:/tmp/VRS# 1s
nuage-openswitch-common_3.2.R7_amd64.deb
nuage-openswitch-dbg_3.2.R7_amd64.deb
nuage-openswitch-switch_3.2.R7_amd64.deb
nuage-python-openswitch_3.2.R7_all.deb

2. Install VRS packages using the dpkg -1 command. The following command shows the
installation of only four packages. If you need to install additional packages, add them to the
installation command.
root@ovs-1:~# dpkg -i /tmp/VRS/{nuage-openvswitch-common*,nuage-openvswitch-switch*,nuage-openvswitch-dbg

3. Once the installation is complete, execute ovs-appctl --version and then verify that
the hypervisor is now running 3.2.R7 VRS software.

4. At this point, this VRS establishes a connection with the upgraded 3.2.R7 secondary VSC
and will tear down the OpenFlow connection with any 3.2.Rx VSC. Execute show
vswitch-controller vswitches on the upgraded secondary VSC and verify that this
VRS is listed in the command output.
A:Dut-G# show vswitch-controller vswitches
=============================================================
VSWitch Table
=============================================================
vswitch-instance Personality Uptime Num VM/hostIf/BridgeIf
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
va-x.x.x.x/1 VRS 0d 00:07:39 0/0/0
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
No. of virtual switches: 1
=============================================================

5. Follow steps 1 — 4 above to upgrade the remaining VRS.

VRS on RHEL
1. From the server where HPE DNS 3.2.R7 install packages are located, copy the packages

to a local directory on the VRS hypervisor (e.g. /tmp/VRS).
[root@ovs-1 BRS]# 1s
nuage-openswitch-3.2.R7.e16.x86_64.rpm nuage-openswitch-debuginfo-3.2.R7.e16.x86_64.rpm

2. Install VRS packages using the yum localinstall command. The below command
shows installation of only four packages. If you need to install additional packages, add them
to the installation command.
[root@ovs-1 ~]# yum --disablerepo=* -ylocalinstall /tmp/VRS/{nuage-openvswitch-*,nuage-openvswitch-debuginfo

3. Once the installation is complete, execute ovs-appctl --version and verify that the
hypervisor is now running 3.2.r7 VRS software.

4. At this point, this VRS establishes a connection with the upgraded 3.2.R7 secondary VSC
and will tear down the OpenFlow connection with any 3.2.Rx VSC. Execute show
vswitch-controller vswitches on the upgraded secondary VSC and verify that this
VRS is listed in the command output.
A:Dut-G# show vswitch-controller vswitches
=============================================================
VSWitch Table
=============================================================
vswitch-instance Personality Uptime Num VM/hostIf/BridgeIf
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
va-x.x.x.x/1 VRS 0d 00:07:39 0/0/0
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
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No. of virtual switches: 1
=============================================================

5. Follow steps 1 — 4 above to upgrade the remaining VRS.

VRS redundancy group upgrade
1. First, identify the master and slave VRS-G’s from the VRS-G redundancy group. In the

snippet below, ovs-1 and ovs-2 form a VRS-G redundancy group.
[root@ovs-1 ~]# ovs-appctl ofproto/show alubr0
Name:albur0 version: (null)

dp_id: 0x1 gen_id: 0x1 cleanup_pending:0
personalilty: vrs-g vrs_role: master
acl_tcp_timeout: 60 (sec) acl_udp_timeout: 60 (sec)
mgmt: 0.0.0.0

dhcp-relay: state: Disabled dhcp-sock: —1
controllers: fail_mode: secure NAT_T: Disabled
tcp:10.20.1.7.6633 state: ACTIVE role: master name:ctrl1 local_ip: 10.15.1.254

band: out probe:1
tcp:10.20.1.9.6633 state: ACTIVE role: slave name:ctrl2 local_ip: 10.15.1.254

band: out probe:1
stats_collectors: 10.31.38.16:39090,

tcp:10.31.38.16:39090 state:ACTIVE
datapath_entries:

[root@ovs-2 ~]# ovs-appctl ofproto/show alubr0
Name:alubr0 version: (null)

dp_id: 0x1 gen_id: 0x1 cleanup_pending:0
personality: vrs-g vrs)role: slave
acl_tcp_timeout: 60 (sec) acl_udp_timeout: 60 (sec)
mgmt: 00.0.0

dhcp-relay: state: Disabled dhcp-sock: —1
controllers: fail_mode: secure NAT_T: Disabled
tcp:10.20.1.7.6633 state: ACTIVE role: master name: ctrl1 local_ip: 10.15.3.254

band: out probe:1
tcp:10.20.1.9.6633 state: ACTIVE role: slave name: ctrl2 local_ip: 10.15.3.254

namd: out probe:1
stats_collectors: 10.31.38.16.39090,

tcp:10.31.38.16.39090 state:ACTIVE
datapath_entries:

2. From the server where HPE DCN VRS install packages are located, copy the packages to
a local directory on the VRS hypervisor (e.g./tmp/VRS).
[root@ovs-1 VRS]# 1s
nuage-openvswitch-3.2.6–226.e16.x86_64.rpm nuage-openswitch-3.2.6–226.e16.x86_64.rpm

3. Install 3.2.R7 VRS-G pages on slave VRS-G.
[root@ovs-2 VRS]# yum –-disablerepo=* —y localinstall
/tmp/VRS/{nuage-openswitch-*,nuage-openswitch-debuginfo-}

4. Execute ovs_appctl --version and verify that the hypervisor for ovs-2 is now running
3.2.R7 VRS-G software.

5. At this point, VRS-G ovs-2 will beecome the master. It will establish a connection with the
upgraded 3.2.R7 VSC and will end all communication with any other 3.2Rx VSC. Other
VRS-G ovs-1 which are not upgraded will still have connection with 3.2Rx VSC and not with
3.2.R7 VSC.

6. Install 3.2.R6 VRS-G packages on the other VRS-G (i.e. ovs-1).
[root@ovs-2 VRS]# yum –-disablerepo=* —y localinstall
/tmp/VRS/{nuage-openswitch-*,nuage-openswitch-debuginfo-}

7. Execute ovs-appctl1 --version and verify that the hypervisor for ovs-1 is now running
3.2.R7 VRS-G software.

8. At this point, VRS-G ovs-1 will become the slave. It will establish connection with the upgraded
3.2.R6 VSC and will end all communication with any 3.2.Rx VSC.

At this point of upgrade, all VRS running the 3.2.R7 software version have an established
OpenFlow connection with 3.2.R7 VSC. Any primary VSC running 3.0.Rx software version can
be ugraded to 3.2.R7.
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Upgrading the second VSC
1. Execute show vswitch-controller xmpp-server and verify that the stat of the XMPP

server is Functional.
2. Execute show bof and verify that the primary-image and primary-config locations are correct

and accessible.
A:Dut-G# show bof
=============================================================
BOF (Memory)
=============================================================
primary-image cfl”\images\i386–cpm.tim
primary-config cfl:\dut-g.cfg
address x.x.x.x/19 active
primary-dns x.x.x.x

3. Save existing configuration.
A:Dut-G# bof save
Writing BOF to cfl:/bof.cfg ... OK
Completed.
A:Dut-G#
A:Dut-G# admin save
Writing configuration to cfl:\dut-g.cfg
Saving configuration ... OK
Completed.

4. Create a backup folder on VSC.
A:Dut-G# file md backup

5. Save existing config, bof, and image files to the backup folder.
A:Dut-G# file copy bof.cfg backup
Copying file cfl:\bof.cfg ... OK
1 file copied.

A:Dut-G# file copy dut-g.cfg backup
Copying file cfl:\dut-g.cfg ... OK

A:Dut-G# file copy images\i386–cpm.tim backup
Copying file cfl:\images\i386–cpm.tim ... OK

6. Transfer this backup to a safe location.
A:Dut-G# file scp router “management” backup/bof.cfg user@ServerIP:/locationuser@ServerIP’s password:
bof.cfg 100% |*******************| 1090 00:00

A:Dut-G# file scp router “management” backup/dut-g.cfg user@ServerIP:/locationuser@ServerIP’s password:
dut-g.cfg 100% |*******************| 4872 00:00

A:Dut-G# file scp router “management” backup/i386–cpm.tim user@ServerIP:/locationuser@ServerIP’s password:
i386–cpm.tim 100% |*******************| 40472 00:11

7. From the server where the 3.2.R7 images are stored, transfer the images to this VSC in the
images folder.
[user@server images]$ scp i386–cpm.tim admin@vscIP:/images

All use subject to applicable license agreements.

admin@vscIP’s password:
i386–cpm.tim

8. Verify the version of copied files corresponds to 3.2.R7.
A:Dut-G# file version images\i386–cpm.tim
TiMOS-DC-C-3.2R6 for i386
Fri Jan 22 18:04:45 PST 2016 [fe7c2d] by builder in /build/workspace/srosbuild-

9. Reboot VSC
A:Dut-G# admin reboot now
Rebooting ...
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10. Once the VSC is rebooted, login as admin and verify VSC is running 3.2.R7 TiMOS software.
a:Dut-G# show version
All rights reserved. All use subject to applicable license agreements.

11. Execute show vswithc-controller xmpp-server and verify that the state of the
XMPP server is Functional.
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12 Support and other resources
Contacting HPE

For additional information or assistance, contact HPE Networking Support:
www.hpe.com/networking/support
Before contacting HPE, collect the following information:

• Product model names and numbers

• Technical support registration number (if applicable)

• Product serial numbers

• Error messages

• Operating system type and revision level

• Detailed questions

HPE security policy
A Security Bulletin is the first published notification of security vulnerabilities and is the only
communication vehicle for security vulnerabilities.

• Fixes for security vulnerabilities are not documented in manuals, release notes, or other
forms of product documentation.

• A Security Bulletin is released when all vulnerable products still in support life have publicly
available images that contain the fix for the security vulnerability.

To find security bulletins:
1. Go to the HPE Support Center website at www.hpe.com/go/hpsc.
2. Enter your product name or number and click Go.
3. Select your product from the list of results.
4. Click the Top issues & solutions tab.
5. Click the Advisories, bulletins & notices link.
To initiate a subscription to receive future HPE Security Bulletin alerts via email, sign up at:
www4.hpe.com/signup_alerts

Related information
Documents

To find related documents, see the HPE Support Center website:
www/hpe.com/support/manuals

• Enter your product name or number and click Go. If necessary, select your product from the
resulting list.

• For a complete list of acronyms and their definitions, see HPE FlexNetwork Technology
Acronyms.

Related documents
The following documents provide related information:

• HPE Distributed Cloud Networking 3.2.R5 Release Notes (Document Number: 5200-0182)

• HPE Distributed Cloud Network 3.2.R2 CloudStack Plugin User Guide (Document Number:
5998-6918)
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• HPE Distributed Cloud Network 3.2.R5 User Guide (Document Number: 5200-0184)

• HPE Distributed Cloud Networking CMS Integration Guide - vCenter (Document Number:
5998–6923)

• HPE Distributed Cloud Networking CMS Integration Guide – vCloud (Document Number:
5998–6924)

Websites
• Official HPE Home page: www.hpe.com
• HPE Networking: www.hpe.com/go/networking
• HPE product manuals: www.hpe.com/support/manuals
• HPE download drivers and software: www.hpe.com/support/downloads
• HPE software depot: www.software.hpe.com
• HPE education services: www.hpe.com/learn
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13 Documentation feedback
HPE is committed to providing documentation that meets your needs. To help us improve the
documentation, send any errors, suggestions, or comments to Documentation Feedback
(docsfeedback@hpe.com). Include the document title and part number, version number, or the
URL when submitting your feedback.
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A Appendix: Creating a VSC host hypervisor bridge
Overview

A hypervisor hosting a VSC VM is expected to have two bridge interfaces used to attach the
VSC management and datapath NICs. This appendix shows an example configuration for the
bridge interfaces and associated NICs.
In the procedure and sample output below, eth0 is associated with br0, and eth1 is associated
with br1. The Ethernet to bridge mappings can be customized according to your hardware and
network configuration. If the device associations are different, make appropriate adjustments to
the procedure.
The information needed for the installation is:
• The interface names for the management and datapath interfaces on the hypervisor
• The IP addresses and network information (including default route) for the management and

datapath interfaces on the hypervisor
The files that will be modified are:
• /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth0

• /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth1

• /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-br0

• /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-br1

The procedures are:
• “Modifying the eth0 configuration” (page 114)
• “Modifing the eth1 configuration” (page 114)
• “Editing (or creating) the br0 configuration” (page 114)
• “Editing (or creating) the br1 configuration” (page 115)

Modifying the eth0 configuration
Edit the file /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth0 to match the information
below:
DEVICE="eth0"
BRIDGE="br0"
ONBOOT="yes"
BOOTPROTO="none"
TYPE="Ethernet"

Modifing the eth1 configuration
Edit the file /etc/sysconfig/networks-scripts/ifcfg-eth1 to match the information
below:
DEVICE="eth1"
BRIDGE="br1"
ONBOOT="yes"
BOOTPROTO="none"
TYPE="Ethernet"

Editing (or creating) the br0 configuration
Edit the file /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-br0 to match the information
below, replacing the IP address and netmask as appropriate:
DEVICE="br0"
TYPE="Bridge"
ONBOOT="yes"
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BOOTPROTO="static"
IPADDR=" 192.0.2.10"
NETMASK="255.255.255.0"
GATEWAY=" 192.0.2.1"

Editing (or creating) the br1 configuration
Edit the file /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-br1 to match the information
below, replacing the IP address and netmask as appropriate:
DEVICE="br1"
TYPE="Bridge"
ONBOOT="yes"
BOOTPROTO="static"
IPADDR="198.51.100.10"
NETMASK="255.255.255.0"
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